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Background 

Engagement for this project is considered the Consult Level, based on the City of Boulder’s 
Engagement Strategic Framework. The Consult Level means that the city will keep community 
members informed, listen to and acknowledge concerns and aspirations, and share feedback on 
how public input influenced decisions. 

The target audience for this engagement is community members who currently play pickleball 
and/or tennis on BPR courts. Prior engagement, research and policy will allow staff to balance 
court service levels with other recreation service levels across the department. 

In identifying a target audience for engagement, staff did not identify the need for language 
access services such as translation and interpretation. The webpage and posters include a phone 
number to request Spanish information. No requests have been received on this project. 
Automated translation of the webpage is available through the city’s website provider. Staff will 
continue to monitor and adjust if the need arises. 

Engagement is structured in three windows for this plan so that community members can provide 
feedback at specific milestones. After each window staff and consultants evaluate the feedback 
gathered, bring a summary of feedback to PRAB and incorporate feedback into deliverables. 

• Engagement Window 1: October 2023 
o Goal: Share a Foundation of Information and Inquiry 
o Associated Deliverables: Data Collection and Needs Assessment, 

Recommendations and Priorities for current courts 
• Engagement Window 2: February – March 2024 

o Goal: Evaluate Options 
o Associated Deliverables: Visioning and Core Program Analysis, Space Allocation 

Diagrams, Concept Development 
• Engagement Window 3: April – May 2024 

o Goal: Communicating Recommendations 
o Associated Deliverables: Final Draft 

 

 

 

https://bouldercolorado.gov/sites/default/files/2021-05/boulder-engagement-strategic-framework.pdf
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Engagement Window 1 Summary 

During the first of three engagement windows for this project staff requested community 
member’s feedback on current court experiences and hopes for the future of courts. 

Overall feedback received in Window 1 highlighted the communities desire for: 

• Additional courts, especially given the growing demand for both sports and changing 
supply of privately owned courts in the city 

• Dedicated courts for each sport 
• Opportunities to play with family and friends, drop-in, leagues and organized play 
• Improvements to the current court conditions and reservation process 

Communication Methods 

To advertise the first window of engagement, the following methods were used. 

• Posters hung at each court site 
• Email to project email group: Invitation sent September 22 and reminder sent on October 

4. 
o The email list grew from about 30 subscribers to 1333 during this engagement 

window. All community members are welcome to sign up for these email updates 
on the project webpage. 

• Eblast – included in the Sept. 20, Oct. 11 and Nov. 1 e-blasts. 
• Social Media – Posted to Facebook and Instagram on Oct. 2, Oct. 18, and Oct. 25. 

o Oct. 2 reach: 882; likes and shares: 19 
o Oct. 5 reach: 831; likes and shares: 30 
o Oct. 18 reach: 1,138; likes and shares: 25 

• Stakeholder emails  
o There was initially confusion about the difference between the Public Meeting 

and the Stakeholder Interviews, which resulted in some stakeholders forwarding 
the invitation to their memberships later than desired. This communication is an 
area for improvement for future windows. 

• Shared on the project website 
• Listed as an event in the citywide online calendar 

 

Public Meeting 

As a part of Engagement Window 1 (September to October 2023), staff hosted a public meeting 
and launched a questionnaire. Nearly 180 community members joined this in-person meeting on 
the evening of October 4.  

Staff and consultants presented background information about the project process and current court 
system.  
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Left: Ali Rhodes presents to community members at the Court System Public Meeting on October 
4. 

Following the presentation, community members then had the opportunity to provide feedback 
on desired amenities and services at courts through a poster activity. The questions asked of 
attendees at the in-person meeting were also included in the online questionnaire.  

Comment cards were available for additional feedback. The majority of the 40 comments 
received expressed desire for more courts including dedicated courts, outdoor, grouped, indoor 
and courts with other amenities. Many other comments proposed a specific solution or question 
about the content and format of the meeting. A copy of these comments is included in 
Attachment A. 

Pictures of the final posters with feedback and charters summarizing this feedback are included 
below for pickleball and tennis. Drop-in play and online reservations were the two most 
important services for both pickleball and tennis. Attendees of both tennis and pickleball placed 
high importance on grouped courts, while pickleball was most interested in dedicated courts and 
tennis players most interested in indoor courts. 

Desired Pickleball Services 

  

Desired Pickleball Amenities 
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Desired Tennis Service 
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Desired Tennis Amenities 

   

 

Organization Stakeholders 

Staff has met regularly with representatives from BOCO Pickleball and Boulder Tennis 
Association (BTA) during the past year. Feedback we have received so far from these 
stakeholders includes: 

• Desire for additional courts to meet growing demand 
• Upcoming changes in the number of non-city courts in Boulder is anticipated to add 

greater demand to the city courts (Development at Millenium, CU South) 
• Desire for dedicated courts for both sports 
• Desire for groups of courts at single locations to facilitate social play, drop-in, leagues, 

and tournaments 
• Desire to explore public private partnerships for larger facilities 

Staff will continue monthly meetings with these stakeholder representatives throughout the 
project. Notes from the discussions are shared on the project webpage.   
 
PRAB member Andrew "Bernie" Bernstein joined stakeholder meetings as the assigned liaison 
to this project.  
 
 

Key Interviews 

https://bouldercolorado.gov/projects/court-system-plan
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During October, PROS consulting conducted hour long interviews with key stakeholders and 
staff. Interviews included organization stakeholders, staff involved in court programs and 
maintenance as well as several players from the community who are not involved in BOCO 
Pickleball or BTA. 

Key takeaways from these interviews include: 

• Generally, the tennis and pickleball communities look to the City to be the primary 
provider of outdoor courts more so than indoor courts. 

• A desire for dedicated pickleball courts. 
• A desire to not share tennis courts with pickleball players due to the multiple lines on the 

court and the inability to host sanctioned league and/or tournaments on those types of 
courts. 

• Generally, pickleball players would like multiple courts at one or two locations to 
capitalize on the socialization benefit of the sport – did not define a number but referred 
to South Boulder Recreation Center location as a good starting point. 

• Tennis players would like at least five and up to 10 courts at one or two locations to 
support leagues and tournaments. 

• Outdoor courts are the preference for both user groups. 
• A desire for indoor courts that are specialized for play instead of multi-sport lines on 

existing gymnasium floors. 
• Gonzo tennis would like to operate out of one location so as to not incur the additional 

overhead and cost of operating multiple sites (storage, transporting of equipment, etc.). 
• The reservation system and process should be overhauled. 

 

Questionnaire 

The online questionnaire was available to the public October 4 - October 18. Over 1400 
community members responded to the online questionnaire. 

Results are presented by question in this section. The open ended responses are included in 
Attachment B. 

 

Question 1: What sport do you play? 

• Findings of this question show that this questionnaire was responded to by tennis and 
pickleball players. Only 2 responses did not indicate playing either sport.  

• A quarter of respondents indicated playing both sports.  
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Question 2: Desired Pickleball Services 

• Online reservations, leagues and drop-in play were the three court services that 
tennis and pickleball players most likely to consider very or somewhat 
important. Pickleball players were more likely to rate drop-in play as very 
important, followed by reservations and leagues.   
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Question 3: Desired Pickleball Amenities 

• Both tennis and pickleball players responded that conveniently located and dedicated 
courts are important. 

• While courts located in neighborhoods and courts at varying locations in the city might 
be seen as convenient by some players, conversations with organization stakeholders and 
other community members clarified that convenience was often related to the parking and 
transit options and a central geographic location.  
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Question 4: Tennis Services 

o Online reservations, leagues and drop-in play were the three court services that 
tennis and pickleball players most likely to consider very or somewhat important.  

o Tennis players rated online reservations highly, followed by league and then drop-
in play.  

 

Question 5: Tennis Amenities 

o Both tennis and pickleball players responded that conveniently located and 
dedicated courts are important. 
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Question 6: Time of Play 

• Weekend and weekday mornings were the reported most popular times to play. 
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Question 7: Season of Play 

• While Summer, Spring and Fall are the most popular seasons, 66% of players 
report wanting to play in the Winter. 

 

Question 8: Who they play with 

• While 94% of respondents play with family and friends, 55% of respondents 
reported playing with BOCO pickleball, BTA or another organized group.  
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Question 9, 10 and 11: Current Experiences (Reservations, court condition and overall 
experience) 

• While a majority of respondents were satisfied with their overall experience with BPR 
courts, nearly half reported being dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with court condition.  

• The reservation process shows room for improvement as well – In addition to the 
software used, staff is aware that reservations often booked quickly for peak times which 
may contribute to the dissatisfaction with reservations.  
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Question 12: Investment Priorities 

• Respondents ranked adding new courts as the top priority. Improving daily maintenance 
of existing courts ranked as second. Enhancing amenities at existing courts (such as 
added restrooms, water fountains, etc.) ranked third. 
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Question 13: Volunteering 

• Onetime volunteer opportunities were the most popular. A large number of respondents 
were also interested in events and shoveling snow. 

• Interest in shoveling may reflect the desire of playing outside and a lack of indoor 
opportunities in snowy months. 

 

 

Disability Access: 

When asked what changes could improve access for those experiencing disabilities, 49 
respondents answered with several common themes: 

• Larger gates at the courts and access for wheelchairs could use improvement. 
• Parking, restrooms, lights and seating are desired amenities that could better 

support those experiencing disabilities. 
• The wheelchair tennis program at RMTC is highly valued and there is fear that 

opportunity will go away. Indoor courts support a variety of benefits for those 
experiencing disabilities. 

 

Open Ended question: 

As the final question in the questionnaire, community members were asked:  
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“Please let us know what you like about the current City of Boulder tennis and pickleball courts, 
as well as any future hopes or concerns.”  The most common themes that emerged from these 
responses are included in this summary. 

The open-ended comments will receive further analysis to better understand the nuances and 
contribute to future deliverables.  

• More courts: The most common theme that was mentioned in the open-ended responses 
was a desire for more courts.  

o Courts dedicated to each sport separately were the most common type of courts 
requested. 

o While outdoor play is the most popular, both indoor and outdoor courts are 
desired, with a greater desire from tennis players for the indoor amenities 

o Location was one of the biggest factors that players considered in current courts 
and future desired courts 

• Upgrades: While some community members noted the recent improvements to court 
conditions, others noted that greater improvements to current courts are needed 

 

Demographics:  

The following are optional demographic questions help the City better understand engagement 
reach. These questions are standard citywide questions that are included in most engagement 
questionnaires for all departments. 

• The majority of respondents live within the city of Boulder, with nearly all 
respondents living in Boulder County. 

• 87% of respondents identified as white. 
• Slightly more women filled out the questionnaire than men. 
• The most common household age was 34-55 years old. 
• Respondents were most likely to own their home and have a household income of 

$150,000 or above. 
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Attachments 

Attachment A: Comment cards received at public meeting October 4, 2023 

Attachment B: Open ended responses to public questionnaire October 4-October 18, 2023 
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Attachment A: Comment cards received at public meeting October 4, 2023 

Card  Comment 

1 Programs for low income kids 
2 My priorities:  -Accessibility/I'm in a wheelchair, -Accessibility should include: wide gates, paved 

entryways, ramps, -Indoor facility, it doesn't have to be state of the art.  It can be a well-ventilated, 
maintained, w. restrooms, -Upgrade current courts for wheelchair access. Question: Can the city think 
outside the box in order to build a court facility? i.e. zoning regulations. 

3 Tennis is a very social sport so having multiple courts together is important. IBM (Tom Watson Park) has 
tons of land east of the existing tennis courts that could be used for dedicated pickleball or more tennis 
courts. 

4 Dedicated pickleball courts 4+ at each park.  Large center would be nice like Apex in Arvada (24 courts). 
Divider/fence between courts & waiting to play area. 

5 Indoor courts!!!!! Thank you so much for the work in re-doing the courts. Tom Watson is lovely now! 
6 On shared courts, dragging a pickleball net with locked wheels across the tennis court destroys the 

surface! 
7 Really appreciate what you're doing!  Please do everything possible to separate tennis & pickleball 

facilities.  In addition to be including NOISY, pickleball players do not seem to have a sense of court 
etiquette - they regularly walk across tennis courts while a game is in progress, even when they could 
easily use a different gate to access their court.  Please consider adding lights to more (cost(sp)) courts - 
This would increase capacity a little 

8 We need indoor tennis courts!  It's ridiculous that we have to drive to Arvada - Apex or LAC 
9 We need more outdoor and an indoor tennis facility. PLEASE. 
10 The pickleball community should learn tennis etiquette on shared courts. e.g. Don't cut across tennis 

courts while in use to get to a shared court. 
11 Sufficient parking at courts, including bicycle racks.  Multiple courts in one location.  Good maintenance 

of which includes regular maintenance.  Restrooms available at all courts.  Court areas with trees for 
some shade covered & indoor courts.  Would have preferred a meeting that offered dialogue & questions 
& answers. 

12 How about a meeting with REAL dialogue with tennis community? 
13 Tennis courts are more expensive than pickleball courts.  Don't take away a diminishing resource by 

allowing pickleball on tennis courts. 
14 Commitment to replace current courts being removed by city council votes!! 
15 We have heard great presentations statistics, power points etc what we need is pickleball courts  other 

cities are way ahead of you. Fastrack this!! 
16 Why has city put off pickleball court construction from 2024 to 2025? 
17 Stats are wrong. There are 32 mill pickleballers in US 
18 I play any racket sport!! I am concerned about the converging forces - loss of total # of tennis courts 

(RMTC, CU South) & at the same time use & demand.  I would like to see Boulder with a city tennis & 
pickle!! center where we can host events, tournaments, etc. What happened to the plan for Valmont?? 

19 Dedicated pickleball courts please. Top floor of parking garages? @ apartment complexes 
20 I have a dream for: separate courts for tennis and pickleball and enough of each for everyone!! 
21 

Dear City of Boulder Staff: Thank you for the opportunity to voice opinions and wishes. Great Event.  
One thing I would like to call to awareness is that with the very short notice of this event _ a couple days 
- I think only a very small percentage of the pickleball community was able to be represented.  Please 
keep us appraised (BOCO club) of the process and upcoming opportunities to show perspectives again.  
Thank you again,  

22 I have been a member @ Rocky MT Tennis (Previously harvest house) for almost 30 yrs. But I also play 
in Longmont, Erie, Louisville & Lafayette.  Longmont & Louisville have better public courts than fancy 
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rich Boulder.  (think Quail Courts). Also Arvada has a wonderful tennis center (Apex). Boulder needs a 
large tennis complex. At RMTC in the winter we have an indoor bubble.  But it is very difficult to get a 
court because CU woman practice there. We are in desperate need of courts!  

23 Pickleball and Tennis cannot coincide with one another.  The noise from fraternizing and the ball play in 
pickleball is exceedingly loud and prevents fair match play in tennis.  One needs to be able to hear "lets", 
score calls and where a person moves. 

24 Is the city coordinating at all w/the University?  The loss of CU South is likely the death knoll for the CU 
Women's Tennis team, which is so unfortunate! 

25 Please restore 4 pickleball courts at NBRC. *Within the context of a negotiation/discussion with all 
parties. Q: Could the courts be operative within certain hours? - As a compromise. Q: Could the city 
install actual noise mitigation panels? A city-wide pickleball site w12-16 courts. 

26 Would there be any possibility of developing courts for tennis near Pleasantview soccer fields? or on the 
Prairie dog field @ 47th & Jay Rd? Tons of space!! Also would the parks dept consider partnering with 
RMTC to develop & maintain courts for the tennis program? 

27 Port o' Potties at all courts.  
28 CU South use those tennis as short term solution for millennium closing? 
29 Please look at the successful model of Denver Tennis Park. BVSD has land (Nevin Platt for example). 

CU needs a facility, has $. Community would support with philanthropy.  Email me for more info on this.  
I have run the numbers! 

30 Nicely done but would prefer general Q&A so all get the same message on important questions! Thank 
you 

31 I am not convinced there really are more tennis players than pb players.  My anecdotal evidence - tennis 
courts by Eisenhower Elem are empty majority of the time 

32 Courts at south are occupied by pb players more than tennis - aug 4 to pb courts to 1 tennis court. Would 
like to see more evidence/data on the numbers of people using public courts 

33 The current system of shared courts is not working well.  Pickleballers spread out across more courts than 
necessary instead of having 2 pickleball groups on each tennis court. 

34 Please create dedicated courts... When you paint the pickleball lines on tennis courts we can no longer 
use them for league play officially.  Additionally we can no longer play at South Rec - even when we 
reserve a court to play tennis, we are met w/pickleball players who don't want to move & who have set up 
camp/chairs...they consistently make rude comments etc even though we've paid $ to play... 

35 Why basketball was not mentioned? When pickleball started in Boulder 5-6 years ago we relied entirely 
on basketball courts which can be turned in pickleball courts in 10 minutes! 

36 Wheelchair tennis 
37 Thank you for providing a forum to hear about why pickleball is highly valued and NEEDED by Boulder 

Residents.  I started playing at 70 years.  No I'm a very health 79 year old! You can draw the conclusions 
38 We need more tennis courts! The ones at Centennial are cracking & need resurfacing.  A better job needs 

to be done.  The current surface did not last.  It has cracks and dead zones from ice under the surface. We 
need more backboards to hit against! 

39 As a family with a young tennis player it has become impossible to use any of the tennis courts at the rec 
center.  Another hardship for families in Boulder. 
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Attachment B: Open ended responses to public questionnaire October 4-October 18, 2023 

Please note that respondents’ names, emails and phone numbers have been redacted from 
comments to provide privacy for community members. Comments are otherwise published as 
received. 

Respondent 
ID 

If you experience disability, please let us know any changes we could make that would improve your 
access and experience for City courts: 

1 benches and shades 

2 I used to play tennis but had to move on to pickleball after an injury was suffered playing tennis. Despite 
my advancing age, the slower ball and the smaller court size of pickleball allow me to continue to be 
active in a healthy, fun and socially rewarding sport. 

3 see 15 re color-blindness. Chairs would be very helpful, as I am in my mid-70s 

4 Sometimes the gates on the tennis courts are a little bit narrow. Bigger doors would make the courts more 
wheelchair accessible.  

5 There is not any indoor facilities in Boulder that people can use in the winter once RMTC is taken down. 
People are already beginning to leave to find other options elsewhere 

6 Make them wheelchair accessible  

7 Keep the courts away from residential areas or require them to be indoor facilities if they are in residential 
areas. 

8 Courts are too crowded; build more 

9 I am concerned that there are not enough tennis courts that are lighted for public access in Boulder.  

10 Parking is not close enough to pickleball courts.  Need sheltered area for inclement weather.  Would love a 
go-to manager position for pickleball and tennis.  Seating options to watch players, enhancement of access 
for more people to try and play.  Good for mental and physical health because when you are playing all 
you think about is playing and where to hit the next shot.  You forget everything else while you’re playing.  
The social aspect is equally important because you are introduced to a new partner with every pickleball.  
It’s a win-win because it takes you away from personal and work stressors, has a health benefit and you 
can new friends because in every game you change partners if you play doubles - you come to know and 
recognize partners gradually by first name only - and one of the most important benefits is you laugh often 
especially in pickleball.  I’m a non-athlete senior citizen who has witnessed all of these great benefits.  
Physical, social, all an enhancement of daily life. New friends, better agility, forget about anything 
stressing you out for an hour or more a day.   

11 Note: ADA compliance does NOT equate to the needs of sport wheelchairs.  Gates/doors need to be wider 
than the ADA regulations as the camber of the wheels is greater.   

12 Millenium tennis has had a great wheel chair tennis program. Where will these folks play? 

13 Take pickleball lines off of tennis courts.  Players with visual impairments cannot clearly see tennis lines. 

14 More courts 

15 NA, other than age 

16 I don't have a disability but cracked tennis courts are a tripping hazard and I am getting older and don't 
want to fall 

17 The chips and cracks in the courts, specifically at the east boulder rec center. 

18 More drop in availability, and player adherence to time limit whether a court is reserved or drop-in 

19 I have a blood pressure condition that is exacerbated by heat. It would be nice to have cold water, shade, 
and more seating available at the courts.   

20 It would be nice to see people with disabilities on courts playing but they play at RMTC which is going 
away -  

21 all courts should have bathrooms and benches to sit on. 
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22 This is so frustrating. I'm currently undergoing treatment for precancerous skin lesions--skin cancer is 
common in sunny and active Boulder--and need to avoid direct sun exposure for the next couple months. 
Unfortunately, I cannot reserve lighted evening courts because they are FULL. Pickleball is my main form 
of exercise and social interaction, so this is doubly frustrating. We actually canceled our household rec 
center membership due to the reduction in courts, so the city has lost our money. We would re-join if the 
membership provided reasonable access to court reservations--esp. lighted courts for evening play, and/or 
covered courts for daytime play--but for now it's just not worth it.  

23 Build an indoor/outdoor tennis complex. There is too much done for cyclist, too little for tennis players. 
Maybe brain surface of existing courts. 

24 I'm partially deaf. Trying to play tennis close to very loud pickle ball courts makes it near impossible to 
hear calls during the game. Tennis and pickleball really should be separated. 

25 dedicated picke ball ourts 

26 Lights  

27 We need a reservation process to allow handicap access. 

28 I am handicapped from knee problems but I can still play pickleball. There are not enough handicap spots 
in parking. 

29 I need full time access to water to drink.  

30 good lighting on city courts would improve my ability to play in the evenings given my limited night time 
vision. It would be great to have this on courts where league play is common (4 or more courts, reservable 
for leagues), as leagues often run over into the darker hours. 

31 I have many friends who are wheelchair tennis players. A new facility should be designed from the point 
of view of making sure an athlete with disabilities is able to access every bit of the new facility easily. 

32 Making them safer would be a great start! 

33 Our 7 year old has a number of developmental disabilities, but is athletic and loves sports - tennis is a huge 
interest! He’s easily distracted by the weather and would do so so benefit from a consistent, indoor place 
to play 

34 Bathrooms  

35 N/A for me. There are however many dedicated wheelchair players losing virtually their only site in winter 
to play (RMTC) and few choices any time of year much less organized play.  

36 Easier access 

37 Neurodiverse. I'd like their to be more emphasis on play and recreation engaging my community. Also, I 
did not like how the older pickle ball players tried to push themselves onto the tennis courts and kick my 
teenagers off because they were adults?? Bad behavior and pushiness on the part of these pickleball ladies. 

38 I have a vision chaleange and the excessive lines on courts (singles, doubles, jr tennis and pickle ball) 
make it very challenging to play 

39 More tennis courts and indoor.  Many communities are stepping up to this. Arvada, Denver, and Parker all 
have indoor public/ private ventures that are doing very well and are very popular without the pickleball 
noise. 

40 With the closing of RMTC and its large and famous wheelchair tennis program (2 para athletes played at 
the US Open this year from RMTC) what will the city be doing to accommodate wheelchair tennis and 
ADA access to existing courts?  

41 Proper gate sizing and parking. 

42 I dont but see comments above about wheelchair tennis that is currently thriving at RMTC but faces a 
grave future 

43 too much to write at this time 

44 there must be availability for wheelchair players and tournaments as now is the case at the RMTC. 

45 Bathrooms close to courts 

46 As I get older, it is harder to play as it gets dark.  Please add more lights to courts.  
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47 More ADA parking, and wheelchair access to courts and bathrooms. Especially bathrooms.  

48 Wheelchair players need easy access:  wide gates, ramps, paved entry paths, dedicated handicap parking, 
and handicap bathrooms.  

49 While I do not experience a disability, I know that making courts accessible benefits everyone.  

 

 

Respondent 
ID 

Please let us know what you like about the current City of Boulder tennis and pickleball courts, as 
well as any future hopes or concerns.   

1 That there are some pickleball courts. 

2 Quite simply: The suburbs have beautiful facilities (Apex in Arvada!) and Boulder does not :( 
With the loss of RMTC, our Boulder youth that want to improve themselves now have to travel there to 
play indoors, that is unacceptable  
Allocate the funds, identify the land (City of Boulder has a lot of it!), and build an indoor facility. Simple 
as that.  

3 The City has done a few upgrades to a few courts this year.  YAYYYY!!!  PLEASE continue to upgrade 
and maintain the tennis courts we have and to add more.  Tennis is alive and great exercise for our 
community! 

4 Pretty and colocated with facilities and amenities  

5 South Boulder courts, East Boulder courts 

6 I'm an avid tennis player and have been playing for the last 20 plus years in Boulder.  The city courts used 
to be very accessible and kept.  I frequently play at my neighborhood South Boulder Rec Center and 
occasionally at East.   However, ever since the city made the tennis courts to do pickle balls, I had a 
difficult time of getting the courts especially on weekends because of the pickle ballers.  I work during the 
weekdays, so weekends and evenings are my play time.  Thus, I have to go to Fairview High School's 
courts, which are run-down.  I wish someone would redo and maintain those courts.  I strongly recommend 
that we build 8 sets of courts just for pickle ballers and bring South Boulder Rec Center tennis courts back 
to tennis only.  The extra lines of the pickle ball courts on the tennis courts distract my focus and hinders 
my game.  Thus, I have a tendency not wanting to play at those city courts, which are convenient for me 
and were very nice. I'm saddened by the changes. As for East Boulder Rec courts, they are always hard to 
access because of the popularity of tennis in Boulder.  I strongly feel we need MORE TENNIS COURTS 
THAT ARE SEPARATED FROM THE PICKLE BALL COURTS TO ACCOMMODATE BOTH 
POPULAR SPORTS.  Boulder is a special place that has 300 days of sunshine, which allows us to play 
outside even in the winter.  Let's make Boulder the happiest and fittest place in the nation by making the 
outdoor sports accessible and nice for everyone!! Thank you for listening. BTW, I like the recycling ball 
bins! 

7 Pickleball is vastly more popular in Boulder than the facilities provided. 

8 I like the North Boulder and East Boulder Rec center courts and the fact that they have lights. I’m 
concerned about the maintenance of some courts, including the ongoing issues with cracking. I’m also 
concerned about having enough courts for league matches that don’t have pickleball lines, especially in 
light of losing RMTC and CU South. I’m concerned about pickleball taking over tennis courts and would 
like an equitable solution to that issue. I very much hope to see a public indoor tennis facility (much like 
Apex in Arvada) in Boulder in the future so that we can play all year! 

9 Newly resurfaced courts 

10 With the upcoming removal of approximately 15 tennis courts throughout Boulder, it's very important that 
new tennis courts are developed. I think it's essential that we have indoor tennis courts in Boulder as well, 
as there currently are none. 

11 It is hard to like courts that crack within approximately 6 months of simply cosmetically touching up the 
surface.  Martin Park appears to be the only courts that were built correctly over the clay.  Instead of 
fruitless repainting and perhaps scraping the courts why not have spent the money on the courts one at a 
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time and repairing them by digging down at least 10 feet or however far is needed and completely redoing 
the courts so the clay can not cause the cracking that settling in clay causes. 

12 When repairing courts pay the extra money to get them done right by a company that knows how to repair 
courts for long term use.  The courts at IBM were resurfaced but poorly done. Very uneven and wavy. 
Some courts at different locations (not necessarily in Boulder) that were repaired or resurfaced this year or 
last, are already cracking and the surface is peeling off. 

13 That they exist 

14 The condition is generally good. But there aren’t enough courts 

15 I would really appreciate if the city of Boulder would consider having a covered indoor facility with 
dedicated tennis courts during winter time. Usually there are no options during the winter and it's 
impossible to continue training during that time. 
 
 
 
 I'd like to see more beginner and intermediate leagues and easy sign up.  
 
 
 
Also would like more pickleball lessons available. 

16 Love drop in courts 

17 There is a need for more dedicated tennis courts both outdoor and indoor with the ability to make 
reservations. 

18 More indoor courts  

19 I particularly like the Knollwood courts, but of course they are the most recently redone (vs just 
resurfaced). I don’t like that tennis courts are going away, and we’re losing other courts to pickle ball 
(North Boulder Rec). 

20 BOCO Pickleball is VERY welcoming and it's easy to drop in. I'm happy we often have 8 courts weekday 
mornings at South.  The court conditions are an embarrassment to our city both indoors and out.  Other 
towns and cities have caught on that this is not a fad and quickly replied with dedicated courts, 
ammenities.  Boulder needs to catch up! 

21 there are not enough tennis courts available.  with the future of RMTC unknown, 13 courts are being lost! 

22 I am concerned about the decision to take away the Rocky Mountian Tennis Center courts.  The City 
Counsel has no idea how important those courts are for both members, and children's programs. 

23 Unfortunately, Boulder has the worst accessibility to adequate and well maintained Pickleball courts of 
any local community and worse than most out of state locations where I have played. 

24 I don’t play on them. I play at RMTC, Centennial, and Lake Valley. Only RMTC courts are covered in the 
winter. 

25 Like that the current tennis inventory was repaired/improved and the PB lines at SBRC were repainted a 
less intrusive color.  That Fairview HS tennis Courts are accessible to the public again. Hope that tennis 
will not suffer as a result of displacement of current inventory by pickleball and extra noise due to 
congregation of large numbers of PB players and ball; strike noise pollution in parks and public areas 
where one expects a certain level quietude. (i.e. Harlow Platts Park) Hoping for SBRC 4 courts to be 
available again for league tennis as in previous years due to proximity to US 36, restrooms, and pick nick 
areas for after play potluck. 

26 Location  

27 Like having courts, would love to have lights!!!!! 

28 Would love to see purpose built pickleball courts! 

29 Haven’t played in a couple of years because players weren’t very friendly. I prefer team organization and 
structure  

30 Maintain and add tennis courts and not let them be fully taken over by pickleball; add indoor tennis option 
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31 Would really like more dedicated tennis courts - the south boulder courts are always taken by pickleball so 
martin acres is getting really crowded. Also a sign at Martin Acres saying you can reserve courts online 
would be really helpful - a lot of people do not know this and it causes a lot of conflict between those who 
reserve online vs those who just show up. 

32 availability  

33 more tennis courts need to be centralized in a central location, and we need to support indoor tennis.  
 
 
 
there's a lot of potential or casual tennis players that would love to play more, but in the winter it's very 
expensive and difficult to find a court time.  
 
 
 
supporting USTA leagues and tournaments with a centralized bank of courts are important because for 
tennis being able to play competitively is important to keeping people interested and building a 
community.  

34 The south boulder rec cen courts have a good amount of courts and you can typically get a game in or join 
an ongoing game. It could be improved by adding lights so people can play in the evening.  

35 I like that it’s all pretty chill and free  

36 I hope that maintenance of the present courts will be a priority.  And that a few new courts may be built.   

37 I don't see any tennis court in the construction plans for New Vista High School to replace the two that 
were torn out. Is there not going to be one? Those were the only courts in my neighborhood. 

38 I hope for some dedicated courts; being red-green color-blind makes shared courts difficult 

39 i don't like how are relating Tennis with pickleball, we are compete  deferent animals, come on! As tennis 
players we need our own courts as they were before. 

40 We need designated tennis courts and designated pickleball courts. Sharing is not an option because of the 
conflicting lines. Pickleball lines are not allowed for tennis league play. Tennis is social and we need a 
large number of courts in one place - for league and social play. A new venue with at least 8 tennis courts 
is long overdue in Boulder. 

41 Satisfactory until NBRC took out 4 PB courts and Gonzo lessons spilled into the remaining 4.  

42 At this time, tennis courts are well maintained where I play (North Boulder), but often I need to travel 
around to find an available court. The restrictions and poor conditions at Centennial courts have put more 
pressure on city courts in the north part of town. 

43 1. The seem well maintained 
 
2. There should be separate tennis and pickleball areas as these don't mix well 
 
3. The number of tennis courts should not be reduced; not converted to pickleball. 
 
4. Not allowed uses should be inforced - such as skating 

44 There are a good amount of courts at the south boulder rec center which is where I usually play. 

45 There are not enough courts.  How about building some at Valmont Park? 

46 open play at North and South Boulder 

47   Boulder public tennis courts have been well maintained, particularly recently. 
 
  I like the fact that outdoor play is possible year-round in Boulder. Some cities take the nets down in 
winter.  
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  East Boulder Community Center has the only practice wall for tennis on public courts. Please incorporate 
practice walls in any new court construction and consider adding another wall or two to existing public 
courts. EBCC court 5 should not have pickleball. They've torn up the court dragging their nets around and 
shouldn't be able to reserve the only public tennis court with a hitting wall. 
 
  Pickleball only courts are less expensive than tennis courts to build. Given Pickleball's popularity the city 
should  construct a few. Given their expense, any new tennis courts should be for tennis only.  
 
   

48 Some courts have been updated and resurfaced. 

49 I appreciate that there are a number of courts spread throughout the city and I look forward to more of 
them. Shade, restrooms, and water would be a major plus. Regarding pickleball, I think if that sport had 
their own courts, that would be the best as it is markedly different in many ways. It is more social with lots 
of talking and the sound of the ball is obtrusive. Short of having their own facilities, if they had certain 
hours to play, perhaps that would be a reasonable solution. 

50 Keep current tennis courts in excellent condition and initiate a plan to add additional and separate 
pickelball & tennis courts. 

51 I would like to see dedicated courts for each sport. 

52 You take the South Boulder Rec and put pickleball courts inside the gym.  Add squash on the racquetball 
court.  Keep the 4 outdoor courts.   In the field to the north, you add 4 indoor tennis courts.  Now you have 
a racquet center that serves the community.  Pickleball indoor and outdoor.  Tennis indoor and outdoor.  
The place would be used 24/7/365 in this town.  Sincerely,  8 years tennis professional for the City of 
Boulder.  34 years as a tennis professional, 13 years Director of Tennis, 13 years high school head coach.  
34 years Boulder Resident.   

53 I love how there is free pickup Pickleball.  I really loved the class I took- I wish I could pay for another 
class but they are challenging to sign up fast enough.  

54 I appreciate being able to share the existing tennis courts with pickleball players 

55 I know it must be hard to juggle all the priorities of the community, but it feels like tennis was put on the 
back burner way too long. We need indoor and outdoor tennis courts. 

56 I like that the City has set aside a lot of time for drop in pickleball.  The City missed an opportunity to 
create a public/private partnership to create a tennis complex.  There is a total lack of indoor tennis courts.  
Plus, the existing ones are generally in bad shape.  Asphalt is a terrible material for tennis or pickleball 
courts.  The City needs to invest in post-tension concrete courts.  A good example are the courts in Devil’s 
Thumb neighborhood.  They were converted from asphalt to concrete.  Plus, there should be a separate 
pickleball complex.  Just visit SBRC courts to see why. 

57 I like the geographic distribution of the courts.  Losing RMTC will create a huge void for indoor tennis. 

58 Inexpensive compared with other options (I.e.the new indoor facility, Boulder Pickleball) 

59 My main concern is the resentment shown by tennis players to pickleball players using tennis courts. As 
long as pickleball players do not deface courts or change net heights, they should be able to reserve and 
use available tennis courts. Mutual respect is usually the case, but occasionally we have experienced 
undeserved rudeness. Perhaps signage at courts could address this. Thanks.  

60 I like that there are a lot of courts around. I just wish there was a full list of the courts that people can use 
somewhere. 

61 Hopes - many more courts please. Boulder is way behind in # of courts compared to # of players. I only 
play at SBRC outdoor courts because it is very organized ( thank you Carl) friendly atmosphere and many 
levels of play available. Some days are just soooo crowded though. We need more outdoor courts. 
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outdoor opportunities. There is simply no substitute for a dedicated tennis facility! Barnes Tennis Center in 
San Diego should be the model. 

64 We need new indoor tennis courts for the cu club tennis and other teams!  

65 Since USTA won't allow pickleball lines on courts used for tennis tournaments/leagues I want to see more 
courts for both sports built for the growing demand of pickleball  

66 I like that there are tennis courts available. I dislike that the few tennis courts that are available are getting 
overrun by pickleball.  It’s also hard to find lighted courts. I really wish there were a public tennis facility 
with indoor courts.  

67 Not enough tennis courts 

68 Tennis courts should be reserved for tennis as there are only fewer good condition courts available . 
Pickleball courts should be built separately and not conflict with tennis courts  

69 Near home, walk in, used to always be available before pickleball took over  

70 That they exist 

71 I find the courts have been improved considerably over the last 5 years or so (Centennial, Martin, 
Columbine), and we are able to get reservations as needed. 

72 I am happy for the improvements made in the last 2 years. This is due to to core of people working hard to 
make this happen.  I'd like to see Rec step up more & more to accommodate the sport of Pickleball. 

73 I like the open play availability but feel that we need more courts in Boulder! 

74 I like the reservation system. I’d like more tennis courts and organized play (e.g., league and coaching for 
league play) perhaps working together with BTA? 

75 E. Bldr Rec Center courts are in good shape, need more of them at that location please! 

76 I like the opportunity for open play 7 days a week.  

77 The fact that City of Boulder has been providing its public with pickle-ball courts - and great hope that the 
City will hopefully increase the number of available courts. 

78 I like that there are indoor courts at the RMTC during the fall/winter months. I would like to see more 
courts that are available to the public for free. 

79 There is no reason to paint pickleball court lines over the tennis courts, the noisy ball and players of 
pickleball is terrible. The pickleball courts must be faraway form the tennis courts. 

80 They are ok.  I like the fact that group lessons are available on current courts.  However indoors the many 
lines for dual purposes on courts are very distracting.  Also the availability of courts are problematic. 

81 I do like that there are separate pickleball and tennis courts. Most of these courts are in good condition and 
are accessible.  

82 Indoor courts would be a great addition 

83 That they exist  

84 We have a lot of courts outside, we need inside courts  

85 Right now nothing, I use to play for BTA, but they had no or little access to courts. So I now play for 
CVTA 

86 Pb is available. However, woefully short of the number of courts needed. No dedicated pb courts. Existing 
courts are in terrible condition. No open play at east. Courts are crowded and difficult to get an 
reservation. 8 am reservation time difficult as we are usually playing then. Another frustration; pb courts 
packed with extensive wait times and tennis courts are empty but not available for pb.  

87 I like drop in time so that I can meet new people and experience a variety of levels of play  

88 The city of boulder tennis courts brings together a community of tennis. I like East boulder rec center. The 
other rec centers could use lights and more places for people to gather. Please please please give us more 
options to play in the winter.  

89 I like outdoor drop in times.  I want the cracks fixed especially at South Boulder Rec outdoor courts.  
Dedicated outdoor courts for Pickleball  
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90 I like how convenient they are to reach via bike  

91 Boulder is one of the best communities in the nation.  We have an amazing parks and open space system 
that is mostly the envy of the rest of the country.  That said, Boulder, compared to other second rate 
communities in the surrounding area, has a truly pathetic offering of tennis and pickle ball courts.  It's just 
embarrassing.  Have you seen what Arvada has?  Boulder needs our own APEX Center.  Give me a break!  
If I didn't live in Devil's Thumb and have private access to what are possibly the best tennis courts in the 
state of Colorado, my tennis life would be pretty dismal.  I would be driving around town looking for open 
courts, waiting incessantly to finally get time on a shitty, cracked, weed strewn court, only to run out of 
time while 4 other people wait anxiously for me to leave.  Like I said, it's totally pathetic.  Also, the tennis 
courts with pickle ball lines painted on them with roll out nets is anything but a creative solution.  This is 
garbage for tennis players and pickle ball players alike.  Tennis courts need to be dedicated for tennis, and 
pickle ball courts need to be dedicated for pickle ball.  Offering any kind of a hybrid experience is how 
everyone loses.  Considering this reality, every tennis court in Boulder should be returned to their original 
purpose as just tennis courts, and the pickle ball community deserves their own facilities, with real lines 
painted and actual permanent nets.  In my opinion, this is not even debatable. 

92 Hope BVSD will let us use any/all of the courts available at MS and HS.  We need more courts with ease 
in reserving them or at least opportunity to play with or without reservations on them.  Tennis folks are 
good at following the 1 1/2 hour rule for play time when others are waiting as well as suggesting what 
other courts may be available. 

93 NA 

94 I like that Tom Watson was redone. I like that they can reserved. I like that east, north and tom Watson 
have lights. I like the Columbine courts location and shade.  

95 I like being able to make online reservations. I would like to see dedicated pickleball courts.  

96 Like the online reservations for pickleball. I hope for more courts in the future with shade. 

97 Group access 

98 Drop in play 

99 Keep more tennis courts available for tennis instead of converting to picklrball 

100 I like that pickleball courts are now available.  

101 I like the reservation system.  
 
 
 
I have 2 future hopes: 
 
- bubbled courts (ie covered so you can play in the winter) 
 
- Better quality courts. Columbine and knollwood are very good for example. Boulder north Rec center is 
bad 

102 More playing options 

103 At SBRC, I love the multi-use courts and the great attitude of the pickleball players, in general.  

104 for the most part the usage is good.  The average user is older.  Pickeball  is a good community service.  

105 Good existing courts but more needed  

106 Would love to get tennis courts with lighting and more indoor options for winter/fall/spring seasons. I 
work full time so as the days get shorter, this is important to have so that I can play with other community 
members who also work and can only play in the evenings.  

107 General comfort facilities  

108 We need more tennis courts in the city of Boulder. 
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109 Like how the courts are easy to schedule online. Would be wonderful to have more courts, as well as have 
covered or indoor courts. 

110 It’s good that we have the 8 courts at south. North needs at least 8 … as well as east.   
 
 
 
We need designated new courts.  Boulder county is so far behind all the other cities around us.  
 
What has happened … my Boulder from 1975 to the present , used to be the leader in every sport and 
major events.  It’s very disappointing.  

111 Appreciate that the courts were resurfaced and that there is organized groups that allow drop in 

112 locations 

113 Nice to have pickleball courts at all rec centers.  Dedicated PB courts would be great.  Cracks in current 
courts are bad.   

114 Would love more, well-maintained courts-with RMTC disappearing it is SOO needed. Wish? A complex 
with indoor courts like a club, but public. 

115 There is a severe lack of good Pickleball and tennis facilities in Boulder.  The City of Arvada has done a 
great job with building facilities for both sports. 

116 I like the drop in play as well as the court reservations system.  I do wish there was an opportunity to 
cancel a reservation if need be.  This also allows people who want to get on a court a chance to reserve 
when all the courts show they are full.   

117 I haven't played on most. I mainly play inside NBRC. They are fine. Could benefit from more shoveling 
on outside courts. 

118 I live in Boulder in the Summer.  I think the cost of Rec Center which includes Pickleball is FABULOUS.  
Great group plays Open Play in the evenings. 

119 I like how convenient they are for us college students. Don’t have to worry about driving long distancing 
at night. Safe. I’m concerned about commuting to practice if the location is moved. 

120 More higher quality courts 

121 Current reservation system is good. Open play at South during mornings allows options. Open play that is 
leveled (beginner split from more advanced) helps separate players.  We need more dedicated courts away 
from housing. 

122 I like that we have some courts… nothing like Longmont or Erie! 

123 Love to play tennis so having the existing courts available for tennis  

124 South Rec center courts are close to my home and often empty midday or mostly easy to reserve for peak 
times. 

125 They are pretty accessible and maintained. 

126 I like that we have indoor courts and want to have access to indoor courts in the future 

127 not enough pickleball courts, need dedicated pickleball courts preferably with lights and would be great to 
have indoor or covered. no gym floor courts.  

128 Improved courts.  A pickleball complex with both indoor and outdoor courts 

129 I love the drop-in and reserved play at SBRC 

130 Drop-in play 

131 There is a lot of room to improve current facilities. 

132 very well managed. always improving. 
 
This survey is an example 

133 Just like being able to go out and play.  I'd would like rules for rotating games, so people don't just play for 
hours without moving on. 
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134 Available to all. Fun way to meet people. Good exercise. Great atmosphere. Super grateful for all the 
pickleball courts already available. I can see we will soon desperately need many more. 

135 The current City of Boulder pickleball courts are a disgrace.  I hope the City will build a dedicated 
pickleball facility with facilities similar to Apex in Arvada. 

136 proximity of North Boulder recenter 

137 I like that we can reserve courts. I dislike open play with very competitive people. Open play should be 
organized according to skill level. 

138 North Boulder Play was great until you took it away due to noise 

139 The open play builds community and is steadily growing 

140 I really hope we can get some more indoor tennis courts.  

141 Court surfaces and nets pretty much ok now that maintenance has been done finally.  Hoping for more 
courts available on/near west side of Boulder and better, more frequent maintenance. 

142 None 

143 They are in good shape, I’m worried about not having any indoor courts to play on next year. I hope some 
new ones can go up soon.  

144 I like the surfacing. They r all well maintained.  

145 I like being able to play with my friends 

146 shoveling courts is damaging the surface of the courts. I hope we have covered or indoor courts. 

147 I like the indoor tennis courts  

148 I like the indoor courts because they allow me to play the sport that I love year round. I hope that indoor 
courts remain cheap and accessible to me as a college student. 

149 We like that there are tennis and pickle courts, but want to see better maintenance of them. And we’d like 
to get Manhattan courts back into the city’s jurisdiction (repaired, available to reserve, etc.).  
 
An indoor tennis and/or pickle facility would be wonderful! 

150 There's great places to play in the summer or when the weather is good. 

151 Year round courts with bubble and more courts. Do not like to share with pickle ball. 

152  
 
East Boulder Rec center has a great set up and I like to use their facility. The North Boulder facility the 
courts I have played on are deplorable and are just a law suit waiting to happen. The South Boulder Rec 
Center used to be fairly good courts but have been taken over by pickleball 24/7 so it seems. I love the 
Knollwood courts for their quality, seating, shade, and intimate setting. 

153 I’m concerned with the demolition of the RMTC tennis courts and the lack of boulder tennis courts 
because the CU Club Tennis Team relies on these existing facilities to practice. 

154 My concerns for the future include pickleball taking over more of the already limited tennis courts. Also, 
as a college club tennis player, having indoor courts for our practices in the colder months is very 
important. 

155 They’re generally kept in good order. 
 
 
 
There are not enough pickleball courts at all.  

156 I would like to see more Pickleball courts. There are a lot of tennis courts and very few Pickleball courts. 
Most of the time at East Boulder rec center on weekend and weekday evenings, the pickleball courts are 
both used, and only 1 or 2 tennis courts are used. 

157 Indoor and accessible (bike,walk, etc) courts are extremely important as there is no tennis in the winter 
unless you are wealthy and belong to a club. I have played tennis in Colorado my entire life, mainly 
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Longmont and Boulder. I was the CU Club Tennis President from 2020-2022, not having indoor courts for 
an entire community of students 50+  (more if we had indoor space) would be drastic as the club team 
would have to limit the size of the team even more than we already have to. 

158 I pretty much only play at Rocky Mountain Tennis, but it is good to know there are courts that can be 
reserved when courts at RMTC are not available 

159 Good accessibility for CU Club Tennis, as well as easy to find free pickleball 

160 Some are very nice but some are almost unusable  

161 INDOOR COURTS please  

162 The courts are clean, and I’m really good condition, which is hard to find here 

163 More courts and better maintenance of existing courts!  

164 I think the current system is really nice. It looks like pickle ball is significantly more popular and the city 
has adjusted the courts. Also, when I want to play tennis I can find a court. 

165 I'm grateful courts exist, however, many are cracked, with weeds growing. I would like to see these courts 
maintained a little better 

166 More info on pickleball  

167 We need some dedicated courts and a group of them for fun drop in play! Pickleball to me is about drop in 
play & the friendly community. Boulder is WAY BEHIND the pickleball curve and it's too bad. 

168 Need separate courts for tennis and pickleball 
 
Need more tennis courts at/near the East Boulder Community Center campus - as this seems to be the most 
popular/in demand location for tennis, and has a very large community of regular users 

169 Generally easy to access and get reservations. (Tennis) 

170 DO NOT PUT PICKLEBALL NEAR EXISTING HOMES.  The decibel level is approximately 72DB - 
see the 9news report on YouTube about pickleball noise issues and how pickleball severely impacted 
homes and schools from 'quiet enjoyment' due to the incredible noise issues that were 'worse than 
gunshots'.  One person said they would rather die of cancer than continue to live next to the pickleball 
court that took over their local park. 

171 I like the scheduling and hope it remains just as easy. 

172 More tennis courts with lights so that league teams have a place to host other teams  

173 I like that we have some courts. More than anything, we simply need more courts with at least a port a 
potty.  

174 I like it when the pickleball court usage is not near people's homes so that they do not have to listen to the 
pickleball hitting the racquet. 

175 We need more dedicated pickleball courts in the city.  Lighted courts would be ideal if the budget allows. 

176 Just need more of them!!!! 

177 Indoor favolity 

178 The courts at East Boulder are incredibly beautiful, have restrooms and shade.  Would love to see an 
expansion of these courts.   
 
 
 
The fact that there are no restrooms at Centennial Middle School courts, home to BTA league and Little 
League baseball blows my mind. Please fix this.  

179 Updated n Boulder courts 

180 The people who play tennis and pickle ball are awesome  

181 I play at East Boulder Rec most often and like those courts a lot. I wish pickleball wasn't on the backboard 
court so much as I like to hit on the backboard. What I want most in Boulder is an indoor tennis center or 
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an indoor / outdoor center. Something like Apex in Arvada would be amazing and is sorely needed in 
Boulder. There are tons of tennis players here and we have very limited options 8 months out of the year. 
RMTC is probably going away and Meadows has a years long waitlist so demand is there!  

182 Courts in great shape. 

183 Court conditions are terrible. Combined with pickleball, leaves few options 

184 Need to have more courts! 

185 I love that we have several to play on but future concerns include not having enough or getting more taken 
away due to noise. 

186 close to home 

187 I enjoy open pickleball play at South Boulder Rec Center which is available every morning on the tennis 
courts.  There are 40 or more people every morning which is fabulous, but more courts are needed.  An 
outdoor bathroom/porta potty near the courts would be appreciated too.  Thank you! 

188 Glad they exist...it ends there  

189 I hear players well before 7:00 a.m. in warmer months, I live close by. Is that allowed?  

190 drop in pickle ball is so hard to find 

191 Tennis is my life. Please don’t take that away from me. Here are some point for you to consider: 
 
We should not sacrifice tennis to pickleball. Tennis is the 4th most popular sport in the world and has 
prestigious and historically, economically, and culturally important events like the US Open and 
Wimbledon that have inspired generations of passionate players. Pickleball is growing in popularity but is 
still nowhere near as popular as tennis. 
 
Tennis competition provides excellent physical and mental development for kids, the chance to compete in 
a high level sport, and even college scholarships.  Kids are motivated and inspired by dreams of competing 
in college and even professionally.  No such opportunities exist for pickleball and they are unlikely to 
develop, even if junior pickleball develops.  
 
Tennis is the most important women's sport in the world. Women tennis players make more than female 
athletes in any other sport, and it provides one of the best opportunities for girls to compete in a college 
sport and even earn a college scholarship. Girls in Boulder will not have a chance to participate in tennis if 
we don't add at least 20 more dedicated tennis courts, and at least 12 indoor tennis courts soon. 
 
Boulder has recently lost most of its courts to development or pickleball, including 5 courts at Williams 
Village, 2 courts at New Vista High School, 5-10 courts at the Boulder Rec Centers, 1 court at 
Chautauqua, and it will soon lose 12 courts at CU South. Meanwhile, tennis is growing in popularity. We 
desperately need more dedicated tennis courts to meet the growing demand for tennis. 
 
Tennis and pickleball should be played on separate facilities.  Tennis requires smooth, level, high-quality 
courts with a true bounce, and indoor tennis requires high ceilings. Most pickleball is not played with 
precision and could likely be played in parking lots. Indoor pickleball can be played in structures with a 
low roof. High quality tennis courts should not be sacrificed to pickleball, as pickleball play does not 
require these high quality courts.   

192 reservation system is good. I really hope permanent restrooms can be added and well serviced 

193 Covered courts for winter play would not only allow year round exercise, but also protect the state of the 
courts! 

194 That they exist 

195 I love our local community courts. We need an indoor court since many of us can't afford country clubs. I 
take lessons at Rocky mountain tennis association in the bubble - which is going away.  

196 More dedicated pickle ball courts  

197 Great exercise and meeting lots of new people 
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198 I appreciate that there are any courts to play on and that there are so many people in Boulder who love to 
play tennis. 

199 The city of Boulder has fallen behind other communities, regarding their commitment for " dedicated PB 
courts ". Simply putting nets on a tennis court, while NOT maintaining the courts or nets does not create a 
good environment for future PB. The city needs to build " dedicated outdoor PB courts at the East Rec 
center, since there is ample space to build courts.  This would eliminate any noise issue, while providing 
ample parking and other amenities.  

200 A place to get together with tennis friends.  The main concerns are the number of courts with several in 
town set to disappear in the next few years.  The fact that Boulder does not have a nice public facility with 
10+ courts when Longmont, Arvada and Denver do is baffling 

201 We need some dedicated pickleball courts. 
 
Our tennis courts are cracked and not maintained. 

202 The SBRC drop in is really awesome. We get people from north boulder. It would be great to make this an 
official institution  

203 We have some pickleball courts. That is good.  
 
They are not very good pickleball courts. We need better pickleball courts. We need more pickleball 
courts. We need dedicated pickleball courts with proper nets and proper dimensions. There is not enough 
room between courts and players have gotten injured tripping over the tennis nets. Some players have 
become entangled in the tennis nets while moving backwards and getting feet stuck beneath the tennis 
nets. Tennis nets do not belong on pickleball courts. We need dedicated pickleball courts 

204 Like open play  

205 Like: The interest the city and pickleball community are showing in communicating to create the best 
served public facilities. 
 
 
 
Future hopes: Through amicable negotiation, the 4 pickleball courts taken at North Boulder Rec center  
 
will be restored.  
 
 
 
Future hope: The city will build a dedicated pickleball facility with a large number of courts. City of Santa 
Barbara CA built on dedicated pickleball courts to their public tennis facility. They might be a good model 
to research/learn from.  

206 They are close by. But there are NOT enough courts so reserving is very hard   The courts are in so so 
condition.  

207 Just having what we have  

208 It would be nice for the city to have designated Pickleball only courts. Longmont has six of these courts 
and they are beautiful! 

209 I like how our community has come together in a new way and grown through pickleball, I am concerned 
that there are not enough courts to support the demand and also that there are not dedicated PB courts. 
Boulder is the only community in the area that does not and it would be our residents would benefit from 
additional PB courts and ammenities.  

210 Please support separate tennis courts and pickleball courts - tennis players do not want to see pickleball 
lines on the tennis courts.  

211 I would like to see some separation of tennis and pickleball to maintain the availability of tennis and have 
fewer tennis courts with additional lines painted on them for pickleball 

212 Be nice to have dedicated pickleball courts. The facilities have pickleball courts overlayed on tennis 
courts. Some have tennis only courts that I’ve yet to see used by tennis players and I played every 
weekend.  
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213 I loved being able to walk to North Boulder recenter when the courts were filled with Pickleball AND 
tennis players. I am extremely disappointed the city took such a drastic measure and cut the Pickleball 
courts by 60%. However, I do agree that Pickleball need their own dedicated courts as we are the only 
community in this area with none available. Leading community members to travel to outside areas like 
Superior, Longmont, Louisville, Lafayette etc.....being detrimental to the environment, and adding to 
existing issues such as traffic. I think if the city created a 10-14 court  dedicated Pickleball facility with 
lights and some roof coverage, like an industrial tent, Pickleball players would be more than happy.  

214 More Pickleball courts  

215 I like the fact at South Boulder during summer your PB groups are large and well coordinated  

216 Your survey and the "public meeting" both overlook the primary issue - when can new dedicated 
pickleball courts bebuilt and open for use? Check out all the surrounding cities - they all have found land, 
funds, contractors and opened dedicated courts that do not upset neighbors.Please stop the nonsense of 
public meetings and surveys that do not address the issue and put all that energy into building new courts 
on a fast Track. 

217 More lighted courts 

218 The East Boulder Rec outdoor pickleball markings on the ground for the net are NOT correct.  Please fix. 

219 Concern is that, between the loss of the RMTC club, and CU South, Boulder will lose 27 courts. Without a 
significant investment, Boulder will lose tennis players to other communities - and the dollars they spend 
in that city. There’s been no significant tennis facility constructed in decades. Meantime, Longmont, 
Parker, Arvada, and other communities have built facilities (some public/private) that show an interest in 
tennis.  
 
Many of us who play tennis in Boulder (and then spend money in Boulder) don’t live in Boulder. 
 
If Boulder is interested in keeping us, it will build a first-class facility or two large enough to make up for 
the impending loss of courts. If not, we have other options. 

220 Pickleball play in Boulder is very inclusive and a strong community is forming. However, the number of 
pickleball players in the city continues to grow significantly while the number of available courts is 
shrinking. Converting current courts to designated pickleball courts should be a part of the plan.  

221 Drop in options - need more hours, lighting, ease of access -appreciate all that’s being done for pickleball - 
need more indoor and outdoor dropin access and options  

222 Many other courts nationwide have a drop in system where you sign up at the courts; people play one 
game and rotate out; can then drop in with others who need partners;  hate the reservation one week in 
advance max 

223 I like that pickle ball is offered at NBRC, but I am disappointed by the condition of the 
courts/nets/availability due to popularity of the sport. Dedicated outdoor pickle ball courts (many of them) 
would be a great asset to the city. 

224 I like how the courts can be both tennis and pickleball but the number of pickleball players has grown so 
much, now when you go to south Boulder drop in, you might wait 25 minutes to get in a game. We need 
more courts 

225 There is a huge need to build an indoor facility in Boulder for tennis 

226 I like the sense of community playing tennis at East Boulder Rec Center, and I like the drop-in pickle ball 
at South Boulder Rec Center.  We had played tennis for a long time at South Boulder Rec Center because 
it is close to our house but it felt like there were significant safety concerns playing tennis at SBRC while 
surrounded by pickelball players (e.g. some new pickle ball players would run onto our court in the middle 
of a play to retrieve balls or would not tell us when a ball was on our court or would walk around the back 
of our court).  I felt like I always needed to be alert for an accident so we decided to move to EBRC and 
have enjoyed the sense of community there.  So now I'd appreciate if the EBRC could be maintained in 
order to keep them safe. 

227 There aren't enough tennis courts and they're not being maintained. 

228 Free drop in south Boulder  
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229 More courts, including indoor  

230 I enjoy playing pickleball on public courts in the City of Boulder. Highest priority is having sufficient 
available court space/time.  
 
 
 
It is ironic that BPR instructional programs take away a significant amount of available court space/time 
while creating new players for whom there is not sufficient court space/time. BPR should recognize and 
address with both sides of this supply/demand reality. Otherwise, it is not serving the community well and 
not creating good will amongst it's constituents -- just the opposite. When you find yourself in a hole, the 
first thing to do is to stop digging. 

231 I primarily play tennis, and I appreciate the ability to reserve courts online, but I think the online rental 
platform is very difficult to navigate.  The old online reservation was better, and I encourage the city to 
shift to a different online platform.  I also appreciate courts that are dispersed throughout local 
neighborhoods.  City should continue to maintain those courts and add courts dispersed throughout the 
community.  I support dual usage of some of the courts for Tennis and Pickleball (but maybe not all the 
courts should be dual usage). 

232 There are public courts for people to play for free 

233 There are not enough permentant pickleball courts, not shared on tennis courts. 

234 Hope for more pickleball courts.  

235 Not much, I think that Boulder has really dropped the ball(s) on management of its facilities. Do better. 
Take care of your courts, separate pickleball and tennis with dedicated facilities for each sport. The city 
would benefit economically by having thriving tennis and pickleball scenes, with tournaments and leagues 
and drop ins. It is time for the city to allocate capital to the future of these sports rather than just depending 
on the existing and aging infrastructure and depending on other communities to fill in the gaps. 

236 I like that you have resurfaced IBM and Palo park. Thank you. I’d like to see separate courts built at 
separate locations for pickle ball. I’d like to see more courts built for tennis. An indoor facility for tennis 
would be nice, but I know it would be very expensive. 

237 Having 8 pickleball courts at both North and South was critically important to relieving the pressure and 
wait times for those courts. It is problematic that half the courts at North had to be closed, so I view 
replacing those four courts as urgent. Secondly, I would like to see at least 6-8 dedicated pickleball courts 
in Boulder and wondering what happened to the capital funds designated for four such courts at EBCC? 
Thirdly, as requested above, making improvements such as permanent restrooms, seating, and shade at all 
locations is a priority. 

238 We need several true pickleball courts, not modified tennis court with roll on nets. The city is behind every 
neighboring city in the area.  

239 Courts that are dedicated to Tennis.  Pickleball should be indoor or have their own courts. 

240 The courts are in pretty good condition for city courts. It is difficult to play tennis on courts with pickle 
ball lines so it would be great if separate courts could be maintained.  It would also be great if the city 
could build indoor courts, similar to the APEX tennis center in Arvada.  

241 I especially like the outside courts at north boulder rec.   the location and lighting.   I am disappointed that 
4 pickleball courts were eliminated  

242 Since we are losing or have lost many courts like Baseline courts (CU construction), Harvest House courts 
(sold for CU living), CU South courts (When CU expands there). There is a dire need for tennis courts!!!  
It seems that outside companies are building indoor/outdoor pickleball courts but we are losing tennis 
courts. Its important to me that sports such as these can be played by all socioeconomic levels. When all 
kids have sports they can play for little money, I believe our society benefits in so many ways. 

243 I would like tennis to be prioritized more than pickleball. 

244 convenience  

245 I feel blessed to be able to play pickleball surrounded by amazing views on nice, well maintained courts 
throughout Boulder. Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to both exercise and socialize safely.  
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246 Na 

247 I only have used the city courts for tennis league matches. I hope for the future to have recreational pickle 
ball options. 

248 Sure hope for dedicated PB courts. Concerned there are not enough courts now or in the future. Right now 
there are many city residents traveling to surrounding communities just to be able to play 

249 Availability.  I hope dedicated pickle ball courts can be provided. 

250 I've played at Autry and Boulder rec. Both were good experiences but would love more options 

251 I love that Boulder constantly seeks to enhance recreational facilities. We are lucky to live here.  

252 I hope that the current courts will be repaired, at the very least. 

253 A quart is one block from where I live 

254 I like that there are courts relatively available across the city. 

255 I like the existing courts, but not with pickle ball stripes on them nor playing next to pickle ball players.  

256 I play at the North Boulder Rec Center and like the condition of those courts as well as the fact they have 
lights. 

257 Boulder’s reservation system and communication of existing facilities/courts is not very clear- many of our 
tennis courts particularly tied to middle schools are in disrepair and an embarrassment when hosting 
league play, I find myself going to Westminster or Lafayette for a dependable reservation process and 
maintained courts- and the option of lit courts. My concern is that the number of available tennis courts is 
being diminished with new construction (Williams Village) and with switch over to racketball.  

258 I usually play in Longmont because there is more access to pickleball courts there, and that's where some 
of my pickleball friends live. 

259 Convenience of having courts at our Rec Centers 
 
Reservations are a must!!! 
 
We need more courts for Pickleball 

260 Gonzo Tennis has done an amazing job getting people into the game - making entry fun and exciting.  And 
they provide a wide range of opportunities.   
 
There is a real need for quality tennis courts.  There is so much demand - existing courts in many places 
are dilapidated.  The community needs places to play tennis and we know the value of this sport - the 
science behind it is established and the community needs this sport to thrive - physical, emotional and 
mental fitness are essential for ALL individuals and the community itself.  Tennis is a big part of that! 

261 I like the coin operated lights at some of the city courts. I also like RMTC and CU South tennis courts - I 
do not think that the City of Boulder should have made a deal to allow them to be bought and turned into 
more, unnecessary development. In the future, I hope the City of Boulder decides to reconsider doing this. 
I also hope that the City of Boulder will provide courts that check all the boxes that these two facilities did. 
CONVENIENT LOCATION, well maintained (no cracks, covered benches on court, etc.), good view of 
mountains/boulder/boulder creek, LOTS of courts, options for membership, separate from pickleball 
courts (it is loud/distracting), etc. Currently, it is impossible to find courts in Boulder during prime times. 
The demand is there for tennis and people who live in Boulder are having to travel to surrounding cities 
just to play tennis. 

262 Concerns are the lack of playable courts and winter play 

263 I like that it’s not too expensive to reserve courts. I hope some of the Pickleball courts become fully 
dedicated to Pickleball, the tennis lines are too similarly colored and are confusing while playing 
Pickleball.   

264 I love having Silver Sneakers to lessen court rental expense. It is important to have 5 courts available to 
participate in USTA seasonal leagues, even for us tennis folks in our 70s and 80s. 

265 There should be separate tennis and pickle ball courts as the two sports are not compatible. The growing 
conflict b/w tennis and pickle ball can best be remedied by first building more pickle all courts. Tennis 
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courts were built for tennis and there are not enough of them to handle the current increase in use. Thank 
you.  

266 Please keep tennis string. Pickle ball is taking over! 

267 Please look at Apex in Arvada for a model of a public tennis facility. 

268 Tennis is a great lifelong activity that gets people outdoors and moving around!  

269 We need a beautiful large tennis center and pickle ball center for our community in Boulder. How about 
building it across the street from the Valmont Bike Park?  

270 I like that some courts, particularly the Tom Watson, have been repaired and are now very nice to play on. 
My biggest hope for the future is an indoor tennis facility. 

271 I like the tennis courts at Martin Park, Knollwood, and now the recently resurfaced courts at Palo Parkway. 
It would be nice to have at least a port-o-potty but I can live without.  
 
 The rec center courts are awful. My hope is a nice indoor facility like Apex in Arvada. 

272 I love Tennis and pickleball! Thank you for this survey and the courts. 

273 I like the tennis courts, but since pickleball is very noisy, it is nice to have them separate. 

274 The tennis situation is dire with the loss of RMTC and possibly CU South. My daughter has taken tennis 
lessons with RMTC and Gonzo. I played tennis in college and enjoy recreational tennis with friends and 
family now. Boulder should invest in a tennis facility like Apex in Arvada. I'm new to pickleball but find 
that it is a great way to socialize and exercise with people of all ages and abilities. The city needs separate 
courts for both of these growing sports.  

275 Concerns: (1) finding avail courts, (2) low quality of some courts (eg SBRC). 

276 Private courts at clubs are too expensive.  We need more public courts available everywhere. 

277 Love the revamped tom watson courts! Really wish there was a covdered option for the winter. Also, wish 
tom watson had netting to block the pine needles. 

278 With RMTC in its last year of providing the bubble and impossible wait lists for clubs in the area, there is 
a big need for a winter solution for tennis courts. 

279 I like that they are an option for league play and for youth clinics. My hope is the cracks can be reduced 
and that pickleball at NBRC does not completely crowd out tennis use.  

280 I am grateful for being able to access Gonzo tennis on city of boulder courts. The Gonzo coaches have 
been instrumental in me learning tennis, getting outside frequently, building my fitness level, and reducing 
stress in my life. I’m very disappointed in the quality of courts in Boulder and lack of permanent 
bathrooms at some of the locations. More regular maintenance needs to occur. Also it’s really confusing to 
play on tennis courts that have been lined for pickleball. Only a non tennis player would think this is a 
good idea. I think boulder and longmont should partner to build a public tennis club with indoor and 
outdoor courts half way between boulder and longmont. Most of us can’t afford the boulder country club 
and the wait list at the meadows is upwards of 7+ years. And Rocky Mountain Tennis club isn’t going to 
be around for much longer.  

281 Greater support of USTA leagues 

282 The tennis courts at Boulder Rec south are nice.  

283 Love that we have east Boulder rec for tennis but with news of CU south complex and RMTC courts being 
demolished I’m afraid there will not be many courts left. Boulder county is one of the top most active 
tennis communities in the nation. We need tennis courts desperately and if we can get an indoor public 
complex that would be even better to improve tennis access for all, not just those that can afford a country 
club membership.  

284 Improvement to Centennial courts was positive.  Could add some mixed pickle ball to Centennial!!! 

285 Keep the harvest house bubble and courts 

286 Model it after the Arvada Apex tennis complex. That facility is beautiful and it appears to do very well 
with lessons and turnout.  
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287 I would love to see expansion of year-round recreational leagues, including beginner levels. 

288 I like playing tennis on city courts that are available. We need more courts in Boulder. We need more 
lighted courts and more accessibility 

289 We would love to have a tennis center in Boulder like they have in Arvada - Apex tennis center 

290 Love the Centennial courts 

291 Honestly, I play mostly in East Boulder County (Lafayette & Erie). I truly love the sport and look forward 
to checking out courts in Boulder too! More courts would be awesome!! Thank you!! 

292 A community like Boulder needs to have indoor public courts. Six or more. 

293 Have played at Millennium courts for years. Disaster that they are closing. Many many players will be 
lost. Have found it hard to get a city court for tennis. Also, just taking up picleball, and find it hard to get a 
court.  Generally have found city tennis pros to not be geared to higher level players. Local pros should be 
able to teach private lessons on courts reserved by their clients. 

294 Dedicated Court time 

295 I don't have a clue where Boulder pickleball courts are other than East Boulder dual purpose. The courts 
are pretty old. The University courts are beautiful and the City ones not so.  

296 we need indoor courts 

297 Well it is all pickle ball at my 4 courts in my neighborhood that is 1 block from my house. I have to go to 
the high school or north boulder to play. Kinda bums me 
 
Out.  

298 I would like to see public courts that are in better conditions 

299 Availability of courts is good but in the winter there is insufficient indoor court availability.  I hope the 
RMTC bubble can be used at an alternative location starting winter 2025 

300 Reservation system  

301 I like the indoor courts for the winter, but they should be available at better times during the day. 

302 Tennis courts should not be shared with other racket sports, e.g. pickleball.  We need more tennis courts 
and some designated pickleball courts.   

303 There are good amount of courts, but they don’t have proper maintenance- mostly badly installed nets or 
poorly redone surfacing. Also, not enough courts with decent lights. The lights that exist make it 
unpleasant to play on at night. Also, no indoor courts. Arvada has Apex and that facility is awesome.  

304 Add more courts and tennis programs to replace RMTC. Also covered courts for Winter would be 
amazing! 

305 The best thing is that it's nearly free, and easily accessible via bike (for me, anyway). And the reservation 
system is pretty clear and simple. 

306 Existing courts are great for the most part, but we desperately need new indoor courts.  Only options once 
RMTC goes away are not only private and expensive but require 5+ year waiting list for membership. 

307 Location and conditions 

308 I am not happy that the Harvest Courts will be closed, especially the bubble.  Boulder needs a good tennis 
center with indoor courts.  

309 Concerned that the growing popularity of pickleball will not take over courts for current league play.  

310 I like the courts at the middle school. I like them bc they exist. I grew up in flint, Michigan. Even we have 
more (and better maintained) tennis courts than Boulder, CO 

311 Love that I can make reservations at avail courts. Would like to see dedicated pball courts, both outdoor 
and indoor. I feel Apex pball courts are a good model. 

312 Pickleball is brining more participation amongst a more diverse population. Love the drop in. Love to see 
the city have indoor tennis courts. 

313 I really value the tennis courts that are ONLY tennis courts. Especially with RMTC closing, it is extremely 
important to have dedicated tennis courts for the community. 
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314 We need to take care of the courts that we have!  The courts at Manhattan are terrible.  East Boulder is 
good but can use some touch ups.  Unfortunately, the courts are NBRC are no longer playable for tennis 
with all of the pickleball lines. 

315 I wish there were more courts. 

316 I love convenience of some courts, but sad that noise has caused a pullback in number of courts available. 
Also love PB community that City of Boulder fosters. Wish courts and nets could stay in better shape or be 
maintained better. 

317 Many existing tennis courts need to be resurfaced- patching and repainting isn’t enough. 
 
 Pickleball and tennis require separate facilities- sharing invites conflict and the multiple lines are 
annoying for both sports.  

318 Hopeful for indoor courts for year-round use. 

319 I like that the Tom Watson courts were recently resurfaced! There's just too many pickleball lines on the 
courts so we can't use them for USTA tennis any more.  

320 pickle  ball drop in has been great fun  iwould love more courts.  i play less tennis now 

321 I use nbrc pickle courts. Like being able reserve. Like having other pickleball games going (errant balls 
not an issue between Like sports) 
 
My hope is that City will "audit" actial usage. My anecdotal impression of change at nbrc (reducing courts 
by half) is that instead of 12-16 people recreating, there are commonly 0-2 on the now only-tennis courts 

322 Frustrated with amount of tennis courts being taken over by pickleball. 

323 1) There aren't enough tennis courts. Given the size of the city and the importance to residents of staying 
active, there simply aren't enough tennis courts and it is incomprehensible that there are no indoor tennis 
courts. 2) The existing tennis courts are in poor condition - there are often horrible cracks on the courts, 
there is rarely seating, shade, water, lights or permanent restrooms. It is dangerous to play in the summer 
with no shade, water or seating. It is embarrassing to host league matches in Boulder given the condition 
of the courts. 
 
3) With RMTC closing, there would be even fewer tennis courts available in town. 
 
4) With tennis courts being used for pickle ball, the court availability for tennis players is really shrinking.  
 
WE NEED MORE TENNIS COURTS and WE ALSO NEED INDOOR TENNIS COURTS PLEASE!!! 

324 I love being to play at the rec centers, I play at North, East and South. I hope there will be more courts and 
possibly dedicated pickle ball courts. The addition of shade, seating and water fountains would highly 
enhance the current courts. 

325 largely good compared to other big cities or places around the country.  A public indoor facility with 
enough courts to be accessbile for most would be amazing 

326 Covered courts for year round play. 

327 The east boulder CC courts are the best.  

328 I grew up on the city courts and now coach around Boulder! They were great for me growing up and hope 
to see them back to what they were separate from pickleball.  

329 EBRC courts are good quality last time I played.  Would be good to have more like that, and a reservation 
system. 

330 Not much good to say.  Courts are not maintained well. 

331 The courts are well maintained and I'm glad they are popular. As primarily a tennis player I find it hard to 
find an open court given the popularity of pickleball. I think pickleball is amazing and that it can co-exist 
with tennis, but access is hard. I usually end up going to Centennial rather than playing on City of Boulder 
Courts. I'm very concerned about the access to courts given the development plans for CU South and 
Rocky Mountain Tennis Center. I think these will be big losses, especially RMTC with it's indoor courts. 
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My son is 10 and just getting into to tennis. We've already encountered difficulty getting on courts. I'm 
worry that the challenge of getting a court will turn him away from the sport.  

332 With the loss of Rocky Mountain Tennis Center Court, we will need more courts. There are many that play 
and Boulder has done a poor job at creating tennis opportunities. 

333 I like the leagues at the Rec Center for Pickleball.  I think it is lame how weeds are growing up all around 
the courts to the point players are loosing balls in the weeds for a City as well funded by tax dollars as 
Boulder.   

334 That there are multiple laces to play tennis in Boulder. Also most courts are in good dhape. 

335 I think there should be more opportunities to play singles matches. Denver and other cities have a tennis 
league that is incredibly accessible, and allows people to schedule matches themselves. 

336 Usually in good physical condition  
 
Availability is decent, could be better  

337 I like the combination of Drop-In play and being able to reserve courts. The loss of 4 courts at North puts a 
lot more pressure on court availability. There are some noise reduction options coming onto the market 
that should be explored. My main hope is that the city gets behind building a significant number of 
dedicated courts, 6 or more, at one location. If the City can't afford to do this, a public/private partnership 
should occur to make this happen in the short term. I think it's just unacceptable that we don't find a way to 
do this in the short term. Boulder is full of creative thinkers who can make this happen. I think we need to 
think outside the box on this and not be limited by the Rec Dept budget limitations. Court condition is an 
issue for sure, but we live with it and get by. Building more courts is a bigger priority. 

338 Dedication of players 

339 Open Play. I hope the extent to which court time is dedicated to open play continues a top priority and is 
extended to weekends.  

340 Good locations  

341 I like that the city recognizes that there is an unmet demand for racquet sports and is working to identify 
how it can help.  Being listened to feels good and is so important!  Though it can be tough to get on a court 
when one wants to play, I have enjoyed meeting the other players out there.  It's a congenial group of 
people for the most part. 

342 I hope for indoor courts  

343 I like how many courts there are between south Boulder CU courts and the harvest house courts. It would 
be a shame to tear either of those facilities down.  

344 Rmtc will be closed due to the student housing plan. We like to have it relocated to somewhere in boulder,  
to give our kid a convenient place to learn tennis  

345 Distributed throughout the city 

346 Appreciate the courts with lights and reservation system. Would like to see additional courts on the east 
side of town 

347 Love the East Boulder Rec Center Courts: they are in good shape, they have lighting and like the 
reservation system. 
 
It would be wonderful to have an tennis center like Arvada with indoor options to play all year.  Or a 
bubble on existing courts would be next best. 
 
More courts with lights for nighttime play would be great. 

348 Knollwood tennis courts are in great shape.  Not sure where to even play pickle ball in City 

349 Pickleball is taking over the limited existing tennis courts 

350 We need more indoor tennis courts for the winter. Also, please do not remove tennis courts to convert 
them into pickleball courts. They are two different sports and the trend of pickleball should not cannibalize 
the long standing sport of tennis. 
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351 I like the locations and that some of the courts are being resurfaced. I'd love to see more courts built 
because many locations I frequently go to only have two courts available. 

352 There is such a big tennis community in Boulder with very limited courts. Boulder needs a lot more courts 
to serve the communities needs 

353 We desperately need more indoor courts - kids who hope to play tennis seriously can’t access the private 
clubs due to costs and waitlists. Losing the thriving kids program at RMTC is devastating. 

354 The courts are not well maintained and some are dangerous!  And it’s difficult to get a tennis court when 
the pickleballers are on the courts. We need more dedicated tennis courts 

355 i like that the tennis courts can be reserved. I would be open to not as many reservations for pickleball. i 
have had a harder time reserving tennis courts recently. 

356 Exciting courts are well-maintained and, for the most part easy to access and park. I am concerned about 
access when RMTC courts are no longer in the mix. Even now courts are sometimes taken over by 
pickleball and access can be an issue.  

357 It's nice how they attract a range of people! 

358 I like that Boulder is being proactive but as a tennis player, I wish there were more tennis courts in good 
condition. 

359 Appreciate the steps that have been made to improve courts such as Tom Watson. Boulder needs a 
dedicated tennis facility such as quail in Longmont. With 12 courts with lights and inside courts at a rec 
center. CU and RMTc courts are going away and the city needs to get ahead of this loss.  

360 The condition of the courts and lack of facilities are a problem 

361 Please get rid of the pickle ball courts because they are intrusive on all of the tennis courts and since all the 
tennis courts now have Pickleball courts no one could ever played tennis on the courts 

362 Lots of players in Boulder, would like to see more public courts 

363 I like the ability to reserve courts online but NOT the online reservation system (it takes 10 minutes to 
reserve a court!) 

364 I appreciate being able to reserve courts and that there is usually a court somewhere to rent.  
 
 
 
I'd love to see crack repair and more options for private lessons other than Gonzo. 

365 Courts seem to be increasingly neglected. Cracks in the surface, weeds, etc. Would also like more options 
for drop in tennis at the 4.0 level.  
 
 
 
I've only played pickle ball once, but I'm hearing there's more demand than court space.  

366 We need indoor courts and tennis facilities similar to apex in Arvada or steamboat . Use them as a model. 

367 Maybe this isnt city owned, but the courts at Centennial Middle school are in miserable shape. 

368 We definitely need more tennis courts and we have needed them since before pickle ball became such a 
craze 

369 I would hope for a new tennis facility that can accommodate the need, including indoor, lighted outdoor 
courts that are suitable for all types of tennis - friends and family, lessons, league play, and tournaments. 
Boulder doesn't have anything like this and the need is huge. 

370 I like the fact that the most recent courts at Martin and Knollwood were built very well. 

371 If I'm not mistaken, there hasn't been a new tennis court built by the City in over a decade. Many courts are 
unavailable, or unplayable. For such an active city, access to tennis has lagged behind. And access to 
indoor courts is woefully lagging. With all indications pointing toward a loss of tennis courts in the very 
near future, the time is NOW to focus on adding new courts and investing in the upkeep/improviement of 
existing ones. 
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372 I am a former Division 1 tennis player and I'm concerned about the limited availability of tennis courts in 
Boulder. Unfortunately, I cannot play during afternoons or weekends as the courts are consistently 
occupied by pickleball players. I live near Chautauqua, and I no longer have access to that court due to 
safety concerns caused by holes added for pickleball nets and the fact that pickleball players reserve the 
courts every morning on the weekends. I also used to play at the New Vista High School courts, even 
when they were in poor condition (holes in the ground, holes in net, weeds) and overrun by skateboarders. 
Now those courts have been demolished. I used to play at the Millenium Harvest House courts when 
available, now those courts are going away too. The South Boulder Rec center courts are complete filled 
by pickleball players. I have to try to make time very early in the morning to try to play tennis at all during 
week days. As a tennis enthusiast and former D1 player, I aspire for my daughters to follow in her father's 
and my footsteps, both of us being former D1 tennis players and my husband part of a championship 
NCAA team. I cannot see that future here in Boulder. There are just not enough courts for competitive 
players to practice in for a short amount of time, don't even talk about the long hours of practice that are 
actually required for competitive play or mention the fact that there are no indoor courts for practice in the 
winter.   
 
 
 
We should not sacrifice tennis to pickleball. Tennis is the 4th most popular sport in the world and has 
prestigious and historically, economically, and culturally important events like the US Open and 
Wimbledon that have inspired generations of passionate players. Pickleball is growing in popularity but is 
still nowhere near as popular as tennis. 
 
 
 
Tennis competition provides excellent physical and mental development for kids, the chance to compete in 
a high-level sport, and even college scholarships. Kids are motivated and inspired by dreams of competing 
in college and even professionally.  No such opportunities exist for pickleball and they are unlikely to 
develop, even if junior pickleball develops. No such opportunities exist for kids in Boulder right now.  
 
 
 
Tennis is the most important women's sport in the world. Women tennis players make more than female 
athletes in any other sport, and it provides one of the best opportunities for girls to compete in a college 
sport and even earn a college scholarship. Girls in Boulder will not have a chance to participate in tennis if 
we don't add at least 20 more dedicated tennis courts, and at least 12 indoor tennis courts soon. 
 
 
 
Boulder has recently lost most of its courts to development or pickleball, including 5 courts at Williams 
Village, 2 courts at New Vista High School, 5-10 courts at the Boulder Rec Centers, 1 court at 
Chautauqua, and it will soon lose 12 courts at CU South. Meanwhile, tennis is growing in popularity. We 
desperately need more dedicated tennis courts to meet the growing demand for tennis. 
 
 
 
Tennis and pickleball should be played on separate facilities. Tennis requires smooth, level, high-quality 
courts with a true bounce, and indoor tennis requires high ceilings. Most pickleball is not played with 
precision and could likely be played in parking lots. Indoor pickleball can be played in structures with a 
low roof. High quality tennis courts should not be sacrificed to pickleball, as pickleball play does not 
require these high-quality courts.   

373 I have appreciated the mix of drop-in and reservation systems. 

374 I like the tennis courts we have, but there are not nearly enough of them for the number of players we have 
here. 

375 with the upcoming loss of RMTC we have very limited access to indoor tennis facilities 
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376 I really have enjoyed drop in opportunities at ALL  Rec Centers in Boulder. I would LOVE that all 
outdoor tennis courts also become accessible to be pickleball courts.  

377 Location of current courts are good, but the crowds are only growing. Need more courts to satisfy the 
demand. 

378 Why does Louisville, Longmont, Broomfield have a way better abundance of good available courts than 
Boulder? 

379 Playing tennis 

380 I like that the courts are generally in good condition, I dislike that most players do not utilize the 
reservation system, and I'm concerned about court availability in the near future.  

381 Drop in every morning at South (outdoor).  When there is a regular drop-in game, something magical 
happens.  People know they can just show up, meet people and play.  I have played at many courts around 
the country with drop-in all day every day.  This is the best.  No reservations. 

382 Walkable or bikeable from my home but not enough available for public use.  

383 Boulder needs dedicated pickleball courts. There are so many people playing pickleball in Boulder that it 
is difficult to reserve outside courts. Surrounding communities all have dedicated courts.  
 
 
 
People are now traveling to Superior, Longmont and other communities to play. This extra 30-40 min of 
driving several days a week adds to increased pollution n Boulder county. Boulder should be encouraging 
Boulderites to ride their bikes to local courts. 
 
 
 
Resurfacing courts helped, but there is some cracking already. 

384 Ready access to courts for tennis, via a competent reservation system 

385 Do not give up tennis in favor of pickleball courts.  The city already has a diminishing number of tennis 
courts, and as one of the most popular sports -- and the most important women's sport -- we need to 
maintain access to courts in town. 

386 Need more tennis courts 

387 As a player of both, I appreciate that there are many tennis courts converted to accommodate both 
Pickleball and tennis. However, the demand for Pickleball calls for what I think has to be the most 
essential request before anything else: the creation of more pickleball courts in whatever shape or form, 
near, far or otherwise. And if possible, tennis as well, but given the demand, I think Pickleball is the 
priority at this point. 

388 It's fine. 

389 Too many courts require a reservation.  Should be places we can go to and play without a reservation 

390 Lots of neighborhood locations; ability to walk/bike to tennis courts. Availability to reserve tennis courts 
on short notice 

391 Local court is in great condition and nearby residents keep it clear of snow.  Please don’t turn Martin Park 
tennis courts into pickle ball courts. It is already hard to find the courts available. They get lots of use for 
tennis  

392 pickleball may not be a fad, but it is nowhere near as important as tennis. kids don't dream of playing pro 
pickle. they dream of Wimbledon, US Open, college tennis scholarships. That's what gets them to grow 
and challenge themselves. you are sacrificing a very important sport culturally, economically, and 
athletically for a sport that keeps older people active. There are other and better ways to do this. Pickleball 
is not a high performance sport. It can be played in parking lots. It's such a shame to lose tennis courts to 
pickleball.  
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393 tennis courts are never used,  Pickleball courts always have people.  get rid of the tennis courts. 

394 If RMTC cannot relocate, many Boulder residents will be left with no ability to play tennis.  There are no 
city courts available.  There must be an option for tennis players if RMTC is taken away. 

395 People live in Boulder who care a lot about tennis.    Me and other friends who value tennis aren’t sure if 
we can live here, as we can’t play indoors or outdoors. There is a 7 year waitlist at the meadows 
 
Tennis is a serious sport and business. Pickleball is fun, but there are no college scholarships for 
pickleball, there are no legitimate pro tours, it doesn't support a lesson economy because you need only 
one lesson. It’s a simple game, like checkers, where tennis is like chess Everyone plays it because it’s 
simple to pick up, you can match different levels, but you wouldn’t sacrifice all the chess tables in the 
world for checkers.  Or it’s like wiffle ball to baseball 
 
Tennis is still the only sport where women are paid the same as men. 
 
Pickleball does not require high quality courts. IT’s not a precision game. Most of it is played just for fun. 
It can easily be played on a smooth parking lot at most levels, whereas tennis must be played on a very 
good, dedicated, large court. Playing pickleball on tennis courts is a little like holding elementary  
 
Golf courses shouldn’t exist 
 
It’s important to develop their own infrastructure 
 
The surveys for pickleball were deceptive. They invited only pickleball players to complete them, and then 
when you entered it was clear that the purpose was to compare pickleball participation versus tennis 
participation. Purposefully selecting a biased sample 
 
Maybe it’s growing fast, but birding, walking, and hide and seek are also very popular activities. That 
doesn’t mean we should sacficie our tennis courts for them. 
 
Tennis is the 5th most popular sport in the world. Large economic impact. Important history, including the 
first and only sport to provide equal prize money to women in many tournaments, and being at the 
vanguard of equal pay in society.  Pickleball is growing and a fun game, but what are the odds it replaces 
tennis. Padel is the next growing sport. Are we now going to let padel take over tennis and basketball 
courts because it is trendy? 

396 Currently play in private clubs at The Meadows for league and tournaments. Live in Denver. Need more 
indoor courts in Colorado.  

397 It seems that large chunks get reserved for drop and play at the time when we want to be reserving for our 
own group. Friday evening this is an example. It would be nice if the large chunks did not get limited. 

398 I take lessons every week with Gonzo tennis and it's awesome! We just need access to more courts. And in 
winter, we have to go to Longmont. So more courts and especially winter friendly courts.  

399 I hope that how sound carries from Pickleball is seriously considered with any new courts or additional 
hours.  
 
I love playing indoors. 

400 I play pickleball with friends. I Like the easy access and can usually find a court available. Our main 
concern is with the lines. As new players playing on tennis courts with those lines plus pickleball lines 
painted over them is confusing. It would be great to have just dedicated pickleball courts. Also, some 
fences or netting to keep balls inside your court.  

401 I hope the noise problems with pickle all will be addressed. Limit early and late pickle ball on courts close 
to residential areas  

402 Keep skateboarders and rollerbladers off the courts please. 

403 Outdoor courts are noisy for nearby neighbors at north,  I play between 10-3 

404 Convenient  
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405 Good when you can get a court. Let’s face it so many more people are playing pickle than tennis. 
Dedicated pickle courts are a must. The current reg system is broken. Seniors who get reservations for free 
completely hog the courts and don’t even show. Not fair. And they reserve the tennis court to get 2 pickle 
courts! Bogus. Change N Boulder west 2 tennis courts to 6 dedicated pickle.  

406 I like the fact that the places that have them are active. I do not like that there are pickle lines on the court, 
and want them separate. It’s a distraction for tennis players. 

407 On-line reservations. Please keep Pickleball courts in an area where the sound does not disturb residents 
nor natural habitats. 

408 Keep the courts in good condition. 

409 The city needs to accomodate the large number of tennis players and not convert most courts to pickleball 
courts. 

410 I like to be able to have a court available for drop-in games. 

411 There are some courts but many fall into disrepair. There are limited courts for leagues and most 
importantly, there is no centralized facility with indoor courts (Like Arvada Apex) 

412 Love playing on the courts for tennis. Should have dedicated tennis and pickelball courts to reduce tennis 
courts being used for pickelball.  

413 The free courts have allowed our family to play tennis over the years and have added to our quality of life 
and fitness in Boulder. Gonzo's program has taught my kids tennis. Unfortunately, by returning the 
Centennial courts to BVSD without requiring them to be open to the public most of the time, the City has 
severely reduced our options. By also allocating tennis courts to pickleball, the City has made it very 
difficult to play tennis. With the loss of the Millennium, indoor tennis for my kids will disappear. It 
strangely feels a bit like a war on tennis, though it clearly wasn't meant that way. 

414 I like the reservation system. I think the courts are reasonably priced and the max of 1.5 hours is good. 
Martin Park and South Boulder are in great shape and East could use a resurface. 
 
 
 
I think more could be done to maximize the use of the existing courts. As much as I love tennis, it's hard to 
justify the cost per capita. 
 
 
 
I would put lights on all of the courts and make the them free. With LEDs I don't imagine there's a high 
maintenance cost and there's no risk of them turning off and having to wait to turn them back on. 
 
 
 
I think the high school and middle school courts should all be available to the public and have lights as 
well. Many could be available during school hours, too, because they're set apart from the school. 

415 I am very concerned that pickle ball is taking over and tennis is being pushed out. It is difficult to find a 
tennis court because they are occupied by pickle ball players. I am also concerned that fewer the gonzo 
tennis lessons will get offered or gonzo is moving to Longmont or Erie, which provides much better 
conditions year-a-round program.  

416 We like the courts at NBRC but understand the noise issues. We frequently go to Foothills. But there are 
only 2 nets for 4 courts. And foothills is quite windy... more so than NBRC. 

417 Reservation system is nice.  

418 The many locations in South Boulder of the tennis courts. I would VERY MUCH appreciate the use of a 
backboard - the only one is at EBCC and has been taken over by pickleball players. I have nowhere else to 
hit, short of reserving and hauling a ball machine which is a pain. Thank you! 

419 I like playing on dedicated tennis courts and dedicated pickle ball courts.  I hope we develop enough 
distinct courts so each sport can have its own space. 

420 Convenient location  
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421 We are all hoping for indoor tennis courts, and more tournaments  

422 Appreciate the accommodations and changes made by COB to accommodate PB as it grew quickly here.  
I'd like courts dispersed throughout the City, even if fewer in one area. Multi use courts are great (e.g., 
stripe the tennis courts for PB, use rolling nets, etc. 

423 I like the fact that the Boulder Parks and Recreation Department supports tennis and pickleball. 

424 Gonzo tennis is super fun and a good way to be involved in the community. The coaches are great! Love 
the kids camps in the summers too 

425 Fun people to play with. I play drop-in pickleball at South Boulder Rec. The courts are very full and Carl 
does a great job of trying to keep it organized and people happy (volunteer of the year in my opinion) but 
having more dedicated courts in the city for drop in and having city personnel help to organize would be 
great. A small fee for residents and slightly higher one for visitors would be fine for me (season passes are 
also an option).  

426 T 

427 The drop in service is convenient and easily available  

428 Love that SBRC has open PB play every morning 7 days a week and wish there was open play at either 
north or south rec center weekday evenings. Wish it was easier to find pickleball court rental part of the 
parks and rec website…it’s hard to find! 

429 like that there is drop in times.  Hard to see the lines when shared with tennis courts 

430 Reasonable access and decent condition 

431 We need designated PB courts quickly 

432 Courts are available for tennis players 

433 Indooor dedicated pickleball courts.  

434 overall they're great. Scheduling/reservations is a bit clunky but not terrible. more courts at NBRC would 
be nice 

435 Mostly I like the fact that they exist and that they can be used for either tennis or pickle. 
 
 
 
Future expectations: More courts and more times to reserve them, and a somewhat better reservation 
system. 

436 I like the courts at south annex  

437 I like to resurfacing in nbrc courts but you have prioritized pickle ball and moved out tennis. It’s been very 
disappointing and challenging to find court space. Even the Gonzo program has been affected, which is 
such a loss for our families. You had a good thing going and you’ve made it much more difficult. 

438 There's definitely a need for more pickleball courts!  
 
And It's a great community of people! 

439 I can usually get a tennis court when I want one. I play a lot more tennis than pickleball. 

440 Some of the tennis courts are quite lovely...and it is relatively easy to reserve online. In the areas/rec 
centers where you have allowed pickleball, it is too hard to share.  They have been taken over by 
pickleball and even if we reserve a court for tennis, there are people on them playing pickleball and we 
cannot get them to leave... even if we do, the noise level is VERY loud.  Once you paint lines on those 
courts for pickleball, we cannot use them for league play.  We should be allowed to have lessons with 
instructors other than Gonzo tennis... their adult classes are now as strong as classes at RMTC and other 
venues bc they have a built in support so the instructors do not try their best, including Gonzo himself. 

441 Dedicated new pickleball and tennis courts. 

442 It's concerning that so many tennis players in Boulder will be left with minimal number of courts city 
wide. Tennis has been a big part of my life for many years.  I hope to continue for many more. 
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443 We would like there to be more drop-in pickleball play and more courts around the city. Thanks!  

444 Three things come to mind: online reservations; well maintained courts in good condition at some 
locations (e.g. without cracks and clean); at the north boulder rec. center I like the recent change of having 
2 courts for pickleball and 2 for tennis because now I have a reasonable chance of reserving a court to play 
tennis after work or on the weekends whereas previously courts were typically all booked. 

445 I don’t like them. I want dedicated pickleball courts. 

446 They all have accessible parking and are located in town.  

447 Reservations are easy and the cost is affordable 

448 Do something more to restore our city and reduce homeless population taking over public areas 

449 I like that there are courts dispersed throughout the city 

450 Lots of courts and the lessons are great. I wish there were dedicated pickleball courts. Having so many 
lines is confusing to play on. 

451 I like the court locations 

452 Quality surface courts, good nets, clear hours, good option of drop-in times, easy reservation system 

453 I live in Boulder but have only played pickleball at the Lafayette YMCA. I hope to start playing in 
Boulder. 

454 Cheap, and beautiful locations. 

455 Like - some courts are in good condition (MP) 
 
Concerns - potholes, availability, pickle ball noise 

456 Quality of lessons 

457 I like them, they are great, just not enough and hard to reserve  

458 I love having tennis courts in town. Pickle ball courts would add recreation options to citizens of all ages. 
The court by my house is not maintained and has huge cracks and graffiti (Eisenhower courts) 

459 NOTHING! 
 
 
 
BUILD DESIGNATED PICKLEBALL COURTS!!!! 

460 I love tennis. I wish there were many more courts for all of us to enjoy. 

461 Pickleball players have driven out the tennis players at SBRC 

462 The SBRC are in great shape.   

463 Outlets for charging phones, plugging speakers or ball machines. Bike racks n garbage cans near by. 
Multiple entrances to courts.  Better dividers between adjacent pickleball courts to avoid balls getting other 
court. 

464 I appreciate that there are courts spread out throughout the community. I hope that future pickleball courts 
are created with an eye toward sound mitigation for existing neighborhoods. 

465 There really are no indoor or covered options. Kids also into tennis and other than Gonzo it would be nice 
to have more available private lessons for kids and kid tennis groups for practice and for match play.  

466 Evening/ afternoon group tennis lessons for kids at South boulder would be wonderful! 
 
 
 
Now that the south boulder tennis courts are overrun by pickleballers, it is extremely appreciated that the 
fairview highschool courts are open for tennis. Thank you! 

467 Locations are good. Weeds / cracks need to be repaired  
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468 I am really hoping for indoor tennis options and for less pickle ball players and lines on the tennis courts. 
Also, a bathroom solution for columbine and knoll wood courts would be awesome.  

469 I like the sense of community, friendliness and learnjng  

470 Convenient location. Tennis courts seem to always have availability, but pickleball do not. A reservation is 
pretty much required if you want to actually play instead of driving around looking for pickleball courts.  

471 I like that there is 1 backboard so that I can hit when I can't find someone.  (I wish there were more at 
other rec center loc.)  I think the courts are in pretty good shape. 

472 General cleanliness and varied placement across the city.  

473 Need indoor tennis facility. 

474 Rather than larger number of courts at a few location, more 2-court locations in residential neighborhoods 
are most convenient  

475 I very much appreciate that the city has tennis courts. Not every community does. As PB and Tennis have 
different needs, I believe it is important for there to be separate facilities. 

476 South Boulder Rec Center has 8 courts that are used for Pickleball in the mornings. Enough courts that are 
usually full but provide adequate access for all levels of play. HOwever, the courts are tennis and therefore 
the PB nets are roll-on and the courts have many cracks that impact play at times. 

477 I love playing pickleball in conjunction with existing facilities such as Rec centers and parks BUT the joint 
use courts for tennis and PB are not adequate.  

478 More tennis courts  

479 They are conveniently located and in great shape. The fee is reasonable.  Plenty of parking. It would be 
nice to have court side seating so I don't have to bring my own chair. 

480 Hopes that Boulder will have great facilities like steamboat springs  

481 Spend our money elsewhere 

482 Pickleball courts and reservation system seem fine, not sure what's driving the process to change what's in 
place.  

483 Good condition  

484 Courts are well distributed around the city and generally accessible. Shade on, or around, the courts is 
missing.  
 
More practice walls would be nice. Indoor courts would be fantastic. 

485 views .  Some courts are in good shape.  Some not so much 

486 Martin Park and Knollwood are great - if you already have a tennis friend to play with. Well built courts, I 
use them often with friends. However with just 2 courts they are not suitable for organized/sanctioned 
events, or for local events/drills/lessons/local ladders that promote finding new partners and expanding 
play opportunities.  

487 I don't want pickleball to overrun tennis. Would rather see you some new courts dedicated to pickleball 
than to convert existing tennis courts to pickleball most/all of the time.  

488 Big hope for tennis is indoor courts with lessons/classes over the winter.  
 
Big hope for pickleball is more courts and indoor courts. 

489 I wish SBRC courts were 1/2 pickleball 1/2 tennis all the time, rather than all pickle most of the time. 

490 I like the reservation process and availability of courts for social play, not just leagues.   

491 I don’t use City of Boulder courts currently because I’m a member of the Meadows tennis club. I’m 
interested in indoor pickleball  court options becoming available in Boulder. 

492 I am an avid tennis player- both recreationally and through various leagues (primarily USTA). It is 
unfortunately increasingly difficult to get access to tennis courts due to pickleball. It's incredibly 
disappointing that Rocky Mountain Tennis Center, one of the few club options in town (without a long 
waitlist such as The Meadows), is closing and those tennis courts are being converted into pickleball 
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courts. I  play pickleball recreationally and support those who play- it has helped an especially older 
demographic get out for exercise and build community, which I fully support. I just wish that this was in 
addition to tennis facilities and not in place of. The pickleball players/community have not been 
particularly welcoming or kind when trying to share the courts, especially at South Boulder Rec Center, 
where I live. They have essentially taken over the facility, booking it out morning to night. Given the 
USTA rules about lined courts for league/tournament play, there will be fewer and fewer options for tennis 
events. I hope that tennis and pickleball can coexist together and pickleball facilities will be additive 
instead of replacements for tennis courts.  

493 Have only played on SBRec Center courts, and easy reservation system . The Superior Pickleball courts at 
Autry Park are excellent examples. 

494 Free & Locations 

495 Court maintenance at some.  Indoor courts are in dire need.  Arvada is awesome and many other areas of 
front range have indoor centers  

496 Need dedicated courts with permanent nets.  

497 Generally relaxed and friendly atmosphere, beautiful views of course, but do wish there were more courts 
readily available to book  

498 The service and maintenance is good.  We are desperate for dedicated courts and more of them.  They can 
be similar to existing courts; nothing fancy. 

499 I really like the availability of courts at North, East and South.  I would like to get the courts back at north 
(courts 5-8) as it has become very difficult to get courts there unless you book a week in advance.  I'd like 
the courts at East to be repaved and more courts made available there if possible. 

500 The courts generally are in good condition, though some rec center courts could use maintenance. The 
reservation system is complete trash though, it is like a 12 yr old did a computer science project for a class 
they didn't care about. The fact that you can't reasonably book a court via a mobile interface is offensive in 
this day and age! The lack of covered courts to play in winter is also extremely disappointing. Spending 
money on an instagram sport like pickleball is a joke, when you will still be leaving everyone out in the 
cold all winter not able to play any racket sport in the city. Would you rather spend money converting 
courts to pickleball so you create even more congestion/competition for courts for half the year, or build 
indoor courts that can actually be used year round and ease the problem instead of exacerbate it? 

501 I do enjoy the current condition of the courts, however this is mostly due to the hard work and volunteered 
time of the BOCO Pickleball Club. It would be helpful to have assistance with the daily maintenance of 
courts. As it stands right now, these duties tend to fall upon individuals who are available in the mornings 
on weekdays. This tends to be people who are retired or have very flexible work schedules.  
 
I would hope to have consistent access to restrooms, water, shade, and additional seating in the future.  

502 I like the convenience of city pickleball and tennis courts, but think we need dedicated pickleball courts to 
re-open up the tennis courts.  I like both sports, but at the moment, the pickleball is taking over the tennis 
courts.  If we built dedicated pickleball courts (which are so much better than playing on tennis courts), 
that would open up the tennis courts for tennis.  

503 It would be nice to have permanent indoor courts for tennis. 

504 City courts are limited. Can school or CU courts be available for public use? 

505 Courts are somewhat dangerious today because their is no separation and balls run everywhere. When it is 
hot their is no water or shade available at the courts.   We really need facilities that enhance the health of 
our community.   

506 (1) There are a lot of pickleball courts (but more are needed because they are generally full), the 
reservation system works well, and the courts are in reasonable condition.  (2) The SBRC drop-in 
pickleball play is good for some, but not everyone wants to do drop-in play and there should be some 
options for reserving a court at SBRC in the mornings.  The drop-in takes all of the courts.  Or you might 
consider doing some drop-in times for beginners only (or for women) only since it can be hard for 
beginners to participate in drop-in. (3) I took several lessons through parks and rec (with Gonzo and 
instructor Adam) and they were really good.  But the lessons fill up super quickly, so I think more options 
for lessons would be good.    
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507 Enjoy some of the courts.  Many are in disrepair.  We need more Tennis designated courts 

508 PLEASE consider indoor tennis courts for the City of Boulder 

509 I am hoping for an indoor court in Boulder that so I can continue my Gonzo tennis lessons through winter 
and play year round.  

510 I like that they exist, otherwise I would have to join a club like meadows.  
 
I don’t like multi-purpose courts, dedicated pickle ball and tennis is preferred. The EBCC courts are in 
poor condition. A dedicated facility for both sports including indoor courts would be ideal  

511 We have been members of Rocky Mtn. Tennis Center (formerly Harvest House) since mid 80s.   We have 
played 100% of our tennis there several times a week.   Unforturnately, we are now losing the club since 
the hotel has been purchased and apartments being built there.  Because we always played at RMTC, we 
have zero experience using city courts.   We are now looking to Boulder city to replace our RMTC tennis 
experience.  -- Jim & Janet Andrews 

512 I just tried to get reservation at 8am sharp and could not get it.  Too many people are competing for too 
few PB courts (only two, and South Rec are all taken by drop-ins) at East Boulder Rec Center.  This is 
especially a BIG problem when you took away 4 PB courts at North Rec.  We need the city to stripe 4 PB 
courts at East to solve the immediate needs.   

513 Having only been here 2 years, I do appreciate the dispersion of tennis courts throughout the 
neighborhoods.  Maintenance of courts, I guess repaving would be appreciated for safety.  Reservations 
could be improved - in fact if you are looking for a court, it would be nice if you could see which courts 
are available at that time - across the city or across sections of the city.  Thank you! 

514 Sometimes it’s tough to find courts to play tennis on at NBRC because too many pickle ball players also I 
don’t like when pickle ball players play on paddle ball courts 

515 Like: court locations, online reservations easy, hour in advance court reservation rule, Gonzo Tennis, 
NBRC & Tom Watson lights are free, some courts don't have pickleball lines 
 
Dislike/needs improvement: no indoor courts, no tennis center, not enough courts, not enough lights, no 
dedicated pickleball courts so always share tennis courts, Silver Sneakers reservations should be 
discounted not free (btw I am a senior), court maintenance needs to be prioritized more, more support in 
Parks & Rec for Gonzo Tennis and tennis in general  

516 Are well located as I live in city if Boulder, would like to see benches at all the courts 

517 The pickleball community is very welcoming and helpful. The courts are generally in good shape, but the 
various lines (shared with tennis) can be confusing. 

518 I like that there are a variety of locations for tennis. It seems harder to get a court on nice weather days. I 
don't like competing with pickle ball lines, nets, noise and available courts. 
 
I don't like how quickly courts get cracked and need repairs. Better resurfacing and building more 
designated courts for tennis would improve the tennis population. We desperately need an offseason 
bubble or roof to play year round. 

519 I love the drop in play of both tennis and pickle. Tennis does need more space for drop in due to how 
tennis is scored.  I would like that the pickle ball players get there own courts so it doesn't feel animosity 
toward each other. We should not have to feel like agueing over how courts are used. Pickleball with drop 
in have designated court time that takes away tennis courts from tennis players. Doesn't't feel fair when the 
weather is good for tennis.  

520 That they are accessible for Boulderites. 

521 I think the condition of the courts at NBRC are very good. I hope the city builds a facility that has indoor 
courts. I think a public/;private facility would work well.  

522 Would like to see more pickleball courts at EBRC 

523 Indoor courts please. The lack of indoor courts in Boulder county is LAUGHABLE and needs to be fixed. 
Five year waitlist at meadows club is crazy- model a tennis facility after apex in Arvada  
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524 the drop-ins, hope that in the future we'll have permanent nets and dedicated PB courts. My big concern is 
the condition of the current PB nets at the courts 

525 They are super fun! 

526 The courts are in great shape compared to other public courts I have played on. The amenities are standard 
and feel like they are great. I wish there were more courts in multiple places in the future. 

527 Like Palo Park resurfaced courts.  East and North Rec courts are pretty recently resurfaced but have bare 
spots and way too many repair patches.  Balls bounce funny on the patches. 

528 They are in sad sad shape!  I have lived here and played  for 30 years and they have never been so bad.  
We need to prioritize Tennis and Pickleball, have designated courts with lights and indoor option.  It is 
Embarrassing!  Even Longmont has a wonderful center!   Maybe partner with BVSD I play mostly on their 
courts, and they are in sad shape too - 

529 Dedicated tennis courts (without roll-on nets for pickleball) 

530 It would be ideal for the City of Boulder to have dedicated pickleball courts similar to what Arvada CO 
has with the Apex 24 pickleball courts. There would be opportunities for revenues to be generated to the 
City of Boulder (hotel, restaurants, etc) with future tournaments if there were dedicated pickleball courts.  

531 I'm not happy with the current situation.  Pickleball lines on tennis courts are terrible.  The city needs 
separate courts for pickleball, don't use tennis courts. 

532 conveniently located 

533 There are some great courts, what I would like to see is a public private partnership tennis/ pickle ball club 
like gates in denver, where there is events, a pro shop, pick up tournaments, and reserving courts is 
inexpensive. Also, indoor courts during winter are key  

534 Availability to play on courts. 

535 I like that they are fairly well-maintained. I don't like that the city plans to expand pickleball to the 
disadvantage of tennis players. We live within short walking distance of South Boulder, but because you 
dedicated two of four courts to pickleball and painted for pickleball even the two tennis courts, we drive to 
East Boulder. North Boulder is also totally painted for pickleball. Now we hear you plan to paint more 
pickleball courts at East Boulder. If you want to drive tennis players out of Boulder, you're doing a fine job 
of it. 

536 I don't play much on City courts since I am a member of Rocky Mt. Tennis.  If RMTC closes we all will 
need access for courts to reserve.  Also need indoor courts for wintertime 

537 easy availabilityof courts during designated drop in times.  Hope we don't lose too many courts due to 
noise complaints 

538 I think there needs to be separation between tennis and pickleball activity. Pickleball players should build 
their own courts rather than taking over tennis courts. 

539 Courts at schools are in the terrible shape. This incudes surface, nets, and debris 

540 The reservation system works well. I would love to see dedicated PB courts with fencing around each 
court. I would also like to see longer drop in times at North with DUPR play courts  

541 We need more pickleball courts in Boulder. I am OK with mixed use or dedicated courts. I am 
disappointed with the planning/visioning timeline, and with the loss of the courts at North Boulder. 
Currently, every day players can't get a court. I also would like some 24/7 drop in courts. No reservations, 
drop in all the time. This will serve beginners and more advanced players. But we need more courts to do 
this!  

542 I am satisfied by the current City of Boulder tennis courts, but I answered dissatisfied because there is no 
winter option. It would be fantastic if the city could put a bubble over at least one (if not all rec center) 
tennis facility in the winter. It would be really wonderful if the City could build (or convert a rec. tennis 
facility into) an indoor facility. 

543 Way too much emphasis (and budget) on tennis, especially given the limited usage. The epic failure to 
double-strip the EBRC courts is an insult to pickleball players and just another sign that the City is 
beholden to Gonzo (zoom in on those courts and note the pin that says Gonzo runs them!!) rather than the 
people they are supposed to be representing. I also recommend a covered 4 to 8 dedicated pickleball court 
center at Valmont City Park as the best way to deal with the severe shortage of courts. 
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544 I am concerned for the lack of dedicated pickleball courts. Previously, the mixed use courts at NBRC had 
enough capacity to support but now the few courts left are always booked. NBRC is walking distance to 
my house and a great asset to the community. I was very disappointed when courts were taken away. 

545 Having courts on the east side or just in Boulder County would be amazing, esp with upcoming closure of 
other courts. Covered courts would be super helpful as most residents do not have access to year 
round/weather independent tennis. 

546 I like that there are tennis courts with lights that can be reserved. There is a shortage of tennis courts in 
Boulder County and losing the CU south facility and Rocky Mtn Tennis center will make that worse. I 
drive to Arvada to play at Apex all winter. The dream would be a similar facility in Boulder County. I like 
to play pickleball as well, but am concerned that the recent popularity and lower expense for facilities will 
cause cities to favor installing pickleball facilities over tennis 

547 School courts could be upgraded 

548 I like that courts are available and that you can reserve them online 

549 I can usually play as much As I want.  

550 -I'm grateful that the city has finally starting refurbishing existing courts, particularly Tom Watson, which 
was in desperate need. 
 
-Adding lights to existing tennis courts would immediately increase the city's court capacity in a cost 
effective manner. 
 
-I would really like to see Boulder develop a community tennis facility along the line of Apex in Arvada. 

551 Kids need more tennis and do not play pickleball. It is a fad and should not be invested in.  

552 As a former tennis player and current pickleballer, I find a kinship between the 2 sports and players, and I 
like the current arrangement of dual use of courts for both sports. 

553 Hope for better tennis court maintenance and more lighted courts 

554 Number of Pickleball courts available, drop in locations, play times, some outdoor locations could use 
shaded areas, balance the need for Pickleball and tennis…. 

555 The current supply is not meeting the need. How about giving more attention to pickleball space in 
existing parks that are being underused. Like Valmont Park, where the old chicken house was located, 
could be a great indoor or shaded space for pickleball. Many city's are going out of their way to build more 
courts, why can't we? 

556 I appreciate that we have tennis courts around Boulder, but have been very dismayed at the maintenance of 
the courts. 

557 We are losing Rocky Mountain Tennis/Harvest House courts soon. We need more courts in the city.  

558 Boulder rocks and is keeping up with the pickleball crazy 

559 I don’t know of any true outdoor surface pickleball courts ran by the city in Boulder, and I would love for 
that to change.  

560 Location 

561 Open play at south. Future hopes: court repairs, trash cans 

562 Tennis courts near the Dakota Ridge area.  

563 Boulder needs year round public indoor courts  

564 I am not familiar with the city courts since I play at the RMTC now. When RMTC ceases operating, I 
would hope tennis courts can serve those of us who will be displaced. 

565 Drop in option. Future with dedicated pb courts, tournament indoor courts 

566 I would like to see more pickleball courts across the city, including pickleball-only courts. The current 
trend of closing courts is the wrong direction for this very popular sport. More pickleball! 

567 More Tennis courts, Separate Tennis courts, Separate Pickleball courts 
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568 Love playing Piclkeball with the Boulder women’s  groups 

569 Dedicated pickleball courts and better condition of courts 

570 Currently the City courts are tennis courts.  We need pickleball courts, not just portable nets in poor 
condition.   

571 We really need a court where kids who want to compete at a higher level can play, such as RMTC. 

572 I love playing pickleball on the indoor courts at NBRC — warm in winter, cool in summer, water 
fountains, seating, and a restroom! 

573 The courts are fine.  We just need more of them. 

574 Although the resurfacing Tom Watson and Palo Park tennis courts is great (thank you!), both were needed 
a few years back.   The number of USTA usable tennis courts in Boulder is going down, since The City is 
simply painting pickleball lines on the existing tennis courts.  This makes the courts unusable for USTA, 
and difficult to see lines even at the social level. 

575 I like that the NBRC courts are located within a 15 minute drive from my house.  Since our court numbers 
have dropped to only 4 courts, I don't think that lessons should be using the NBRC courts.  The lessons 
should take place at other city facility that has more courts!!! 

576 We need dedicated pickleball courts. There are many dedicated tennis courts ….. no dedicated pickle ball 
courts 

577 Like convenience  
 
The courts should be re-lined to include 4 pickle courts/tennis court or 6/2 tennis courts  

578 Being able to reserve courts through Renew is a big plus for me, otherwise I would not be able to play as 
often if I paid each time out of pocket. 

579 Drop in availability 
 
Norms of friendliness & cooperation for learning & fun 

580 There is such a demand for pickleball. We need more lighted courts.  

581 I would love to see some dedicated pickleball courts added to the boulder community, we are far behind 
our neighbors in Superior, Longmont, Loveland, Aurora. 

582 Pickle ball is growing SO fast and City needs to keep up with needs 

583 I am submitting a second survey because I thought on something I would like to add... 
 
Something that was not presented, or discussed at the meeting was the idea that pickleballers play many 
more hours than tennis players. We tend to play several times a week for several hours at a time,  In 
addition, we tend to play year round. So a one to one comparison between a tennis player and a Pickleball 
player does not accurately represent the needs for court time.  
 
With regards to efficiently sharing the resources currently available in Boulder, court use could be 
maximized by making as many courts as possible available during the mornings.  Our busiest hours are 
before noon when the tennis courts are mostly sitting empty.  Why not make, say, 75% of all tennis courts 
in Boulder available for Pickleball only during the morning.  
 
 
 
This would, to a good extent, reduce much of the pickleballer's frustration with the unfairness of having 
tennis courts reserved solely for tennis, and having less than 5 courts reserved solely for pickleball.  A very 
frustrating example of this was in the winter when the Pickleball community had just shoveled the snow 
and dried the courts for play. A group of tennis players immediately got online, reserved the courts and 
kicked us off.  That kind of behavior feels sanctioned by the city of Boulder, and makes pickleballers feel 
that their tax dollars are disproportionately supporting the tennis community.  
 
Thank you for listening 
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584 The current public courts I've played on have water and bathroom facilities and that is wonderful! 

585 I've loved playing pickleball at North and South Boulder rec centers. It's become my favorite hobby and 
the most connective community offering. However, there is not enough court availability, particularly for 
higher end play. Open play isn't great if you're a more competitive player. Adding more pickleball courts 
or bringing back Tennis Courts 3&4 to allow pickleball at NoBo Rec would be huge.  

586 I like there are SOME shared pickleball courts.  I hope there will be DEDICATED pickleball courts in the 
future.   

587 Nice to have lights at NBRC, wish other rec centers (SBRC) had lights as well to increase playing 
opportunities in the evenings. 

588 As pickle ball continues to gain players in the community, we definitely need access to more dedicated 
courts.  

589 If we have to go to a reservation system, PLEASE make it easy.  None of the Boulder City websites are 
easy, not the Rez, not court reservations, nothing is easy... Not sure why, but it's always a NON User 
Friendly system. 

590 Like that there are some to reserve but would prefer dedicated Pickleball courts 

591 Pleased you are surveying players to better identify priorities. Pickleball should be a priority going forward 
as it will continue to grow. 

592 I like the amount of city reserved courts for open play and wooulkd hope for more courts in the future 

593 Like the lighted courts at North Boulder Rec Center.  Like that they added more courts there  

594 Usually play when it is open courts - don’t know daily schedule well enough to make reservations  

595 The people I play with 

596 Love that there are open times outside so anyone can come play, just not enough courts, too busy 

597 conveniently located around town, reasonably well maintained 

598 We need more dedicated Pickleball Courts 

599 Location of SBRC, but courts need improvement, cracks , lines better nets. And we need more courts 
designated for just pickle ball. Lights too 

600 It's great to be able to play pickleball with friends and neighbors right in my neighborhood at my home rec 
centers. Grateful for the city's support of pickleball and hoping that will continue in the future! 

601 I have played USTA league tennis with BTA for 20 years. It has been a very positive experience. In recent 
years, the maintenance of courts has not been great, and then they began being taken over by pickle ball. 
Please retain great quality piblic courts for Boulder tennis players!! 

602 I like that there are several courts to play Pickleball on at the Rec centers but given the growing popularity 
the city needs to designate more PB courts to keep up with demand. 

603 There is an extreme shortage of PB courts in Boulder - especially when compared to surrounding 
communities. Boulder has a large population of players but they are consistently leaving and playing on 
other places. Also, PB is the fastest growing sport in the US and as the number of leagues and tournaments 
grow, Boulder is going to be left out when it comes to these events (and potential revenue). Boulder should 
be taking a leadership role in embracing this - not pulling back on courts because of a few squeaky wheels 
(re: perceived noise). 

604 Tennis provides provides fitness and connection for members of our community. We have a substantial 
population of tennis players and involved community members. We   should not have to give up the ability 
to play tennis for another sport. We are losing the RMTC which provided tennis year round to members as 
well as to the CU women's team and to the wheelchair tennis program year round. We need accessible 
indoor courts for all.  

605 Very happy that Boulder is getting on board with the growing popularity of this sport! 

606 I'd like to see more tennis courts especially indoor tennis courts. 
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607 North Boulder Rec courts were beautiful. 
 
Taking them down is a shame 

608 NoBo needs to have more pickeball courts. The current restrictions make no sense. The sport is supported 
by many more active players than tennis. 

609 not much so far, but I hope to become more involved with players of all levels and to market these 
facilities . 

610 it appears that pickleball has taken over and causes too many lines on the courts. You need to share the 
space by not messing up the tennis courts. 

611 The views from South Boulder Rec are nice. Condition of all courts is poor 

612 I realize Parks and Recreation is doing the best they can.  
 
But what they need to base decisions on is NOT just the number of players for tennis or pickleball,  but  
 
*** the number of hours played by pickleball versus tennis, and what hours of the week those hours are 
being played***. 
 
My guess based on seeing tennis and pickleball at the North and South courts is that there are many many 
more hours played by the pickleballers and tennis players, and further, those different sports play at 
different times of the day and the week throughout the year and you could probably maximize the hours 
for each if you pay attention to that.   

613 I like: 
 
1. Open play 
 
2. Reservations available 
 
3. Some lights (but not enough) 
 
4. Some courts convenient to my house (although I frequently have to drive across town--and out of town--
for courts and open play. 
 
5. Great people. I moved to Boulder a year ago, and pickleball has been far and away the most important 
factor in my integration into the community.  
 
 
 
My hopes:  
 
1. Dedicated courts w/ permanent nets. The portable nets are always a mess--they just can't withstand this 
much use and Boulder's wind and weather. Plus, we don't want to create a tennis vs. pb fight. 
 
2. More lighted courts. Boulder gets hot during the summer, so evening play is best. Boulder gets dark 
early during the winter, so lights are necessary to play after work. 
 
3. Wind screens.  
 
4. A pickleball complex capable of hosting larger events, like most of our surrounding communities have. 
I spend too much time in the car traveling to pickleball places outside of Boulder, both for events and 
regular play. 
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Concerns: 
 
1. The Gonzo lessons keep generating new players, but the competition for courts is already a problem. 
 
2. Open Play can get very crowded. I know many people who have stopped coming because they have to 
wait too long. It's also a problem to only have have 4 courts for open play, because you can't have courts 
designated for certain ability levels to help make the most compatible games--with 6-8 courts for open 
play, you could have beginner vs. intermed/advanced areas, making things better for all. 

614 We desperately need lighted courts, indoor courts, and dedicated tennis courts without pickleball lines 

615 There are a fair number of courts but would love to see more 

616 Like the drop in opportunities.  But need more courts 

617 I like the drop-in arrangement.  It’s clear that with the increased interest in pickleball, we need additional 
courts. 

618 Courts are in pretty good shape, would like to see more courts with lights. Concern is when RMTC is gone 
it will be much harder to get a court and will lose community aspect of tennis in Boulder  

619 I'm disappointed to lose access to some of the North Boulder courts. 
 
Also the temporary nets at North Boulder are substandard. I'd like to see something more substantial with 
more tension across the top of the net. 
 
Lastly when you restripe them next the blue stripes against the green background are very hard to see 
under the lights at night.  

620 Nboulder outdoor courts are good but need more availability for pickleball.  Access to restrooms is a 
problem.  Indoor courts are not good because of multiple lines. 

621 Pickleball needs more single use, separate from other sports, courts. Cracks need to be repaired 
(completely and professionally) on existing courts.  

622 I like the people and location.  

623 I like that the rec centers have the availability to play 

624 Please provide sound attenuation at NBRC to open up the 4 pickleball courts that have recently been 
closed.  Dampening devices and landscaping should be explored to mitigate any sound concerns.  Closing 
those courts and prioritizing the City League has made pickleball inaccessible to many of us that have 
played there for years. 

625 Future hopes are for dedicated pickleball courts in Boulder.  Pickleball is thriving and Boulder is a mecca 
for outdoor activities, and it's embarassing that we don't have a facility for this growing sport that is 
enjoyed by all ages. 

626 I like the daily drop in at the rec centers.  
 
Better maintained courts…. Nearly every court that I play on has significant cracks 

627 That there is regular drop in times available  

628 Frequent times for open play at BoCo facilities. 

629 My future hopes are covered pickleball courts and covered seating areas. 

630 Dedicated tennis courts in excellent shape; e.g. Martin Park 

631 There is not enough available especially for people who work M-F 9-5.  Also, Gonzo Tennis is an 
organizational disaster -- I've done two tournaments with them that were so poorly organized that everyone 
should have been refunded!  I'm sorry to learn that they are actually the city's contracted supplier. Please 
reconsider or undertake careful evaluation of their offerings! 

632 That there are some courts 

633 I like the courts are available at south east and north. I like that north has a little bit of shade. 
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634 There is a lot to be desired from the existing tennis courts and we NEED specific Pickleball courts 
throughout this county. It’s unfair that we have to travel to other counties to play Pickleball. We pay taxes 
too! 

635 Please automatically block out the time period designated for open play daily. Members of BoCo 
Pickleball tried to do it manually now so that the courts are playable for everyone at certain times. But 
recently the courts are often booked by other people and some times only 2 out of 8 is left to a group of 
players in SBRC. 

636 I would like dedicated pickleball courts 

637 Need designated pickleball only courts and more open play 

638 I love that there are courts spread around the city, I would like more evening inside sessions during the 
week. 

639 I like that they exist (or did at NoBo). I hope you build some permanent courts somewhere. Look at Apex 
to see how much money the city could make from tournaments 

640 The City has already reduced the pickleball courts at the NBRC facility - I am concerned about further 
reductions. Pickleball is a GROWING sport, not a shrinking one. There are many times I've been on courts 
1-4 now and people are waiting and what used to be courts 5-8 sit empty. 

641 There is not much to like, because there are too few tennis courts, they are generally in sub-par condition, 
and there is no public facility open during weekdays with enough courts for a number of players to play 
together. I would hope for a public tennis center (which other towns our size have) with a number of well-
maintained lighted courts. I would be happy to pay to play at such a facility. 

642 The most important issue is the need for dedicated indoor tennis and pickle ball courts that are separate 
from each other and for public use.  

643 I like that that they are located at the rec centers.  We need dedicated pickleball courts  

644 I appreciate that the SBRC nets can be rolled on and off and that there are so many courts. I’d love to see 
more courts in the city as the current courts are used heavily. At some point the SBRC surfaces need 
improvement but they are playable. Seating and shade would be amazing! 

645 Great locations 

646 I love playing pickleball outside and meeting new people.  My hopes are that we can have more courts 
throughput Boulder.  Start with a complex like Apex with many pickleball courts in one location. 

647 Love that there are some places to play tennis. So sad that so many are disappearing.  

648 Dedicated courts for 4.0+ players  

649 Courts are in terrible shape. Nets are just barely adequate. Barriers between courts should be part of any 
plan. 

650 South Boulder Rec has the best courts. 

651 I like open play at the rec centers, especially outdoor open play. I like building community through 
Pickleball. I think it’s really important for Boulder to build dedicated pickleball courts with lights. 

652 I am very happy to have the option to play tennis on public courts and consider this an important part of 
my life. However, the lack of public indoor courts for winter, the often problematic condition of the 
existing public courts and sometimes (e.g. weekend mornings) trouble to finding courts to play on are a 
significant issue.   

653 I would hope that the city would build some dedicated PB courts to satisfy the demand for more courts. 

654 I like that there is a reservation system. I hope in the future there will be dedicated Pickleball courts. I also 
hope there will be many more Pickleball courts. 

655 Boulder has lagged so far behind other comparable cities in providing pickleball facilities.  After playing 
on the courts for 5 years we do not seem to make much progress. 

656 I love the pickleball open play. It is very inclusive and an easy way to meet other people.  

657 Lots of drop in pickleball courts. Friendly people.  
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658 Lights should be added to South courts.  It was unfortunate losing 4 PB courts at North. It's so much 
harder to find a court. Please add some dedicated pickleball courts somewhere in the city. Also, portable 
nets and pb lines in the parks. That's a relatively cheap fix although the neighborhoods would probably 
hate the noise. I think dedicated courts with 8 to 12 courts is a good start.    

659 My future hopes are for more dedicated pickleball courts that are in good shape and extended indoor play 
hours. 

660 Availability and condition most important.  Pickleball only courts are highly desirable and preferable! Not 
enough courts and in a few years with pickleball being the fastest growing sport in the nation the 
community court availability will plummet without further investment.  Pickleball statistics are readily 
available. The city must see the demand coming and invest un such a meaningful and important 
community asset. Study other cities and see the problem of not anticipating growth! 

661 Access is quite good  

662 The location of the courts at South Boulder Rec is convenient. but the courts aren't in good shape. 

663 Resurfacing of IBM courts is great news. 

664 I like that boco pickleball club has courts in mornings Monday to Friday but has gotten very crowded and 
harder for beginners to play. I like the city's gonzo tennis contract so I got to take a beginners class that 
helped me get started. People have mostly been kind and welcoming.  Lately, not as much. 

665 There aren’t enough pickleball courts. 

666 More courts for pickleball  

667 I like that we have the option to use the rec center outdoor courts. 

668 I love playing pickle ball 2 to 3 times a week and I’m glad that there are eight courts at S. Boulder Rec 
Center. Several of the courts have cracks and it would be nice to have the courts resurfaced. It also would 
be nice if Boulder had designated Pickleball courts. Lighting would also be helpful as those of us who 
work full-time play after work and it starts getting dark now at 6:30 PM. Some have purchase lighted balls, 
but it is not very safe to not have the courts lit. Thanks for taking into consideration the feedback of the 
community. I have loved seeing the incredible range of ages playing pickle ball at the courts and they are 
almost always packed with people. It’s a wonderful community gathering activity. 

669 I love the open play at SBRC.  It’s the nicest group and so wonderful to not have to have perfect numbers 
of players or plan ahead.   

670 Need to expand number of pickleball dedicated courts.  

671 It is awesome that Boulder has pickleball courts at all the Rec centers. However, it would be great to see 
the City reopen all 8 pickleball courts at NBRC. It would also be great to see dedicated pickleball courts 
built with lighting. Foothill Community Park and Valmont park would both be excellent locations for 
dedicated pickleball courts.  

672 X 

673 convenient to my house 

674 The schedule of pickleball open play at North and South boulder rec centers has created an extremely 
valuable community experience 

675 I would really like to see the cracked courts fixed ASAP. I hope Boulder will add accessible pickleball 
courts in south Boulder and north Boulder. 

676 I frequent the pickleball courts in South Boulder and I like that there are a lot of courts available so there’s 
always opportunity to play. 

677 glad a few exist but in poor condition. need permanent nets. very behind other communities  

678 We need more indoor tennis courts Boulder county has NONE!!!!!! Indoor pb too!!!!!!  

679 The effort 

680 More pickle ball courts with access !!  
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681 All city courts are currently shared with no d signaled courts.  Do you ask baseball players to shovel, do 
you ask pool guests to skim the pool, do you ask bike riders to plow the paths? Please use tax dollars to 
provide for basic community needs. 

682 Toilets and shade would be helpful on outside courts. It would be great to have reservable indoor courts. 

683 Get the pickle ballers their own courts 

684 Easy access. Chance to meet new people if drop in play expanded 

685 We don’t have enough dedicated Pickleball courts!  We need more places to play PB.   

686 Please improve the online court sign-up system. Is there some way you can make it less stressful for us to 
have our finger nervously poised over the "reserve" button at 7:59 am exactly a week before our 
prospective court time?! I have been booking for a weekly group for about three years now, and this has 
been my experience. Is there any way to procure an ongoing slot?! And/or can there be a designated staff 
person who can be reached at that time regarding glitches? 

687 We have been asking and waiting for more Pickleball courts for several years.  I thought we were 
supposed to get more courts at EBRC outside this last year.  It seems that the only thing that is ever done is 
more study, more surveys. 

688 Pickleball is more popular than tennis, and continues to grow. So city resources should be prioritized that 
way. 

689 I like that the tennis courts are available for BTA league play. 

690 League rules do not allow tennis play if pickle ball lines are there. This limits available courts. Also, need 
3-5 courts for league matches so 2-court  facilities aren’t of much use. School district / city court system is 
awkward. Hard to know when school courts are unavailable   (Did we lose two courts at new vista 
permanently?).  
 
Obviously pickleball noise is a big factor for anyone doing anything nearby  

691 Not enough Tennis Courts Available for USTS Tennis Leagues 

692 Recent high quality upgrades to Tom Watson courts are greatly appreciated.  In the past, most city courts 
were poorly maintained and full of cracks.  Please continue with the improvements to reach all courts. 

693 I like the quality and location of the the Knollwood and Martin Park courts. I would like to see all City of 
Boulder courts be converted to post tension concrete courts. I would also like to see the addition of more 
dedicated pickle and tennis courts as well as a the addition of indoor courts and a tennis and pickle ball 
center. 

694 The two Martin Park courts are the only good courts in town.  No pickle ball lines and no 10 and under 
lines. All courts should have access to permanent restrooms. 

695 The current situation for pickleball access is better than it was three years ago but the city has not kept 
pace with other cities. We don't have any dedicated pickleball courts whereas other cities have 10, 20 or 
even 30 dedicated courts. We need to get with the times! 

696 I like that the city has given the pickleball community more access to the tennis courts; however, the city is 
way behind other cities in the metro area and around the country in providing dedicated pickleball courts. 

697 I like that they are utilized by a large number of people in the area. I don't love battling to find court space. 
I don't love trying to find courts with lights. I don't love the quality of some of the courts, which can be 
pretty bad. Also, some pickleball lines make tennis very challenging. 

698 EBRC now has a permanent restroom. Don't know if it will be open the entire year. The other public 
courts that have 4 or more courts should have some form of bathroom option - whether permanent or port-
a-potty. Re: reservations, There isn't an option to cancel, which would give person money back BUT 
ALSO  would show that the courts are available. 

699 I like the recently improved courts at Tom Watson and elsewhere.  It was difficult to have many out of 
operation during prime tennis season, August, at the same time as Centennial school was back in session.  
I recommend timing improvements better.  Also for pickleball please place in areas where noise will not 
impact nearby residents. 

700 Please support an indoor facility with public access for pay, similar to Arvada, but with more indoor 
courts. 
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701 I feel that the tennis courts currently available are in great condition.  But for tennis players, it is almost 
impossible to find a court to play on.  So many are taken over by Pickleball at the North Boulder Rec and 
Bouder High practices at Centennial.  Only 2 courts at Columbine, 2 at Knollwood, 4 at East Boulder Rec. 
, 4 at South Boulder Rec? maybe.  NOT ENOUGH FOR ALL TENNIS PLAYERS!  There are over 300 
members of RMTC who are going to be displaced.  We have been a tight group of players who all like to 
play at least once or twice a week.  We are used to having a "Bubble" for indoor tennis in the winter.  City 
of Boulder needs to come up with a way to provide for this large group of people.  I would hope for new 
courts at any of the Rec Centers.  There is room.  For being such a forward-looking town with the level of 
sophistication it has, as well as having a major university, it is very surprising that the tennis community is 
not serviced appropriately. 

702 Need more tennis courts. Reservations will become super important. 

703 I have enjoyed playing all variety of racket sports here in Boulder (in order of frequency: tennis, paddle, 
racketball, pickle (and even squash at CU). I am concerned about a few different and related issues: 
 
 
 
1. Court condition: I'd like to see court surfaces maintained smarter; budgeting for proper and longer 
lasting repair rather than repeated superficial top-surface patch/replacement. In our windy climate, 
windscreens would be great if possible... 
 
 
 
2. Court availability: We are experiencing increasing pressure on court accessibility due to increasing 
demand for both tennis AND pickle. (The loss of RMTC and CU South will directly impact my tennis.) 
 
 
 
3. Boulder needs a dedicated tennis/pickle center for drop-in play, tournaments, events:  
 
- There were plans at Valmont decades ago...what happened? The land is there, still fallow.  
 
- I note that nearby (smaller) communities have a dedicated tennis center* that serves the racket sport 
community. (e.g. Loveland, Longmont, Arvada...) I've done a lot of driving to those tennis centers and 
would like to have one here in Boulder! 
 
[*8, 12 or more tennis courts + dedicated pickle courts, permanent water and bathrooms, shelter w/bulletin 
board...] 
 
- With the loss of tennis courts at RMTC and CU South the demand for courts will increase even more. 
We are left with two marginal** 8-court limited-access sites owned by BVSD Centennial & Fairview.  
 
[**Centennial and Fairview have limited access and there are no permanent bathrooms or water.] 
 
 
 
While I would like to see a tennis center, my family and friends do use and value the 'pocket park' courts 
around town. We often play at Columbine, Palo, Spruce, Martin Park... 
 
 
 
We also play on the Rec Center (North, East, South) and BVSD courts (Centennial, Manhattan, Fairview, 
New Vista) and Tom Watson Park and play outside Boulder at Centaurus, Louisville Rec Center, Garfield 
Courts, Erie Rec Center, We have picked up pickle and play indoors and out at EBRC and NBRC.  

704 CU south courts would be perfect, except they need a restroom  
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705 I like tennis courts without pickle ball lines. I'm concerned about pickle ball ruining existing courts and the 
sound pollution it causes. 

706 I play mostly on private courts 

707 Convenient, easy to access and park.  
 
What I don’t like is there are no lights and no indoor courta 

708 Drop in at South Boulder Rec. would like nets on Foothills courts.  

709 The city of boulder has far too few courts, both tennis and pickle ball, and the courts they do have are in 
poor condition.  Repairs that have been completed recently such as centennial have been very poor with 
cracks developing within a year.  There needs to be dedicated pickleball courts in addition to tennis courts. 

710 I like that there are courts in different areas of the city, but I do not like that there are very limited facilities 
with 4 or more dedicated tennis courts for league and tournament play. A central area for larger events is 
needed - something along the lines of Quail in Longmont or Apex in Arvada  or Denver Tennis Park - 10-
12 courts with spectator seating, bathrooms, etc. Additionally, the maintenance of courts has been so 
sporadic and behind any reasonable maintenance schedule that the courts become unplayable or only 
marginally satisfactory for playing - even dangerous. Ex: Tom Watson Park courts were just re-surfaced. 
Prior to resurfacing they were dangerous and unplayable for at least a few years. Post re-surfacing there 
are several dead spots and some wavy areas on the courts. I am curious to see how long the re-surfacing 
will hold up given the level of disrepair prior to re-surfacing. Maintenance is critical. 

711 They are beautiful and in great locations. I hope there will be more courts and easy ways to reserve them 
online. Being able to play year-round.  

712 Concerned that tennis courts are in very short supply in spite of growing tennis community.  

713 Concerned about losing RMTC courts and CU SOUTH courts. I play at RMTC 3 days a week and am 
worried about where I could play when they are gone! 

714 I like the nets on wheels on the outdoor pickleball courts.  Future hopes are dedicated PB courts with 
permanent, durable nets (promised two years ago) as well as more courts total.   

715 The City needs to help the Rocky Mountain Tennis Center find a new home. 

716 Limited availability  

717 I like the general public access to courts, but I would hope for resurfacing, more indoor courts, more lights, 
and dividers between public courts 

718 Having a place where everyone can play and have fun and not have to deal with cliques, and people 
hogging courts 

719 I like that there are a lot of courts available across the three rec centers. I would really like to see a 
dedicated time slot for open play for beginners/advanced beginners at least one day a week.  The YMCA 
on 28th St. already does this twice a week. The Louisville Rec Center does this at least once a week. 
Currently Intermediate and advanced players dominate open play time slots.  Especially at the North 
Boulder rec center.  Neither skill level is benefited by being forced to play with the other skill level. 

720 It would be nice to have more tennis courts. 

721 Longmont rec center tennis courts are amazing. Thank you!!  Well built, centrally located, plentiful, and 
lights that are conducive to play without the hassle of coin operation. 

722 They belong to all citizens of Boulder 

723 Some tennis courts are in great condition. Others (e.g., Centennial) need repair. Reservation system is 
clumsy. Could use more indoor options.  

724 They are convenient and easy to reserve.  

725 The City of Boulder does not currently maintain its existing courts and there is very limited lighted courts 
and no indoor courts.  My biggest hope is that the City of Boulder would build a tennis facility which had 
a minimum of 5 INDOOR courts and outdoor courts WITH LIGHTS. 

726 The lessons for tennis are great. I do wish there were any options for lessons for men after advanced 
beginner, or removing the gendered aspect to the 2.5-3.5 level. 
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727 We need the city to complete upgrades and new Pickleball courts they promised two years ago at EBRC. 
We do need “dedicated“ pickle ball courts. Boulder has 0! Both comparable and many smaller cities do 
have dedicated PB courts. For example, a Gunnison county has 11. I hope the city will recognize that 
pickle ball replaced tennis as the most popular rocket sport nationwide last year, and with boulders aging 
population Pickleball is a more suitable sport for older people over tennis. It would also be good if the city 
would make the existing tennis courts multi use and stripe them in such a way that they can be used for 
pickle ball, also. 

728 I live in south Boulder and we play mostly at Fairview now and East Boulder CC since South Boulder Rec 
has been given over to pickle ball. For league matches, where we need five courts together, we have been 
forced to rent from CU or BVSD. It’s sad that we cannot use city courts anymore because pickleball lines 
have been added instead of adopting to the juniors lines already on the courts. I hope BP&R can find a 
way to preserve tennis courts used solely for tennis as the most enjoyable thing I do in tennis is play in the 
USTA and CTA leagues. Boulder has some of the most beautiful venues for tennis in know and love 
playing here, but we have lost the BP&R courts I am used to playing on and enjoying to pickle ball. It is 
great to see the growing popularity of this new sport, but it’s sad it see us losing the use of city courts 
because the PB lines make using them for league impossible and confusing. 

729 Facilities have been lacking for years both in quality and quantity.  These sports are both so important and 
beneficial to the community. 

730 Having pickleball courts enables me to play pickleball. 

731 Would be nice to have more courts and possibly a sports center with indoor options. A place for practicing 
against a backboard/wall in North Boulder needed 

732 I hope that there are separate tennis courts and pickleball is moved to a separate location where nose is not 
impacting neighbors  

733 The City of Boulder has not planned or created an environment for either tennis or pickle ball, and the 
entire environment needs to be fully overhauled in order to start again with a new facility of 12-16 outdoor 
courts and 4-6 indoor courts. The current system is not at all within the standards of the racquet sports 
industry for public parks and rec. 

734 1) create Pball pop-up courts on the weekend in office parking lots. Maybe lock boxes for equipment. 
 
2) layouts can allow 3 or 4 Pball courts on one tennis court if sharing is necessary 
 
3) possible additional tennis courts: Palo Park, Arapahoe Ridge why not resurface instead of replace (much 
higher costs in the budget)? 
 
4) Look into purchasing/leasing private courts that may be underutilized and/or are in poor condition. 
Some HOAs might like some $$ 
 
5) Tennis court complex at the airport? New Rec Center? Bond issue. 
 
6) I thought the contractor for the Centennial courts was going to repair the poor resurfacing job they did 
 
7) Reservation system does not cover BVSD courts (Centennial). Could be allowed after hours and on 
weekends 
 
8) Find a way to recycle tennis ball cans 
 
9) How about a city run league and/or ladder? 
 
 
 
Thanks! 

735 I like that you at least make tennis courts available for pickleball, but there are no dedicated pickleball 
courts--Boulder is woefully behind every other city.  I like that we can reserve pickleball courts, but there 
needs to be more courts to reserve as the competition for the few courts is a battle.  There are a lot of 
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people who play for free on someone else's reservation.  You could bring in much more revenue if you 
could find a way to have those people who have silver sneakers or other memberships pay for playing.  
With the additional revenue, hopefully you could put it towards building dedicated pickleball courts so the 
pickleball players don't have to be the ones ousted when there are tennis tournaments or lessons.  The 
biggest concern is Boulder not keeping up with the explosion of pickleball players. 

736 More tennis courts!  Available water 
 
More shade restrooms 

737 Tennis and PB are increasing in popularity. We need courts dedicated to each sport. RMTC was a place for 
all to play, but particularly important for jrs , srs, wheelchair players and the CU women’s team. The city 
is losing an important hub for inclusivity.  

738 Can cu allow public use of their tennis courts?  A winter court. Shade.  Keep the current system it works 
well.  Don’t change anything. 

739 There isn't anything to like about p ball taking the tennis courts. The condition of the courts has been 
unacceptable and quite dangerous. There is no reason for this wealthy city full of athletes to have broken 
down courts, no pools and unmaintained rec centers. It's a disgrace and embarrassing for our leagues to 
play here. CU should be helping with courts since they are taking over our city. 

740 They are available for open play and also for online reservations. 

741 Appreciate how dispersed they are around town for supporting community play, a central tennis center is 
what Boulder needs with covered/uncovered, hard and clay (Har-Tru), seating and shaded areas.  Thanks 
for your consideration! 

742 No opinion 

743 The tennis community is welcoming. I can show up looking for a match and most often find someone who 
wants to play. The ability to hit against a wall if solo is important 

744 Hope to see more courts for tennis and Pickleball ( of all our surrounding cities Boulder Courts are 
shameful  

745 More organized courts in Boulder county  

746 Very concerned that tennis courts will be duel lines and pball will overtake courts .  Also concerned about 
pball noise near tennis cts. 

747 I like that you are asking about my tennis/pb concerns. I play both sports and belong to a private tennis 
club and a private pickleball club because the public courts are lacking. Roll out nets for pb on a tennis 
court is no where near the experience of playing on a dedicated pb court with permanent nets. To play with 
friends that don’t belong to my private club, I have to go to Longmont or Superior to get good courts. 
 
Trying to get courts for BTA tennis leagues is really difficult. 5 tennis courts together, are perfect for 
league. With CU South closing, that’s not going to be an option. And where are people going to play on 
snowy days without belonging to a private club. With RMTC closing, there are no realistic options for 
people that aren’t lucky enough to already be members of a club with inflorescence courts and a 
membership waitlist that is over 10 years long! 

748 Lots of people playing pickleball.  I like that we will have full-time permanent Pickleball courts 

749 There is a need for enough courts to accommodate for tennis league play (required to NOT be lined for 
pickleball) as well as support the growing pickleball community.  League tennis generally requires 4-5 
courts at the same location so is very challenging with the current availability. 

750 Right now I play at Rocky Mountain tennis center. Since that facility is going away I am very interested in 
more available city courts and very important to me would be a indoor tennis facility for winter play. 

751 I play mainly at Palo Park. I like recent improvements, the parkland location and ease of parking. 

752 I appreciate that the city has made recent investments in resurfacing courts and that there are hopes for 
more courts and year-round facilities to be built around the city and county. I believe what the city should 
do is to build courts that are dedicated to each tennis and pickleball to allow for players of each sport to 
find available spaces without hindering the other. 
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I also believe that there are many areas in our parks that are underutilized, specifically in areas that were 
set aside for volleyball many years ago. Those courts are no longer used at all and nearly all have fallen 
into disrepair. These spaces are ideal for repurposing as they are already in our public parks and can add 
services without the need for massive infrastructure improvements in the short term. 
For the long term, it would be great to see a dedicated racket sports facility. Ideally it would include indoor 
courts or at least courts that could be covered with a bubble for winter play. It should also have restrooms, 
covered areas for shade, seating for spectators and a management office/pro shop. 

753 The are in pretty good shape for the most part  

754 I like the htting walls at East Rec and Tom Watson and think we should add more in any new courts. We 
need a tennis center complete with indoor courts for tennis and pickleball and a viewing stands at a court 
we could host tennis events. A place Boulder can be proud of. Run by a contractor ( Gonzo ). 

755 Appreciate the work on Tom Watson courts  

756 More dedicated pickleball courts are needed. 
Convert Tom Watson Park to dedicated courts. 

757 I would love an indoor facility like in Arvada!  I would play all the time, very important to me and my 
family/friends in the community. 

758 Reserved courts that are left unused should be accountable. Cancellations would allow for last minute 
play, even if $$ is not returned maybe a small penalty for no-show would incentivize cancellations.  

759 I am in RMTC, which is about to go away, so I am hoping more courts can be available to play with the 
groups I've met. I'm about 2 years out on Meadows waiting list. I like the Knoll Wood courts and use them 
occasionally. Just concerned where I'll play next year.  

760 We need tennis courts to stay tennis courts don’t take them away to make pickleball courts please! 

761 I hope that all the tennis courts are not gobbled up by pickle ballers 

762 The price is so reasonable. I like that they are public so you can play with anybody. I belong to Meadows 
so public courts let me play outside of the club. 

763 I like that EBCC and Watson Park have practice walls 
Would like portable toilets at each location 

764 Drop in PB is working well- nbrc, SBRC. Columbine and Palo park tennis courts could easily 
accommodate PB courts 
Chautauqua is dangerously slick  
All surfaces need attention (do any of the P&R board play?). And shade structures? 
Please, please go visit APEX in Arvada and Mehaffey park in Loveland (same size community as 
Boulder) with ~ 12 dedicated courts. How’d they do that? 
Buena vista has 6 dedicated, lit courts 
Concerns- our tax dollars vs your agenda and popular will are not aligned 
I experienced this years ago through through BAM and pool access 
Our consensus is also that Gonzo is poisoning the pond 
Shift change here. Do any of you remember how dominant racquetball was?  Virtually gone. Courts 
shifted, and space was reallocated  
That is happening now. Some folks just don’t like change 

765 The issues I see currently are that the tennis community and interest has grown significantly over the last 
20 years. The amount of courts we have do not support the demand. Also, there needs to be public courts 
available at all parts of the city - even annexed neighborhoods outside the physical city limits. With one of 
the major tennis facilities closing soon, it is critical that the City of Boulder step up to support this growing 
sport and the citizens. 

766 I like the resurfaced courts at Martin, Palo, and Tom Watson parks.  My hope is that the city will establish 
a more vigilant maintenance schedule for the courts we do have left. I hope we will get designated tennis 
courts, not only at the facilities we have so far, but also at a new (maybe publicly/privately funded) facility 
which will have many courts, some indoor, with no pickle ball lines on them. I hope that the Valmont City 
Park area can be developed to accommodate a tennis facility. My concerns are that we are losing rather 
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than gaining tennis courts and the ones we still have are being taken over. or painted on, by pickle ball 
players. The pickle ball players need their own designated courts. Also, League tennis really has very little 
options for hosting matches.  

767 I like playing pickleball at NBRC. 

768 I would really like dedicated pickleball courts  

769 Great surfaces right now, currently somewhat easy to find a court. Hope it remains the same for Tennis. 

770 I'm glad that there are courts, but dedicated pickleball courts seem appropriate given the growth of the 
sport and the number of players in Boulder 

771 There are courts available but not nearly enough and they are generally in poor condition 

772 Tom Watson courts used to be great. Now they are a total disaster. How did this happen? 

773 Too few pickle ball. Both types need indoor facilities.  

774 The start to this is to note that there are ZERO dedicated Pickleball courts in the City of Boulder with a 
population of 100,000.  The online reservations system used to be functional but has been usurped by 
tennis interests. I like the locations of the courts around but most of them are in terrible repair and NONE 
are Pball only.  
 
I hope that someone in the City actually uses this information to make real changes to support it's aging 
population whom the majority are Pickleball players, not tennis players. 
 
There area lot of polls and information gathering but not a lot of action. It would be cost effective to 
change tennis courts to pickleball. If you even charged a dollar per person for an hour, the city would 
make money! 

775 I like how easy it is to reserve tennis courts at EBCC, even on the weekend. I avoid SBCC because of 
pickleball noise. I hope we don't lose more tennis courts to pickleball, especially at EBCC.  

776 Youth programming 

777 I love that both sports are being played a lot. I am concerned that many tennis courts are being converted 
to pickleball courts. I want both to continue to grow.  

778 Boulder is SO FAR BEHIND every other place I have played. And now we're studying. Also the meeting 
on 10/5 was horribly advertised by the city. SHAPE UP. 

779 I play on the Martin Park courts only.  I belong to an association with courts that I also use. 

780 They are well maintained. Hopes: The city recognizes the need for year round tennis facilities and the 
importance of tennis on a multigenerational community. Concerns: over development is pushing out land 
for tennis. Also please keep brooms at courts to brush off leaves and debris! The older couple down the 
street from me has to bring their own broom to Martin Park!  

781 I live in south boulder and love having the courts so close by. However, they are in really poor shape. And, 
they are never open to tennis playing, as they are always taken by pickleball players. Also, not everyone 
adheres to the reservation system. We need more courts in south boulder and an improvement on the 
existing ones! 

782 Good condition and maintenance, but just not nearly enough pickleball courts.  

783 You missed on the closure of RMTC. Known for 4 years and the only action is this survey.  

784 I am always happy to see managed facilities with strong adult programs. 

785 For my friends in Boulder who can reserve courts, that's great. I appreciate the courts at the rec centers and 
a few other that are in good shape. I hope we can approve a new facility in the county with indoor courts 
and if possible outside lights. I am concerned that many of the RMTC members will be left high & dry 
when RMTC closes. I am a charter member of RMTC (1977) and most of my friends are members; with 
it's demise, I worry about my reduced social network of seeing friends in on place. 

786 The wording of this question is weighted toward a kudos to the City. How about what we dislike? Courts 
are in poor repair, do not like multi-use courts, no seating provided, no bathrooms at courts.  It is nice to 
reserve courts, but the system is terrible. 
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787 There seem to be plenty of indoor and outdoor piclkleball courts but no indoor city tennis courts and not 
enough outdoor tennis courts.  

788 temporary courts are nice but not really the best option 

789 I love that the tennis courts for the most part are in good shape and maintained. What is most distressing 
though for anyone in the tennis community is the displacement of courts for pickle ball. Not only is pickle 
ball a nuisance in terms of ambient noise, but it deters from the enjoyment of the game of tennis if courts 
are located in the same place. I think the city should have dedicated pickle ball courts in locations where 
the noise does not disrupt neighbors/residents and dedicated tennis facilities that do not allow pickleball. 
There are myriad lawsuits around the country regarding pickle ball and the noise that is created so I think 
if the city of Boulder is forward thinking with respect to those complaints but also enabling those who 
enjoy pickle ball to continue to be able to play, there can be a decent solution across the board to maintain 
and expand tennis facilities and have pickle ball as well. 

790 I think many of them are in good shape and the reservation process is easy 

791 I like that the SBRC has many courts in one location so folks don't drive from rec center to rec center 
looking for adequate play. My dream is that a pickleball center like APEX in Arvada would come to 
Boulder - lots of courts to accomodate drop-in play, leagues and tournaments. 

792 Nice court surface & nets 
Perhaps put up nets between the courts to stop the balls from going into other courts which is dangerous  

793 Thank you for providing the number of courts we currently have and thank you for listening to the 
feedback from the pickleball community. I look forward to when there are more pickleball courts; 
hopefully, there will be dedicated courts in the inventory. 

794 Availability is pretty good. Free is good. So many cracks though  

795 I like that so many schools are included as courts that the public is allowed to play on.  

796 Need dedicated pickleball courts.  

797 I’m concerned about courts at north Boulder rec being pushed out bypickleball 

798 I do like that we have a program through gonzo, but do wish we had a facility like Arvada to play all year. 
This would be huge for our whole family. The private tennis clubs are expensive and tough to get into.  

799 I love the inclusive nature of pickleball. The drop-in hours allow a wide range of people to join in and the 
community that has grown is welcoming and supportive. I would like to see more support for drop in play 
both in adding additional times, especially on the weekends, and in providing more organization/signage to 
clarify which courts are dropin and how the drop in works. 

800 Leagues that are not USA 
 
Clinics 

801 The number and condition of SOME of the tennis courts. But should be a TENNIS facility considering the 
number of serious tennis players.  

802 Have more indoor courts so that kids serious about tennis are able to continue playing in winter and spring 
time when it snows a lot. 

803 Not enough courts.  Existing courts are poorly maintained.  

804 The courts in Boulder are great, though we definitely need more, as there are so many players now, 
oftentimes competing for court time. With RMTC closing, it seems like a good time for the City to 
establish some indoor courts, perhaps similar to the public/private partnership they have in Steamboat 
(https://steamboattennisandpickleball.com/) 

805 Important recreation and enhanced quality of life for the community.  

806 Indoor/covered tennis courts for winter play 

807 I would love to see dedicated pickleball courts, more pickleball courts and more open play with different 
levels.  Thank you for all you do! 

808 I’m very dissatisfied with the reservation system - the city of Louisville uses a first come first served 
system which is much more friendly to casual tennis with family and my kids. The reservation system 
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forces planning and leaves out room for spontaneity. I’m also deeply saddened that all courts at SBRC are 
no longer useable for tennis… all the pickleball lines, nets and use for only pickleball 

809 I think they are in condition, but Inthinknits important to have designated pickle ball and designated tennis 
courts - so there is less conflict. 

810 Knollwood courts are quiet, somewhat shady and nice. 

811 I’d love to be able to play in the winter having some indoor space or cover for existing courts to keep them 
dry and usable. It’s a pity that we can’t practice for 4-5 months. It would also be great to add some shade, 
to protect our skin, improve visibility and keep people cooler in the summer months.  

812 At least there are some courts to use, and most courts are in decent, if not good, shape.  I fear that court 
availability will become even worse than it is now.  I hope that present courts can be maintained more 
regularly and that more courts can be built soon.  An indoor facility, particularly for tennis, would be nice 
to have. 

813 Pickleball is supported in nearly every major city in Colorado except for Boulder and Louisville.  The 
number of participants is growing and the demographics are expanding from 20-80 year olds.  Golf, tennis 
and outdoor basketball participation is at best staying flat and are dwarfed by the number of pickleball 
players funds need to go towards the largest number of citizens that would benefit.  Please look at what 
cities like Denver, Steamboat Springs, and Grand Junction are doing to support pickleball. 

814 I like the drop-in hours for pickleball.  We should have a tennis facility like Arvada. 

815 I like that there are some courts with open play and reservation capability.  The courts need better care, 
and we need more dedicated courts and multi-purpose courts.  In general more capacity, and including 
more modern design and services. 

816 I love that there are so many community centers with tennis courts, spread out around the city. I also love 
that they're so inexpensive to book. It's always a great time. 
Regarding booking, the online system is not user friendly. Once you get the hang of it, it gets easier, but 
the experience remains far from intuitive. I really recommend revising the full UX. 
I also wish it were possible to modify existing bookings. Full refunds for cancellations within, say, 24-48 
hours of the reserved time would be nice too. 
Lastly, I wish there were some indoor and covered courts to play in the winter. The court experience is 
fantastic during the warm months, but I'm sad that it won't be possible to enjoy it as much, if at all, during 
the upcoming cold weather season. 

817 Need more stand alone pickleball courts vs multipurpose  

818 The on-line reservation system and the active community that loves tennis and pickleball 

819 Finally improved Paolo Park courts. Don’t like giving Centennial courts to the school. 

820 The Knollwood courts are the best in central Boulder. A restroom there would be helpful. I like that the 
reservation fee is reasonable. Tennis courts should not be used for or converted to pickleball. They are not 
compatible. I hope for more dedicated tennis courts the quality of Knollwood. 

821 Not enough tennis courts. Ban pickleball 

822 I like the location of the louisville rec center courts and the fact that there is a restroom available and 
additional water if needed, a small shade structure/bench.  It would be great to be able to use these courts 
for league play. Monarch High courts are plentiful but have large slopes. I would hope for an indoor tennis 
facility so we could play locally in the winter.  

823 East is nice but have to buy tokens for lights when open which can be challenging  

824 Great condition 

825 Reservation is relatively easy when courts are available.  

826 Please add Pickleball courts and a league 

827 Existing court reservation site is difficult to find/ navigate to  

828 We desperately need more tennis courts.  New courts, indoor and outdoor, need to be built.  New courts 
need to be post-tensioned concrete and existing courts need to be replaced with post-tensioned concrete.  
Resurfacing over existing asphalt courts is a waste of money. 
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829 Sometimes when I’m playing and I look at the mountains I can’t believe I get to live here. Gorgeous 
settings and beautiful views  

830 I like that they are well maintained. 

831 I wish RMTC was staying instead of being turned into student housing.  

832 I like how tennis courts are located in neighborhoods and usually are easy to reach within 10 minutes or 
less for me.  

833 I play at EBRC and NBRC for tennis. It's easy to make reservations. I usually drive out to Longmont 
(Quail courts and LAC for indoor usage and tournaments) 

834 Tennis courts at EBCC and SBRC are nice.   

835 Boulder should model their public tennis after Steamboat!  It’s ridiculous that there isn’t a public club in 
the city considering the size and the 7 year wait list at the meadows.  Pickle ball is everywhere  

836 I like how we have some tennis & pickleball courts. I’d love to see a lighted complex with at least 6 
dedicated pickleball courts (though more would be better like at Apex) 

837 It is very hard to get tennis/pickleball reservations at North Boulder Rec. Would like group classes for ages 
5+. 

838 Must do away 100% with multi-use approach. Total failure. Critical there be one or two complexes of 
dedicated tennis & PB courts. Ideally indoor facilities for both sports ASAP. 

839 There don’t seem to be many public tennis courts in Boulder. The courts that are available aren’t in great 
shape. It would be WONDERFUL to have a facility like the Arvada Tennis Center.  

840 First, we have them. Second, you are taking an interest in seeing what the community has to say.  

841 I am a member of Millenium, and I play singles twice a week nights in the bubble throughout the fall, 
winter and spring.  The most important improvement you can make is a facility where this could continue 
after Millenium is gone. I'm 71 and this keeps my healthy.  I'm certainly willing to pay for the privilege. 

842 South Community center is perfect to convert to Pickleball only. - no tennis lines. Double the courts.  This 
location could be the central hub for Boulder.  

843 I love playing tennis in Boulder but would like to see more courts and covered courts for all winter play. 
Thanks! 

844 I am not pleased with anything to do with the tennis situation in Boulder How can one be pleased about a 
disaster? Some how, the City, private investors and the University have to solve this issue NOW. On 
Tuesday October 3, I was hitting tennis balls with my friend, Ted Gammon [Between the two of us we 
have played recreational tennis for 90 years]. The Eisenhower courts are unplayable, but we hit balls on 
the east court and are careful. As careful as we were, Ted managed to trip on the  south baseline crack and  
fell to the court and had fractures in his hand. He is seeing hand specialist today at Boulder Community. 
Take the nets down on both courts and lock the gates so no one can do anything on these horrible concrete 
cracks. Keep people safe. There is a huge market for tennis and pickle ball in Boulder. Revenue can be 
generated. Universities and Communities have joined to supply racquet sports throughout the US.  CU 
may have to drop women's tennis because they can't get access to facilities. What happens to the high 
schools if they can't find indoor courts. I recognize that Alison Rhodes has been handed mess, but just 
because no one has cared about tennis for thirty years doesn't mean this wonderful sport has to be 
canceled. 

845 Concerns about pickle ball court lines being drawn on tennis courts. Also the popularity of pickle ball 
makes reserving tennis courts impossible (if the courts are combined). The noise of pickle ball is 
obnoxious. 

846 I like the current tennis courts but we could use more options, especially covered chords so we can play all 
season. Season. I am concerned about having pickleball lines drawn on tennis courts as that is very 
distracting and difficult to play. 

847 We desperately need more courts, especially winter courts and tennis facilities. For non members, RMTC 
provides a lot of access but it is going away. Where will people play who can’t afford the wait or money at 
meadows or BCC. What I like is that there are summer courts.  

848 There are approx. 320,000 USTA league tennis players nationally, and the Denver/Boulder area ranks 
consistently in the top two or three metro areas in the nation in league participation. And league tennis has 
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a 30+ year history in Boulder. And yet because of current Boulder Parks policy, there were no functional 
Parks courts to host league matches this year (league play requires at least three non-pickleball lined courts 
in the same location). East Boulder Rec (EBRC) would be the only Parks courts to meet this description, 
but Parks does not allow league play there. In addition, EBRC has functioned for some time now as 
"tennis central" for Boulder tennis players, whereas SBRC is for all intents now the main Boulder 
pickleball hub. I can see no advantage to upsetting that status quo for players of either sport. Finally, 
Boulder desparately needs more courts of both types to ease the ongoing competition between sports. 
Boulder's 30-year moratorium on building new courts has created the crisis situation we're in now. 

849 I like the price; I like that they are located conveniently around Boulder; I like that rec center members like 
me can reserve for free; I like not being a member of an expensive tennis club; I like that some of them 
have lights 

850 WE need to have a tennis center with indoors courts during the winter months.  It can permanent indoors 
or a bubble. 

851 Need organized drills classes 

852 I am very concerned that there are not designated courts for each sport.  

853 partner with retail business that has experience  

854 Court 5 has a great and traditionally heavily used (by tennis players) practice wall.  I personally have been 
using it for over 20 years. Unfortunately, this court has been taken over by pickleball and is rarely 
available now for hitting against the wall. 
I understand the plan is to add 4 dedicated pickleball courts at East Boulder. Please (when this is 
completed) discontinue the use of court 5 for pickleball. 
I also understand the ArapahoecRidge courts are scheduled to be resurfaced. Please consider replacing the 
fences at the same time (which are very beat up), and at least make sure the transition from court to fence 
is fixed/improved, as it currently traps balls in tall grass/weeds and makes them hard to locate and retrieve. 

855 I like the online reservation system. Would love indoor courts to play in winter and spring.  

856 Playing  

857 I like the PB courts that are available, but many more courts are needed 

858 Build something like the Quail courts at the south Longmont Rec Center. Excellent facility. 

859 I hope that the city will recognize that the number of tennis courts is diminishing over the next couple of 
years with the removal of CU South courts and the Rocky Mountain tennis Center courts, that’s over 20 
quarts right there and in addition a significant number of been taken over for use for pickle ball. Please, 
please, please ensure that the remaining tennis courts off the tennis court use only And if there is a need 
for more pickle ball courts then by all means build as many as there is a need for, but not at the expense of 
the current tennis courts.  

860 Too few courts.  The mixed tennis and pickleball does not work. 
Some courts are not well maintained. 

861 I believe it is absolutely critical to replace the indoor courts in the Boulder/Boulder County area in the 
short term and to replace the CU South outdoor courts when that area is developed in the future.  

862 Would like a public indoor tennis facility such the one in Arvada  

863 well maintained 

864 Like being able to reserve online. Wish it was easier to reserve multiple courts at one time. 

865 I like the number of courts but some are in such poor condition that it is not possible to use them or using 
them puts a player at high risk of injury. I play tennis at Rocky Mountain Tennis. Those courts are always 
full and lessons are fully booked. It is wonderful to see tennis players from 5-90, with varying disabilities 
including wheelchairs, out on those courts. It will be a tragedy to lose those courts, especially in the 
wintertime when they are really tennis players only option to have a chance to play.  

866 Locations 

867 locations are good but facilities need a lot of work. Pickleball needs new, dedicated courts. If you can do 
an airport surely 10 to 15 pickleball courts is not that hard. Hey maybe courts on the runways... 
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868 Nothing is good about what Boulder has currently. The loss of Rmtc is devastating to the community, 
children and disabled.. tragically sad.. 

869 I like that there are plenty of public courts for good weather months. Concerned about limited options 
during winter. 

870 I like the availability of tennis courts. I can normally find a court to play on when I want to play. My main 
concern would be if tennis courts were converted to pickle ball, or the existing courts were not maintained 

871 There should never be dual lines on existing tennis courts for pickle ball play, and pickle ball should have 
its own courts that are far enough away from existing tennis courts and residences that the noise from the 
wooden/plastic paddles and plastic balls don't reach either existing tennis courts or existing residences. 

872 I hope that more tennis courts will be added because I often have to drive around to multiple locations to 
find an open court. I’m concerned that pickleball courts will take too many tennis courts, and the noise of 
pickleball is a nuisance that can really disturb communities and distracts from tennis matches. I hope 
separate pickleball facilities can be developed. 

873 They have typically been in horrible shape.  I am thrilled to see the Watson Park courts resurfaced.  
Keeping court surfaces and nets in reasonably good shape is the best thing you can do.  Adding seating and 
restrooms is a big bonus. 

874 I like that they're accessible to all who want to play and reserve them and that they're spread out across 
different neighborhoods. 

875 I am very happy that Tom Watson courts, and Palo Park courts have been resurfaced and in are in much 
better condition. Thanks! 
 
 I think the most important thing the city can to do for tennis and pickle ball players is to add a facility that 
would allow us to play indoor too.  It would be great to use during the cold months as well as the middle of 
summer when it’s too hot to play in the middle of the day as well as provide more courts with lights to 
play in the evening.   

876 The pocket courts that have been maintained are nice. Appreciate the updates to Tom Watson and Palo.   

877 Not much... poor condition, limited professional classes... and that's the "good stuff".  Not nearly enough 
courts in one location. 

878 Good locations mostly in good condition 

879 Hope for indoor courts for winter  

880 The courts at EBRC are good.  

881 Other than loosing 15 tennis courts to development the rest of the court options are just OK 

882 Beautiful location to play but overall boulder has too few courts.  

883 I am concerned that pickleball players are more vocal and newly excited and are squeezing out the robust 
tennis community. 

884 new to this 

885 Pb is taking over.  Need courts dedicated to tennis in boudrr 

886 No answer 

887 n/a 

888 We typically prefer using Rocky mtn tennsi but now the college has taken over property. Our absolute 
favorite tennis facility in front range is Gates Denver public/private partnership . How we would love to 
have a Gates in Boulder  

889 Need more indoor courts 

890 good to have tennis courts and pickleball courts but they aren't well maintained, to have have better 
maintenance, better improvement and more courts would be great. 

891 More accessible. It is very hard to find any court time!  
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892 I just started playing pickleball and I have not found the city courts or programming accessible.  I have 
been playing privately, indoor.  Most importantly, my teens like it and I think there could be a great youth 
program.   

893 spruce courts are beautiful 

894 I like that there are tennis courts and that NBRC allocated 2 courts to tennis.  I don't like shared space for 
tennis and pickle ball becaue the usage is different and disruptive to tennis 

895 The things that I like about the city's tennis/pickleball courts currently is their locations. I live in North 
Boulder, and there are 3 different places I can think of off the top of my head where I can play tennis. I 
think that more courts should be accessible to the public as their is massive demand but limited supply. 
This could be through brokering a deal with BVSD allowing more access during school hours. This could 
be done through building more courts, though Boulders convenient places for development are limited. I 
also think that court quality is important. Multiple times throughout this survey it mentions daily 
maintenance, but I don't think that is very necessary. When the Centennial courts were available (currently 
they are quite inaccessible as you can't play during school hours) every few years a mediocre crew would 
come in and fix the courts. I think a good way to save money and time would to instead bring in a very 
well established renowned tennis/pickleball court crew to do a good job for more expense, but then the 
courts would last longer. My last thing that is very important for my experience is sperate courts for 
pickleball and tennis, but I don't think separate locations matter very much. 

896 We need indoor tennis courts. RMTC is going away, and Meadows has a 7+ year wait list. Soon there will 
be no indoor courts for winter for rec players or the CU team. 

897 convenient; I HOPE for more courts, indoor facilities, permanent restrooms, no cracks or dead spots in the 
courts 

898 We need indoor courts!!  There is NOTHING!  Having moved from the NY. area, we thought there would 
be more by way of lessons but there is not much at all in the Boulder area.  Gonzo needs to be able to offer 
a higher quality class in the winter (gyms are terrible).  It’s really sad 

899 Picklers should develop their own infrastructure and not take courts that have been for tennis for the past 
40 or 50 years.  Tennis is still popular in Boulder and has worked hard to provide enough tennis courts that 
there are four or more private groups with tennis in addtion to the courts that are available now that for 
some reason pickleball is allowed to use.  It is noisy, slow-paced, and prone to injuries.  You can play 
pickleball if you want but don't steal our courts.  Next, they will want ball fields, golf courses, basketball 
courts and more.  I am against the city pitting the two groups against each other and find funding for 
pickelball courts.  You could put 8 courts in your parking lot and encourage your employees to take public 
transit. 

900 There are no indoor courts available in Boulder that aren't privately operated.  

901 I like we have court to rent 

902 I like that there are some you have to reserve and some that you can just show up -- I think that should be 
more clear, though. Like a list of all the courts in boulder, and whether or not you need reservations at 
them, if you can play after school hours, etc.  

903 That there are courts dedicated to tennis only!  Pickleball lines limit tennis league play on tennis courts 

904 Hope to get indoor facility, similar to Apex in Arvada 

905 I like when I can get a court reservation & the court is in good shape - nets working & no cracks! 

906 I like their locations, but wish there were more at each location and would love to see a tennis complex 
built with multiple courts on one site similar to the Quail courts in Longmont and especially would love 
for Boulder to build separate tennis courts and pickleball courts for the public. 

907 My hope for the future is more access to courts. There are not enough in Boulder to meet the demand. 

908 I like that they exist and I know people love Gonzo tennis, but that's it. Our courts are an embarrassment. 
All the surrounding cities have beautiful facilities. Leagues hate coming to Boulder for matches. We've 
had teams offer to host us as the home team to avoid playing on our poorly maintained, sometimes 
dangerous, courts. Why do we pay so much to live here when the amenities are falling apart? In regards to 
the reservation system, you should not be able to pick a specific pickleball court. Often, at North Boulder, 
pickleballers will spread out over all the tennis courts, using only half of each court, instead of booking 
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both sides of courts to maximize the available space. The reservation system should fill in pickleball 
reservations automatically to optimize the space.  

909 I like the Knollwood courts. They’re in good shape and beautiful but the city needs to make a major 
investment in its sporting facilities. You build for the homeless but don’t take care of it’s tax paying 
residents  

910 There is no mention of handball courts in this survey which is a terrible oversight of how popular and 
important handball is to the Latino community in Boulder. There are only 3 (?) handball courts I know of 
at EBRC and you often see dozens of men waiting to play. These aren't complicated courts --they are 
concrete walls and it's played with one ball and your hand. I already raised this issue of addressing the 
athletic and community needs of our Latino population with the city rec office about 5 years ago. I really 
hope you do your research and realize that addressing tennis and pickleball concerns is culturally tone deaf 
to the popularity of handball. Pls see Colorado Public Radio story here about handball in Denver: 
https://www.cpr.org/2019/10/28/in-this-denver-neighborhood-handball-helps-keep-old-denver-bouncing-
along/ 

911 I like the tennis courts and tennis.  I do not like the sound of pickle ball being played in our neighborhood. 

912 Ability to reserve courts is great, some courts are in terrible disrepair(Arapahoe Ridge), the lack of 
available of any covered or indoor courts in this climate is frustrating and local tennis clubs no longer 
accept people on the waiting list.   

913 Many locations to choose from but the demand for court time outstrips demand.  

914 T 

915 I love the staff at Rocky Mountain. I would like for them to be able to keep a program somewhere in 
Boulder. Preferably East Boulder. 

916 Have played only at the Knollwood and North Boulder Rec Ctr courts. Knollwood are very nice. NBRC 
are OK. 

917 I am concerned there are not enough courts to meet demand with RMTC leaving.  

918 Tennis and pickleball facilities should be separate. 

919 Some courts are very well maintained, and courts that have remained for EITHER pickelball OR tennis are 
much better than courts trying to combine the two. The situation at the South Boulder rec center, which 
has been overtaken by pickelball, is a disaster and that situation should be avoided in the future.  

920 Locations and proximity to shade trees 

921 Rocky Mountain Tennis Center is fantastic. I’m worried they won’t have a place to go once their lease is 
up. 

922 Good condition of courts 
 
Would like to see many courts with lighting for nighttime play 

923 Like the community spirit, but frankly there are just not enough courts.  Would love to see some indoor 
tennis and pickleball courts. 

924 I like that there are courts all over the city. I prefer dedicated tennis courts so the lines are not confusing 
while playing.  

925 I like how tennis courts are located throughout the city as well as in neighborhoods.  
 
I hope that we can create designated pickleball courts so that tennis and pickleball do not have to share. I 
hope that all of the courts will be well maintained- please keep money in the budget to keep them nice so 
we can be proud of our courts and have legit matches etc.  

926 I hope there are some indoor tennis courts available for organized lesson & play for youth like the bubble 
which is being torn down. 

927 We need more tennis courts 

928 In general, just need more courts (pickleball & tennis). 

929 There is a need for dedicated tennis courts so people can play official matches. 
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930 The Rocky Mountain Tennis Center is getting bulldozed this spring.  They have 13 courts that are used by 
the community (CU, Boulder High) and they offer a large variety of classes and coaching.  This is a 
community resource.  Currently there are not many courts to play tennis on in Boulder and the max 
concentration (4 courts) appears in Gunbarrel at the Tom Watson Park far away from the city.  The city 
desperately needs to be a lot more tennis courts and also offer classes, coaching etc. since RMTC is 
leaving.  The most upsetting thing about the development proposal is that the tennis center will be 
bulldozed, the bike path rennovated and pickelball courts put as a replacement!!  What is going on? 

931 I like that there are courts and a reservation system for tennis at recreation centers in Boulder and lighting 
at some of the courts. My future hopes would be to have a public tennis facility much like that of Arvada 
Apex. A place that would provide courts dedicated for year round league play, tournaments, university 
matches, events (fundraising or educational), lessons (group, private, drop-in), and recreational play. My 
hope for the future of PB is much the same, however, due to the noise level of the game, future locations 
should be carefully planned with respect to residential areas. 
 
My future concerns for tennis in Boulder county is the lack of tennis courts for the growing number of 
tennis players as well as the inadequate availability of indoor tennis. 
 
My concerns for PB is the lack of dedicated pb courts. PB should not be piggybacking onto tennis courts. 
Also, my concern for the future of PB is the location of where courts could be added with concern for the 
amount of noise pollution the sport generates. 

932 For the most part, they are located in good spots.  But with losing RMTC and CU South courts soon, we 
need more dedicated tennis courts.  Pickleball needs their own courts.  We need a tennis campus like Quail 
Courts in Longmont or Apex in Arvada.  Also need more courts with lights and lights that work - NBRC 
court lights are horrible. Almost every court in Longmont has lights.  

933 Boulder is the currently the focus of the north metro area for competitive tennis.  If we lose RMTC & CU 
south without replacement courts then Boulder will cease to be one of the special locations in this state for 
high level junior & adult tennis.   
As far as pickleball, there is vacant indoor space in many locations.  They should work to set up their own 
courts and minimize sharing with tennis.  

934 Love RMTC, and the condition of the Knollwood Courts.  Also Gonzo and his programs. 

935 We need more lights and indoor courts.  Look at APEX for ideas of what we need.  There is no reason 
Arvada can afford amazing facilities and Boulder can not.  

936 More courts 

937 We are very lucky to have access to free courts, we just need more of them to accommodate the growth in 
tennis and pickle-ball 

938 I play at RMTC 

939 The lack of indoor courts is definitely the biggest area for improvement. Other than that, more courts 
would make a difference; currently courts are often too crowded.  

940 I like how there is a mix of drop-in times  and scheduled times at different locations. More courts are 
needed to satisfy the demand, especially dedicated courts.  

941 I currently am a RMTC member so I now rarely use the city cts, but will soon be one of MANY additional 
tennis players fighting for ct time. Simple solution: more cts and maintain all cts. Charge if you have to. 

942 with RMTC going away plus other courts there is going to be a large gap in capacity 

943 We have courts, that are reasonably close and they are in good condition 

944 Knollwood is a beautiful place to play. I just noticed the improvement at Tom Watson.  
There are way too few tennis facilities (and pickleball facilities) for a city of our size. Compared to places 
like Longmont and Arvada, we are way behind.  
There are very few places to play after dark. The lights at N. Boulder, for example, make those facilities 
largely unplayable. There is nothing available outside of clubs to play in the cold or when it rains. 
There is growing tension between Tennis and Pickleball players because of limited opportunities. This is a 
huge shame.  
There is a growing and remarkable wheelchair tennis community in Boulder. There is real concern that 
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that is destroyed when RMTC goes.  
Tennis is a lifelong sport. It serves kids all the way to the old. We should be supporting facilities that serve 
everyone like this.  
When communities like ours build public sports facilities (tennis, pickleball, softball, baseball, etc) it fills 
hotel rooms and restaurants through tournaments.  
I want to be able to ride a bike to play tennis. Hopefully things built will not be only on the outskirts.  

945 Future indoor tennis complex 

946 Boulder needs to create an indoor tennis facility to provide yearlong tennis. When the City Planning Board 
votes to eliminate the the Rocky Mountain Tennis Center a comparable facility needs to be built to replace 
what is destroyed. The RMTC was much more than 15 tennis courts, it offered dynamic tennis programs 
which included leagues tournaments, lessons and an indoor facility for the CU Women's tennis team. All 
of these programs offered employment to many tennis professionals. 

947 I would like to have more indoor courts that work year-round. There are hardly any facilities today that 
offer that. 

948 I would like to see more courts. I have been driving all over boulder county to play and would love to stay 
in my own town to play.  

949 We really need some indoor courts for winter. At least 8 of them at a single location  

950 There seem to be a lot of longtime, tennis lovers (our son is a new player) as well as a large bunch of 
newer pickleball fanatics (my husband and I included). I certainly hope there’s room for all, as there seem 
to be so many people looking to play! I very much like the idea of dedicated Pickleball courts so it doesn’t 
have to be one or the other at any given time. 

951 Glad they exist.  Wish we had more pickleball courts with permanent nets. 

952 Courts are well maintained.  

953 Would like inside courts.   

954 accessibility 

955 We have been very very very very upset about what seems like a full takeover of all the courts for 
pickelball. the online system is hard to navigate and most of the courts are taken by pickleball.. Tennis is 
an important sport that needs to be supported by the city, especially when the RMTC site disapears. An 
indoor or covered factility would be amazing (co-supported by CU?) at the least, courts dedicated and 
saved for tennis are necessary.  

956 There are not enough courts in general especially for winter time play. 

957 Boulder generally has good neighborhood tennis courts, but it would benefit greatly from a dedicated full-
service tennis facility that offers opportunities to participate in leagues, provide group and individual 
lessons and host tournaments. Neighborhood courts can't accommodate this type of use, and the only 
option in the city is the Meadows tennis club, which is private. 

958 I hope we will stop losing tennis courts to pickleball. It's great there is a new sport that people love, but it 
is unfortunate that it is coming at the expense of another sport. 

959 not much 

960 we need more courts since Rocky Mt is going to close 

961 I like Gonzo Tennis running great programs on the courts! Very concerned for the incredible demand and 
the lack of infrastructure to support it.  

962 Hopefully we will get more pickleball courts as more people play pickleball than tennis now a days  

963 I live in Boulder only in the summer --May to October. I play exclusively on private courts. I could not 
even tell you what courts the City provides. The weather places so many restrictions on tennis in Boulder 
that it will never amount to much as a city facility. 

964 I have been told existing tennis courts don’t have pickleball lines and nets is because it disqualifies tennis 
tournaments from playing. Does the city work for a few elite tennis players versus the majority of 
everyday players who are out for exercise and fun? Let the tourneys be at clubs or on perhaps one 
designated set of 4 courts.  
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Perhaps enter in talks with private properties that gave little used courts about increased accessibility? Be 
creative and listen to the majority of your tax payers as to needs. Inventory the # of tennis vs pickleball 
players. I believe pickleball will be a larger group and growing as folks age.  

965 Times for PB open play is great. Would like it on weekends as well, and some evenings for those with jobs 

966 I am very happy P & R is taking a hard look at facilities for tennis and PB.  There is no denying that 
BOTH sports have and continue to grow and our need for more and improved facilities is critical. I have a 
GREAT deal of experience in this space and the best solution is to separate the two sports - however the 
city can. Sharing space has created a community divide that is unnecessary. It may have worked at first but 
the numbers are too great now. 

967 I think for the most part courts are in decent shape and usually available.  I would love to see more indoor 
or covered options for winter play. 

968 I think the department should look at how Scottsdale, AZ 
 
runs the pickleball courts.   It works so well 

969 We appreciate the courts and the updates that have been made to some courts.  We hope that all of the 
courts will be resurfaced for safety reasons.  Some shade would be nice for safety reasons, like heat stroke, 
as I have seen some people experience.   Thanks for helping us all stay healthy, young and old.  Tennis and 
pickleball are activities that people can participate in for life. 

970 The current courts are barely adequate and some are downright dangerous. I would like much more court 
availability. There are not enough pickleball courts available. The Gunnison Valley where I visit regularly, 
has 11 dedicated pickleball courts and a population of only 8-10K. We need to get with it. It is sport that 
has been widely adopted by the general population and it’s support be Boulder is laughable!!! 

971 We like that there are some courts. We really wish Boulder could copy the APEX Tennis Model from 
Arvada. We need an indoor option. 

972 It is fairly easy to get a court and now that N. Palo Park has been resurfaced, it is a great place to play.  
Our house abuts the court.  I am STRONGLY in favor of dedicated courts for tennis and pickle.  Multi-
lines are annoying for both sports.  Also the noise issue from pickle is real and there should never be 
pickle on residential courts. 

973 Pickleball courts at NBRC are very convenient for me 

974 Please don't let pickleball take all the boulder courts! South Boulder Rec is overwhelmed by pickleball 

975 I hope that we don't lose more courts and funding to pickleball.  My concern is that Boulder is utilizing 
funding for pickleball and not addressing the growing tennis needs.  This will further perpetuate the 
decline of tennis in our area due to the lack of courts available for potential future tennis enthusiasts.  I 
hope Boulder cares about the future of our tennis community and potential tennis pros that could come 
from Boulder/Colorado. 

976 I like the drop in play at South Boulder Rec center, but as a person who works during the day, the drop in 
hours do not work well for me. 

977 A Pickleball complex with at least 16 courts.  

978 easy access, good peripheral and supporting infrastructure, such as parking, bathrooms and EV stalls, and 
locations that minimize impact on the surrounding communities 

979 The recent court upgrades are terrific.  Porta potties are needed at Palo Park north. They should be 
anchored to a tree so kids can't tip them. Back boards to practice tennis should be at every court. Eg. Palo 
Park, Martin Part, etc. 

980 Not enough dedicated pickle ball courts 

981 I just want dedicated courts and some lights. Every other city in Colorado, no matter how few people or 
little money has dedicated courts. Let’s make this HAPPEN!!! 

982 I am a member of the RMTC that the city is shutting down.  I am a very active 81 years old.  Without 
indoor tennis in the winter, I will have to give up tennis, a sport that has kept me active.  At his time the 
RMTC is the only available indoor courts.  Because the city is shutting down the facility, it has a 
responsibility to foster the creation of a tennis center with indoor courts 
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983 It is difficult to find a place to play. I live a few blocks from centennial middle school but can no longer 
play. A city like Boulder should have better facilities for indoor and outdoor tennis with the migration of  
fit people moving here.  

984 Tennis court availability is pretty good and the maintenance that has recently occurred at Tom Watson and 
the re-dedicated courts at NBRC. 
My concerns are that court availability will suffer due to losing CU south courts as well as Rocky 
Mountain Tennis Center shutting down (although I realize that these are not City of Boulder facilities). 
I'm also highly concerned that pickleball will continue to canalize the availability of tennis courts in 
Boulder. The prospect of repurposing city tennis courts for pickleball use is frustrating to me both as a 
tennis player and taxpayer. 

985 I would hope the City of Boulder could build amenities similar to Apex in Arvada.  All of the competitive 
children in Boulder have to drive there for the programming and facilities.  With RMTC dissolving and 
many school courts being removed the City needs to own it’s tennis program in house and not have a 
contractor running tennis.  There is plenty of room at the South Boulder Rec site to build an indoor 
facility.  

986 I prefer not to play tennis within earshot of pickle ball.  Its way too LOUD and distracting. 

987 The popularity of tennis in the area has always made it challenging to find available tennis courts. The 
growth of pickleball has put a lot more stress on court availability. Pickleball does not need the greater 
infrastructure used for tennis courts. It is not a good use of our limited resources to put them on tennis 
courts. 

988 That we have them, but we don’t have enough of them!  

989 Would like to have designated pb courts.  

990 Rocky Mountain tennis center has been serving tennis for over 40 years -600 kids and wheelchair players 
as well as adults play there currently 

991 We need a facility like Apex with both indoor and outdoor courts 

992 They provide overflow backup for the Meadows Club where I am a member 

993 N/A 

994 Thank you for everything you do! 
I love how spaced out courts are around the county. No matter what, you can find a court if they are busy, 
you just have to leapfrog a bit from place to place.  
I live in east boulder county. I would love to see a covered or larger complex out here. LOTS of tennis and 
pickleball happening and courts are always busy. Thank you! 

995 The convenience of courts at NBRC and SBRC but dismayed that NBRC lost half of its courts. 

996 More courts are needed to accommodate a growing number of pickleball players. The current situation in 
Boulder is not good. 

997 I am very concerned about losing tennis courts in Boulder and would like to see more courts built as soon 
as possible 

998 I like dedicated tennis and pickleball courts without sharing facilities.  Sharing them is not compatible.  
Please stop this practice. 

999 I've had the advantage of playing at RMTennis for 20 years and 5 years of PB. I see both issues clearly. 
Tennis: The majority of avid tennis people join a club, are ranked and rely on their system to reserve 
courts. The don't play in the winter unless indoors because the game is slower and you get cold. The level 
of play needs to be even and the games often last 1.5 hours. There is more organization required with 
tennis and fewer people can play on designated courts at one time. Because many belong to clubs, the City 
courts are often left unused. I know RMT is being dismantled and the tennis players are in a real bind 
having relied on their club to organize. PB - All levels, and many people, often 50 plus at one time can 
accommodate 6 -8 courts at a time. Drop in is very popular and players are used to using the City 
reservation system, shovel snow, and wait ten minutes or so between games. We have a bucket/racket 
system to allow people to take turns. You can play with different levels, the games are 15 minutes and the 
courts again can accommodate many many people. It truly is a community sport! That is not the case with 
Tennis....I love tennis and feel for the tennis community. They will have a learning curve to move from 
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club to City play and with RMT disbanded will use more of the tennis courts that sit idle most of the time.  
PB is easy to learn, drop in is very popular, its extremely social and there is very little organization needed. 
It's also played outside year round. I think from the dots displayed last night, Tennis is looking for indoor 
etc. much more than PB players....and again the courts designated for PB from the City are used much 
more with many more people engaged. My 2 cents! 

1000 Would like to see wind/noise barriers installed for Pickleball courts. 

1001 convenient locations.  Concern about access to courts as PB becomes more and more popular.  It is very 
frustrating to have to rotate out and sit around watching others play when the courts are too busy 

1002 There are enough courts. However they are in terrible disrepair. And none are indoor. It would not take a 
ton of money to cover the Manhattan courts with a roof and to provide parking. It is a waste of money to 
keep repairing the courts rather than installing post-tension courts that will last.  

1003 Sharing with both tennis & Pickleball is fun 

1004 Drop in play at SBRC. Reservation system for later in the day. 

1005 I am not too familiar with the City Of boulder courts now. I usually play at Rmtc... but occasionally on 
Spruce courts. I find those lovely, except occasionally crowded with too long of a wait. We need more 
courts, and that will only get worse after Rmtc and cu South are gone. 

1006 I like the versatility of the courts and online booking. Also, I like that some courts have open play for a 
few hours, then reservations are accepted for other times. Works well. 

1007 Typically available  

1008 Maintenance is critical on on-going basis 

1009 Well kept  

1010 I played up in Walla Walla WA last year, they have 14 full time courts.  The city of Longmont is years 
ahead of Boulder, you should find out how they balanced this problem. 

1011 We need more tennis courts!! 
 
Indoor would be lovely.  
 
Outdoor would be great.  

1012 Like the drop-in pickleball arrangement. It allows more people to play and has created wonderful 
community.  
I think the city could generate income by installing a card swipe unit at the courts. You won’t get everyone 
to use it but people with silver sneakers etc will use it. Plus you’d increase your usage stats.  
I don’t understand the high demand for dedicated courts - needs more exploring to be sure there are valid 
reasons to support them. Seems like it is more of an us/them issue.  
A concern is that pb players get dismissed due to the general older age of the group. I don’t think Boulder 
is ready to acknowledge our aging population and it’s impact on Boulder’s image of itself.  
Thanks for working on a plan.  

1013 Absolutely nothing. The courts are a disaster and keep getting worse. 

1014 I only play pickleball during weekend drop in at SBRC. It is very crowded. All courts should be blocked 
off for pickleball drop-in on weekend mornings from 7-12 to promote the community building of 
pickleball and to provide Boulder residents who are still working or going to school an opportunity to 
participate. Because of court closures at other rec centers there are often 50 or more people in rotation for 
2-4 courts. Private groups should not be allowed to reserve courts at these times.  

1015 I hope in the future boulder can provide tennis courts that are both 1) usable year round and 2) affordable 
for all. Even the current reservation system can be pricey for someone playing as often as me and I’m 
afraid the building of indoor courts will be even pricier. I think it’s important to keep that in mind—that is 
where this demand is coming from. Anyone with money is already playing year round at meadows or 
boulder country club. Thanks and looking forward to the future of boulder tennis! 
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1016 i do not like the courts. i played on the for deace and found them corwded at times. had to search for a 
court, ofter it seemed courts were not so good for drop in matches. there was no cluster of courts except at 
centennial but it was off limits during school time and the BTA had some control over the availability. not 
sure any omre because i joined the RMTC (the old Harvest House courts (15 of them conveniently located 
with parking free) and covered in winter. 

1017 Being able to reserve courts online. 
 
We just need more courts. 

1018 There are at least some courts, but pickleball is very popular!!! 43million Americans play it 

1019 Dedicated pickleball courts are lacking. Would love to see a facility like Apex in Boulder. 

1020 Usually I can get a reservation with enough advanced planning.  

1021 Like the courts at South Boulder Rec.  We need lights though!  Both North and East already have them.  
Doesn’t seem like that would be very expensive to add.  SBRC does seem to consistently get the least 
investment in improvements compared to the other rec centers.  Why is that? 

1022 I like the south boulder drop in court situation. I would like some dedicated pickleball courts built in the 
city.  

1023 The few courts that are available at city parks are very nice. The courts at the end of Spruce Street, Martin 
Acres and the courts on Glenwood. But there are too few of them. 

1024 Very dissatisfied with the quality of the courts. An insufficient number of courts given the total court 
demand. No amenities. Primitive compared to other local cities. 

1025 I like being able to reserve tennis courts online, don’t like when some courts such as Arapaho’s ridge are 
not in the system to reserve.  We need more lighted courts and should not have to pay extra to use those.  
Longmont is way ahead of boulder as far as courts.  

1026 My kids and I take lessons with rmtc and I would like to continue. We need new courts built so we can 
continue to take lessons with this great organization. 

1027 I like that there are a lot of them in various areas of the city 

1028 Ability to reserve courts online (although the reservation process is antiquated and not user-friendly); 
pickleball (a fad) users have taken over already limited tennis court space; city tennis courts (East Boulder, 
North Boulder, South Boulder-- and all Boulder high school tennis courts) are in bad condition and need 
resurfacing; there are no covered tennis courts in the city in the winter (forcing us to drive teens after 
school, in the dark, in bad weather to Longmont and Aurora, when RMTC is sold out); Meadows Club 
tennis courts have a 5-year waiting list to join; the city is destroying the only covered tennis courts in 
Boulder with the Millenium Harvest House redevelopment-- and adding pickleball courts instead of 
replacing the lost tennis courts! You should see how nice the tennis courts in other adjacent cities. 

1029 I like that not all tennis courts have pickle ball lines. We need courts without the lines for usta play.  

1030 I am a tennis player and have no desire to support pickle ball at public tennis courts. I am required to make 
a reservation one week in advance at NBRC to at least try tennis, sometimes it works out and I can play! 
Yet most of the time it is reserved already and if I forget to reserve it is all pickle ball. I only play at 
NBRC since it is close to my house and I feel like the courts need to be reserved for Tennis. If you feel 
like you need pickle ball courts then maybe add another court. Yet we support Gonzo Tennis and they 
have at least 2 of the courts reserved for lessons, which is fine. I went to SBRC and they had specific just 
tennis courts which I thought was amazing. Yet, I want to keep the NBRC courts up and running since 
they are in a great location and usually available for tennis on the weekends. 

1031 Open to the public  

1032 I like Gonzo Tennis, getting together with friends to play, BTA league, essentially the activities that take 
place at the courts. 

1033 I feel there are plenty of tennis courts but with the growth amd popularity of pickleball there needs to be 
infrastructure growth as well in creating new dedicated pickleball courts away from communities where 
the sou d will be an issue 

1034 Martin park and Spruce courts are nicely done. I think lighted courts should be improved. NBRC lights are 
too low and not sufficient.   
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I hope the city can really support the Gonzo tennis program - it brings so many people together to enjoy 
tennis 

1035 Pricing and reservations are good. NEED MORE PICKLEBALL COURTS. NEED DEDICATED 
PICKLEBALL COURTS.  

1036 Not much to like right now. Courts are in poor condition or being surrendered to pickle ball. I appreciate 
the resurfacing of the IBM courts. 

1037 Love lighted courts!  
I would love more courts with lights, bathrooms & water! 

1038 Play at EBRC love the location. 

1039 Convenient, spread around town.  Multiple courts in each location. 

1040 Access across the city - assuming current courts are all updated 

1041 Easy to get to. Perfect licstion 

1042 Like drop in play almost all mornings at SB 
Dedicated PB courts would be awesome with at least a group of 4 courts together 

1043 East Boulder courts have great views and ambiance 

1044 Like having a reservation system available for some courts 

1045 they are at all 3 parks but we need more designated pickleball at all 3 parks 

1046 Like that they are available to all and (mostly) in decent shape 

1047 Need more dedicated pickleball courts;  also need indoor tennis and pickleball courts given closing of the 
Harvest House and long waitlist at area clubs 

1048 I would like dedicated indoor tennis courts as well as lighted outdoor tennis courts.  Sharing a court with 
pickleball leads to competition between extremely scarce resources and resentment between the two 
sports.  Pickleball lines on tennis courts also detracts from the experience of playing competitive tennis.  
The limited tennis resources (mainly in the form number of courts and lack of lighted courts) causes tennis 
to be looked at as a non-priority and students and student athletes are unable to thrive and develop in this 
environment.  Colorado is lagging the nation in tennis talent and it is apparent that we lack the resources. 

1049 right now, it is very hard to get a reservation. There are not enough courts. There are not courts for winter 
time. Few courts for night time. People would play the sport year-round all day if Boulder could 
accommodate it. 

1050 We need more specific designated pickleball courts and improvements made on e siting shared courts 

1051 Rehabbed courts now better. Need more indoor courts! 

1052 Rec center has lighting. Hope for more courts around town with better conditions. Really need an option 
for covered courts in the winter with Rocky Mountain Tennis Center going away. 

1053 Before all this noise ordinance stuff, I liked the accesability of the pickleball courts.  Access to reserve 
courts online. 
 
I hope that there will be a large number of Pickleball courts available at all  3 rec centers and easy access 
to reserve courts 

1054 drop-in open play for pickleball 

1055 I'm glad that they finally resurfaced Palo and Centennial Middle School (which I realize aren't Parks and 
Rec). I would love, love, love to have a tennis facility that has dedicated tennis and pickleball courts, both 
indoor and outdoor. 

1056 I have enjoyed playing pickleball with friends and at drop-in. Unfortunately drop-in is now so crowded on 
weekends (the only days I can participate) that it's almost not worth going. In addition a few people are 
reserving courts for private play during drop-in times which further crowds the many players there for 
drop-in. As far as the reservation system, it should be possible to cancel court reservations 24-hour in 
advance and either get a refund or credit toward future reservation.  
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1057 Hope to see new tennis courts in Boulder 

1058 I like that the cost is low and the courts are in good shape.  I like that there are both pickleball and tennis 
courts.  I like the reservation system though the website could be more user friendly.  

1059 We need indoor courts that are affordable to the average citizen  

1060 Fresh surface north bldr rec center good, reserving is tough, need permanent PBall courts 

1061 They exist 

1062 Boulder need to build at least a dozen dedicated outdoor pickleball courts. Ideally, I would like to see 
more, as well as dedicated indoor pickleball courts and mixed use tennis/pickleball courts. Please give the 
community more options for playing pickleball! 

1063 They’re trying to grapple with current and future demand 

1064 I love pickleball, but truly the biggest challenge is booking courts. We set an alarm exactly one week in 
advance but courts were snagged up instantly.   

1065 I like the South Boulder Rec Center courts and how they're not too close to any houses so we're not 
bothering anyone. Booking courts has become quite competitive, even a week before. It would be amazing 
if we could get lights at the SBRC courts. Also if possible, expanding the number of pickleball courts 
would be great. 

1066 I like the drop in system, and the reservation system is a lil clunky but works. I hope for dedicated 
pickleball courts and more of them as there are a lot of people these days. 

1067 Future hope is for several more pickleball only courts with wind blocks and lights 

1068 Very nice courts, significant hope for many more courts to house the Rocky Mountain tennis program, 
need for indoor courts in the winter especially for the competitive kids program high school program and 
HP team at RMTC 

1069 LOVE the ability to reserve... this is becoming more and more important as pickleball uses our courts, and 
tennis courts become less and less available. 

1070 I am saddened by the loss of tennis courts in Boulder and Boulder County the last 5 years and the failing 
condition of the remainting courts.The work put into the Centennial courts was disappointing, as they 
didn't fully repair before painting, so the cracks and bubbles in the court remain, causing errant balls and 
dangerous trip hazzards. I have not visited some of the other recently fixed courts so I have been unable to 
see if they took the same approach. I appreciate they are making the effort to try and keep them playable, 
but wonder if knowledgable people are involved that understand how to correct the court damage.  
I am concerned about snow shoveling the courts, I appreciate the efforts of volunteers at EBRC, but hope 
the methods are monitored to reduce wear and tear damage.  
It would be great if the city feels it's possible to have permanent water rollers at each site. 
Lastly I know  there is conflict about the use of courts for both sports, as there are USTA rules that then 
negate their use for tournaments when pickleball lines are on tennis courts. With the loss of the Rocky 
Mountain Tennis Center, the importance of adding indoor public facilities is so important to the huge 
number of players in the city and county. I am hopeful the city is considering this for future development. 

1071 I like that there is drop in play almost every day. 

1072 There needs to be an indoor tennis option for the winter, now that the city is taking the space from RMTC 
for student hosting 

1073 I know you know this already, but losing the courts at CU South and Millenium will be absolutely 
devastating for Boulder tennis, and that is not even accounting for the needs of pickleball players. 
PLEASE consider allowing a public/private partnership with a long term lease at Valmont Park or 
anywhere else. We understand you have limited funds. The community can come through and help fund 
courts but there is no place to put them outside of Valmont Park. 

1074 I like that tennis and Pickelball courts are separate.  I think it’s a terrible idea to use tennis courts for 
pickleball especially if pickleball lines are painted or taped in to tennis courts.  

1075 Access to wheelchair tennis instruction and play. Concerned about end to RMTC wheelchair program.   
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1076 I enjoy the various locations around town - just wish there were more courts, and more dedicated courts.  
Such a wonderful and social game - just wish it was easier to find an open court. 

1077 The situation is okay now, but was better before we lost half the courts at NBRC.  We need designated 
pickleball courts in an area that will not bother the residents.  There are so many players and not near 
enough places to play.  Boulder should be embarrassed that their residents have to drive all the way to 
Arvada and use the Apex facility.  

1078 Im happy there are as many pball courts as there but there are not enough.  
 
and we definitely need dedicted pickleball courts 

1079 courts are decent quality (when recently patched). most people there are helpful and friendly.  
 
Reserved courts morning hours are generally gone within 1 minute after being able to reserve, More 
courts, of course. Ability to legally give some instruction on some courts/times, 

1080 I like the open play, M-F and S&S at the south rec.  I hope we can make the north rec open play the same 
as south rec.  We need more courts as some days, there are double or triple number of people than the 
court.   Due the lack of courts, I have to get up early to set everything up at 8 am to reserve the courts.  The 
south court surfaces are in dire condition; all the courts have cracks.  We should also open all east courts 
for pickleball.  There are so many newbies; we don't have room for beginners (or challengers).  We 
recently travel to Arvada Apex for pickleball party.  We shouldn't have to travel to other city for party...I 
think that's pathetic. 

1081 I mostly play at RMTC 

1082 I like the courts that are dedicated to tennis. The East Boulder courts are well designed and appreciate that 
the have lights 

1083 I love that there are courts in multiple parts of town.  I do not enjoy the lessons I have taken.  For that, 
Rocky Mountain has been better.  I also feel a strong need for Boulder to offer covered courts for year 
round, weather proof play. 

1084 The more I play the more I see the need for expansion of current outdoor and indoor pickleball courts and 
an INDOOR play reservation system added 

1085 We need dedicated pickleball courts and more multi use courts. It’s hard to believe that Boulder falls 
behind all neighboring towns with PB access thank you  

1086 I like that you are addressing needs of citizens  

1087 I love playing outdoors and the locations of NBRC, SBRC and Chautauqua are stunning.  
I’m concerned that we desperately need more pb courts, we need both dedicated and multi-use courts and 
I’m EXTREMELY confused about this:  Fairview is using SBRC’S courts tomorrow and Friday for a 
tournament. However, they are striped for pb. We’ve been told that the reason all Boulder City tennis 
courts cannot be multi-use is that then they cannot be used for tournaments 
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1091 In general, the courts are in good condition.   
I feel that many tennis courts (which I use more often than pickleball) are now being transitioned over to 
pickleball.  This concerns me because I LOVE playing tennis and desire access to courts, often during 
school hours when I can't play at school courts.   
I'm also unsure how to use the online reservation system.  It would be nice to have clear instructions and a 
good portal, but I don't even know where to look. 

1092 Ability to pick up games with others I meet at the courts. I would like to see the courts better maintained, 
and at least patch repairs made annually in between resurfacing. 

1093 Today, I went to play PB at South Boulder. Fairview had the courts for tennis, and PB had no notice. The 
availability of courts is a real problem. Chautauqua is used for PB, tennis, and basketball. 99% of the use 
is PB. The city knows there are dead spots because of inadequate maintenance, and the P&R doesn't seem 
to care. We need dedicated courts like most other towns and cities in Colorado. Boulder's response to PB is 
terrible. People of all generations love it, but senior citizens have a sport they can play but does the city 
care? Evidently not.  

1094 Your willingness to find out what is working and not working 

1095 Having at least some tennis courts is better than none, but many are in sad shape, and with dangerous 
cracks.  Pickleball, and loss of RMTC and CU South courts, are decreasing tennis availablilty, for students 
and residents, all over the city.  We especially need indoor courts for winter play, and to expand usage into 
the evening. 

1096 In the past I liked the easy availability of tennis courts at SBRC. Unfortunately, nowadays, the courts are 
mostly taken by pickleball users :( 

1097 Boulder is behind almost every other City in CO in its number of dedicated and shared courts. It's 
inexcusable and our tax dollars should be allocated to offering more courts for this sport which is multi-
generational and affordable to all income levels, which would be most of Boulder. Get going on this now! 

1098 Open to the public. To meet demand for tennis we need more tennis court maintenance and repairs. We 
need more tennis courts! 

1099 Some of the courts are in good to great condition to play on. With the loss of the RMTC indoor courts 
there is no way to play during the winter (meadows and golf club full with long wait list to become a 
member) 

1100 We drive 45 minutes to Arvada to the Apex Tennis Center for group tennis lessons for our two sons (age 
13 and 16). This excellent facility has great courts, four indoor courts, bathrooms and water fountains, 
court lights, and is very busy and well used. It's amazing and sad that we do not have anything like this in 
Boulder, especially given the high taxes that we pay. Currently, to play indoors people have to join an 
expensive private club (Meadows, Boulder Country Club, and soon to close RMTC). We are surrounded 
by towns that have great public facilities - I'm not sure why it's taking so long to build a great tennis 
facility in Boulder. Is it because we have more bureaucracy and red tape than these other towns?  
Also, as summer temperatures increase it becomes more important to have indoor courts. It's difficult to 
play outdoors from June to September due to heat, and again from November to February due to snow and 
cold. For example, on a sunny 95 degree day the sun adds at least 10 degrees to the real feel, and the hard 
court adds another 10 degrees. So it feels like 115 degrees on the court in the sun. This is dangerous. This 
leaves only four months of the year when outdoor courts are reliably useable. It's very important that any 
plan includes lots of shade and several indoor courts.  

1101 Tennis courts in Boulder are often some of the prettiest in the world because of our gorgeous location. I 
hope and dream that the city will add an indoor/outdoor tennis and racquet complex to rival what 
communities alike Arvada and South Denver have in Apex and Denver Tennis Park. I hope that the city 
can partner with BVSD and CU to add public indoor tennis facilities that can be accessed by community 
members and students. Studies will show that these type of facilities can be not only enormously beneficial 
but profitable as well.  

1102 They are located throughout the city and are usually easy to access. I do feel that there is a very intense 
need for public indoor tennis courts in Boulder. 

1103 Boulder has nice tennis courts, but as Pickleball has grown, there need to be more courts to support both 
sports. We are losing Rocky Mountain Tennis Club which will be a huge loss to our community of tennis 
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players and put additional strain on the existing city courts. I believe that an indoor tennis and pickleball 
facility with dedicated courts for both would be a success in our athletic community. Looking to 
communities like Vail and Steamboat - there should be great model to draw from.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

 


